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Abstract
The dynamics of surfaces and interfaces describe many physical systems, including
fluid membranes, entanglement entropy and the coupling of defects to quantum field
theories. Based on the formulation of submanifold calculus developed by Carter, we
introduce a new variational principle for (entangling) surfaces. This principle captures
all diffeomorphism constraints on surface/interface actions and their associated spacetime
stress tensor. The different couplings to the geometric tensors appearing in the surface
action are interpreted in terms of response coefficients within elasticity theory. An example
of a surface action with edges at the two-derivative level is studied, including both the
parity-even and parity-odd sectors. Its conformally invariant counterpart restricts the type
of conformal anomalies that can appear in two-dimensional submanifolds with boundaries.
Analogously to hydrodynamics, it is shown that classification methods can be used to
constrain the stress tensor of (entangling) surfaces at a given order in derivatives. This
analysis reveals a purely geometric parity-odd contribution to the Young modulus of a
thin elastic membrane. Extending this novel variational principle to BCFTs and DCFTs
in curved spacetimes allows to obtain the Ward identities for diffeomorphism and Weyl
transformations. In this context, we provide a formal derivation of the contact terms in
the stress tensor and of the displacement operator for a broad class of actions.
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1 Introduction
The dynamics of surfaces and interfaces describe a wide range of physical systems and physical
phenomena. One common example in nature is that of interfaces between different fluids or
1
fluid phases (e.g. soap bubbles). Another example is that of small deformations of thin elastic
membranes: at mesoscopic scales, the physical state of lipid membranes is well captured by
the geometric degrees of freedom of the membrane [1], while at microscopic scales one may
describe the coupling between quantum field theories and interfaces/defects by approximating
the latter as thin surfaces [2–4] or obtain entanglement properties of quantum field theories
by extremising surface functionals [5, 6]. Many of these systems can be modelled by effective
theories for the dynamics of surfaces, with numerous applications ranging from cosmic strings
[7], black hole physics [8–11] to the dynamics of D-branes [12], to mention only a few.
The recent interest in some of these topics have prompted us to explore in detail the formal
aspects of these functionals within a framework that allows to treat both bulk and surface
actions (or vacuum energy functionals) simultaneously, thereby describing this wide range
of physical systems. Based on the spacetime approach to submanifold calculus developed
by Carter [7, 13, 14], this paper formulates a novel variational principle for surface actions.
This formulation determines the constraints on surface actions and its associated spacetime
stress tensor due to general covariance. These constraints had been largely overlooked and,
in a purely geometric setting, restrict the type of contributions that can appear in entan-
glement entropy functionals. In addition, the variational principle developed here allows for
a direct derivation of the spacetime stress tensor and displacement operator associated with
surface/defect actions. In turn, this leads to a straightforward extraction of Ward identities
and can be used to evaluate correlation functions in conformal field theories (CFTs) and
constrain CFT data as in [4]. Extensions of this formalism to include background gauge and
dilaton fields are only natural.
Although the work that will be presented in this paper is broadly applicable, our original
motivation lies in the recent interest in two different research directions. The first one was
initiated by the Ryu-Takayanagi proposal [5], and its covariant counterpart [6], stating that
the extremisation of geometric functionals provides information, via holographic dualities, of
the entangling properties of the dual quantum field theory. The nature of these geometric
functionals depends on the specifics of the gravitational theory. In particular, in higher deriva-
tive gravity theories these geometric functionals may depend on the extrinsic curvature of the
surface or the background Riemann tensor [15–17]. The extremisation of these functionals is
required in order to extract information about the entanglement entropy of the corresponding
dual quantum field theory [18]. The second research direction is the study of the properties of
conformal field theories with boundaries (BCFTs) and of CFTs coupled to defects (DCFTs)
[2–4, 19–25].1 In this context, it is necessary to understand how to correctly couple a quantum
field theory living on a boundary/interface or defect, regardless of its shape, to a given bulk
CFT. This much is required in order to obtain the Ward identities for such theories [2–4].
These considerations and research directions have lead us to perform a thorough analysis
of the constraints on surface functionals with non-trivial edge geometry due to diffeomor-
phism invariance. The naive expectation, and a common misconception, is that, analogous
to spacetime actions and spacetime tensors, covariant surface actions can be built by simply
appropriately contracting surface tensors (e.g. contractions of extrinsic curvatures). However,
this is not the case, as these diffeomorphism constraints impose stronger restrictions, in par-
ticular at the edges of the surface. As we shall see, one of these constraints leads to the shape
equation itself, describing the surface dynamics, but many other constraints, which have been
largely overlooked in the literature, must be satisfied (see Eqs.(2.44)-(2.46), Eq. (2.48) and
Eq. (2.62)). In the context of conformal anomalies for submanifolds with boundaries, these
1In the holographic context, BCFTs and DCFTs have been approached in numerous ways, e.g. [23, 26–34]
to mention only a few.
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constraints restrict the type of anomalies that can be present, while in the context of DCFTs,
they play an important role: once implemented in the contact terms in the stress tensor and
in the displacement operator they can be used to correctly evaluate correlation functions and
to obtain conserved currents and charges.
When dealing with entanglement entropy functionals, the main interest lies in determin-
ing the shape equation and evaluating the on-shell value of the entropy functional at the
extrema. In this context, barely no attention is given to the physical interpretation of the
different couplings that appear in surface actions. However, from the broader point of view
that such actions describe a wide range of physical systems such as lipid membranes [35–38],
it is important to understand the physical meaning of these couplings. Following the gen-
eral approach of [10], we interpret the different structures appearing in surface actions in the
context of elasticity theory. In Sec. 4, we identify a new purely geometric parity-odd con-
tribution to the surface’s Young modulus, which breaks the classical symmetries associated
with an elasticity tensor. Couplings to the background Riemann tensor that appear in the
context of entanglement entropy [15–17] can be interpreted as quadrupole moments of stress
which introduce new force terms in the shape equation and characterise the response of the
surface to changes in background curvature.2 This leads to an extension of classical elasticity
theory [39] for the deformations of thin membranes.3
Different approaches to submanifold calculus
This paper deals with equilibrium surfaces, that is, surfaces whose shape is determined by
the extrema of an action or vacuum energy functional. We assume that these actions or
vacuum energy functionals are functionals of geometric fields only, namely the background
metric gµν(x), the embedding map of the surface X
µ(σ), and the embedding map of its edges
X˜µ(σ˜). In order to perform variations of these functionals and obtain the shape equation
and remaining diffeomorphism constraints one may either (1) displace the background co-
ordinates by an infinitesimal amount along some vector field ξµ such that xµ → xµ + ξµ(x)
while keeping the embedding map fixed or (2) displace the embedding map by a small amount
Xµ(σ)→ Xµ(σ)+δXµ(σ) while keeping the background coordinates fixed. We show in Sec. 5
that these two methods yield the same equations of motion once certain constraints are satis-
fied. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. If the change in background coordinates is compensated by a
corresponding change in the embedding map, the surface is not displaced, though certain con-
straints must be satisfied. Method (2) formally involves working with a foliation of surfaces,
even if just in a local neighbourhood, and it leads to a non-manifestly covariant intermediate
calculus.4 On the other hand, when using method (1), the variational calculus is covariant
and it is sufficient to work with a single surface. This is shown explicitly in App. A. When
dealing with (entangling) surfaces one may use either one of the methods in order to obtain
the equations of motion (modulo constraints), but due to the natural covariant properties and
simplicity of method (1), we discard (2). In the context of DCFTs, however, both methods
must be employed since the defect must be coupled regardless of its shape.
2The interpretation of these couplings in terms of elasticity theory had been suggested in [16].
3Elastic membranes are characterised by a thickness scale τ . In order to write effective theories for their
deformations, one considers deformations with wavelength much larger than the membrane thickness. In
this regime, the membrane geometry can be described by a surface action whose response coefficients are
dimensionful. The accompanying membrane stress tensor has a derivative expansion in terms of the membrane
thickness.
4Though it is possible to work with covariant deformations as developed by Guven et al. [40, 41]. Other
variational methods using auxiliary variables or constrained variations are also available in the literature and
deserve further exploration [42, 43].
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the two variational methods for the surfaceW. The fig-
ure on the left corresponds to method (1), where the background coordinates xα are displaced
while the embedding map Xµ is kept fixed. The figure on the right corresponds to method
(2) where the background coordinates are kept fixed and the embedding map is displaced.
The first method can be thought of displacing a ”mat” (background) underneath the surface
while the second can be thought of displacing the surface above the ”mat”.
The action functional can be cast under two different formulations. One of these for-
mulations, which we refer to as gauge formulation due its natural analogue in gauge theory,
consists in working with natural quantities defined on the surface and using tangential and
transverse indices. For example, the induced metric on the surface γab has only tangential
indices a, b while the extrinsic curvature Kab
i has two tangential indices and one transverse
index i. This is, for instance, the type of approach followed in [10, 41, 44] and in most of
the entanglement entropy literature (see [45] and references therein). The other formulation
is the one championed by Carter in [7, 13, 14], which we refer to as spacetime formulation.
Within this formulation, it is only necessary to work with a single type of indices, namely
spacetime indices µ, ν, · · · , such that using the set of tangent and normal vectors to the sur-
face {eµa , nµi} one may define the spacetime analogue of the induced metric and extrinsic
curvature as γµν = eµae
ν
aγ
ab and Kµν
ρ = eµ
aeν
bnρiKab
i, respectively. Notice that the latter
fields have support on the surface and are not fields in spacetime. The necessity of working
with two types of indices in a gauge formulation is traded by the necessity of keeping track
of the index order in a given geometric structure in a spacetime formulation.
Both formulations introduced above have advantages and disadvantages. In particular, the
gauge formulation makes it more accessible to evaluate variations of purely intrinsic quantities,
such as the intrinsic Ricci scalar, while the spacetime formulation makes it more accessible to
compute variations of background quantities, such as the background Ricci scalar. However,
as we will argue and demonstrate, the spacetime formulation of the action functional has
several clear advantages. For example, when dealing with composite systems of bulk and
surface it is only natural to use spacetime indices since it is senseless to differentiate between
tangential and normal indices in the bulk, unless one could introduce a foliation of surfaces or
defects in the entire spacetime but this is neither always possible nor necessary. Furthermore,
when working with a single set of indices, general covariance needs to be ensured only in
that single set.5 In a gauge formulation, general covariance must be required on two different
sets of indices separately, namely, on the tangent and normal bundles. Most approaches
to variational calculus within a gauge formulation introduce a specific coordinate system
[41, 46–48], leading to non-manifestly spacetime covariant intermediate steps.6 Finally, as
5We would like to invite the reader to get acquainted with the non-linear history of index proliferation in
submanifold calculus by reading the introductory remarks of [13].
6This issue could be bypassed by simply performing variations using method (1) within this formulation
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we shall demonstrate, specifically in App. B, the spacetime formulation allows to extract all
diffeomorphism constraints on surface actions and their associated spacetime stress tensor
while the gauge formulation does not. For these reasons we adopt this spacetime formulation
in the core of this paper and develop it further not only by extending its variational calculus
but also by formulating a new variational principle for surface actions.
Organisation of the material
In Sec. 2 we first introduce the reader to this spacetime formulation of surface geometry, as
not only is this paper’s intent to be introductory to those who would like to pursue sub-
manifold calculus, but also because the majority of works in both entanglement entropy and
DCFTs have adopted the gauge formulation of the action principle. We then introduce the
new variational principle for surfaces and obtain the diffeomorphism constraints and shape
equation for surfaces/interfaces with non-trivial edges or intersections (see Eqs.(2.44)-(2.46),
Eq. (2.48) and Eq. (2.62)). This action includes couplings to several geometric structures with
at most two-derivatives, though the action itself can contain contributions with an arbitrary
number of derivatives.
In Sec. 3 we show how to extract the spacetime stress tensor associated with these surface
actions. This stress tensor has a multipole expansion in terms of derivatives of the delta
function. We analyse its symmetry properties and equivalent formulations. We identify
frame-invariant tensor structures which can be used to count independent couplings to the
surface action. We then use this spacetime stress tensor to obtain conserved surface/edge
currents and charges.
In Sec. 4, we analyse a generic two-derivative action based on a classification of the different
couplings that can appear in both the parity-even and parity-odd sectors and interpret them
in the context of elasticity theory. We impose the diffeomorphism constraints in order to
eliminate some of these contributions, which in the presence of edges leads to highly non-trivial
relations between surface and edge couplings. Using methods analogous to those employed in
hydrodynamics, we show in Sec. 4 that these methods can be used to constrain the stress tensor
of (entangling) surfaces. We furthermore study the constraints imposed by Weyl invariance
and comment on their implications for conformal anomalies of two-dimensional submanifolds.
In Sec. 5 we extend the variational principle within this spacetime formulation to BCFTs
and DCFTs. In this context, we obtain Ward identities for defects with edges coupled to bulk
CFTs. We furthermore derive explicitly the contact terms in the spacetime stress tensor.
We encounter a mismatch with other ad-hoc forms of the stress tensor in previous literature.
We also derive a full-fledged displacement operator in curved spacetime for a broad class of
actions.
Finally, in Sec. 6 we conclude with a brief summary and future research directions. We
also provide App. A, which contains variational formulae for geometric tensors while App. B
contains further details on the different types of variational principles.
2 Geometric actions for (entangling) surfaces and interfaces
This section introduces a new variational principle for surfaces/interfaces based on the notion
of Lagrangian variations (method (1) introduced above) within the spacetime formulation
championed by Carter [7, 13, 14, 50]. The advantage of this strategy resides in its potential to
capture all diffeomorphism constraints on surface actions and to yield directly the components
as for instance in [4, 49].
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of the spacetime stress tensor associated to these surfaces. This formalism is applicable to
many physical systems and is useful for the study of extremal surfaces that describe, via
holographic dualities, the entangling properties of the dual quantum field theory.
The first part of this section introduces the reader to the geometric quantities associated
to surfaces in the spacetime formulation as well as the notation that is used throughout the
paper. We then proceed and show how the surface/interface dynamics and shape equations
emerge from the requirement of diffeomorphism invariance, including the possibility of non-
trivial edges and intersections. The latter requires considerable attention due to the several
constraints imposed by the well-definiteness of the variational principle.
2.1 Geometry of submanifolds and geometric tensors
We consider a D-dimensional spacetime M endowed with a non-degenerate metric gµν(xα),
where xα denotes the background spacetime coordinates and the Greek indices µ, ν, α, · · ·
denote spacetime indices. In this spacetime we place a p-dimensional surface W with edges
∂W. The location of this surface of codimension n = D−p is described by the embedding map
Xµ(σa), where σa (a = 1, · · · , p) denote the coordinates on the surface, collectively denoted
by σ.
Given the mapping functions, the tangent vectors take the form eµa = ∂aX
µ. In turn, one
may introduce the induced metric on the surface
γab = gµν e
µ
ae
ν
b , (2.1)
with inverse matrix components γab. We assume that neither γab nor its inverse are null at
any point on the surface. The set of normal vectors nµi, where i denotes the transverse n
directions is implicitly defined via the relations
nµinµ
j = δij , eµanµ
i = 0 . (2.2)
These conditions, though sufficient to describe the surface, do not fix entirely the normal
vectors, as they allow for the freedom of shifting the normal vectors by a sign or by a rotation
nµ
i → ωijnµj where ωij is an anti-symmetric matrix in O(n).7
A spacetime covariant approach can be formulated by appropriately contracting geometric
tensors with the tangential and normal vectors. This avoids the use of tangential and orthog-
onal indices, a and i, in favour of spacetime indices µ. In particular, the induced metric and
transverse metric can be expressed as
γµν = eµae
ν
bγ
ab , ⊥µν= nµinνi . (2.3)
Given the conditions (2.2), these two structures are obviously orthogonal to each other, i.e.
γµν⊥λµ = 0. This decomposition implies that we have chosen to describe the surface in an
adapted frame for which the background metric, restricted to the surface, can be decomposed
as
gµν = γµν+ ⊥µν . (2.4)
This naturally breaks the diffeomorphism symmetries of the background spacetime into gen-
eral coordinate transformations on the p-dimensional surface and (generalised) rotations in the
n-dimensional transverse space to the surface. This can only be expected since the presence
of the surface in the spacetime will naturally break some of the background symmetries.
7We are choosing an orthonormal frame in the transverse space. In the context of entangling surfaces,
which are codimension n = 2 surfaces, the time-like direction can be Wick rotated so that the transverse space
is still purely spatial. One may also work with a time-like transverse space for which nµinµ
j = ηij and the
matrix ωij is now an anti-symmetric matrix in O(1,n− 1). Our results can be straightforwardly applied to the
latter case by replacing δij → ηij .
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2.1.1 Covariant differentiation
The tensors γµν and ⊥µν in (2.3), as well as the several geometric tensors that we introduce
below, have support only on the surface, i.e., they are not well defined anywhere else in
spacetime, with the only exceptions of background fields, such as the background metric gµν
and its derivatives, which are well defined everywhere in spacetime. It is possible to extend
all geometric tensors to the entirety of spacetime by working with a foliation of surfaces
[47, 51, 52], however this is beyond the scope of this paper and unnecessary for the calculus
of variations of surface actions.
As a result of the necessity to restrict to tensors with support on the surface, covariant
differentiation of tensors with support on the surface is not a well defined operation: only its
tangential projection is. Therefore we introduce the surface covariant derivative
∇λ = γµλ∇µ , (2.5)
where ∇µ is the spacetime covariant derivative associated with gµν and its corresponding
Christoffel connection Γρµν . When applied to tensors with support only on the surface the
operator ∇λ is meaningful, whereas the orthogonal projection of the background covariant
derivative, ⊥µλ∇µ, is not. On the other hand, if the covariant derivative acts on a tensor
with support on the whole background spacetime both projections are well defined.
2.1.2 The extrinsic curvature tensor
Given a well defined notion of covariant differentiation, one may introduce several geometric
objects of interest, characterising how the submanifold is embedded in the background space-
time. These can be obtained by acting with the operator ∇µ on tangent and normal vectors
(and contractions thereof).
The first example is the extrinsic curvature of the surface
Kµν
ρ = γσν∇µγρσ = −γσν∇µ⊥ρσ , (2.6)
which describes the rate of change of the normal vectors along surface directions. The extrinsic
curvature (2.6) transforms as a tensor in its spacetime indices and is invariant under changes
of the tangential and normal vectors that satisfy (2.2). Opting for a spacetime covariant
formalism, in which there is no reference to surface and transverse indices, requires keeping
fixed the order of the indices in any given geometric structure. In particular, the extrinsic
curvature is tangential and symmetric in its first two indices and orthogonal in its last index8
Kµν
ρ = K(µν)
ρ , γλρKµν
ρ = ⊥µλKµνρ = 0 . (2.7)
For many practical purposes it is useful to keep track of the number of derivatives associated
with a given tensor. Any tensor built from the operator ∇µ acting on zero-derivative tensors
(tangent vectors, normal vectors and contractions thereof) is a one-derivative tensor. This is
the case for (2.6) and also for the contraction
Kρ = γµνKµν
ρ , (2.8)
which denotes the mean extrinsic curvature of the submanifold and inherits the orthogonality
property in its index from (2.7). If the surface has codimension n = 1, then there is only one
normal direction, i = 1, and hence only one normal vector, i.e. nµi = n
µ
1 = n
µ. In this case,
both the extrinsic curvature tensor and the mean extrinsic curvature have only one transverse
direction and instead one may work with the symmetric tensor Kµν
ρnρ and the scalar K
ρnρ.
8Throughout this paper we use symmetrisation with weight 2K(µν)
ρ = Kµν
ρ + Kνµ
ρ and equivalently for
the anti-symmetrisation.
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2.1.3 The external rotation tensor
Another one-derivative object of interest is obtained from tangential covariant differentiation
of the normal vectors. This object is referred to as external rotation tensor and takes the
form
ωµ
ν
ρ = ⊥νσ nρi∇µnσi . (2.9)
One may clearly observe, from (2.9), that the definition of the external rotation tensor nec-
essarily includes the appearance of transverse indices i. In fact, the external rotation tensor
is not invariant under rotations of the normal vectors that satisfy (2.2) and, indeed, it trans-
forms as a connection in the indices i, though it is fully tensorial in its spacetime indices. For
this reason, it is usually referred to as a pseudo-tensor, and it can be understood as a normal
spin connection in the transverse space, characterising how a given pair of normal vectors is
being twisted around as one moves along surface directions.
The external rotation tensor is tangential in its first index, and transverse and anti-
symmetric in its last two indices
ωµ
νρ = ωµ
[νρ] , ⊥µλωµνρ = γλνωµνρ = 0 . (2.10)
When coupling the external rotation tensor to a surface action, the resulting scalars, with
a few exceptions, do not in general satisfy the requirements of diffeomorphism invariance.
However, one may construct the associated curvature to the external rotation tensor, namely
the outer curvature tensor9
Ωµνκλ = 2⊥µσ⊥τ νγpi [λ∇κ]ωpiστ + 2ω[λµpiωκ]piν , (2.11)
which is invariant under rotations of the normal vectors and hence fully tensorial in both
the spacetime and internal transverse indices (see Eqn. (2.21) bellow). The outer curvature
tensor is a two-derivative tensor structure which satisfies the following properties
Ωµνκλ = Ωµν[κλ] = Ω[µν]κλ , ⊥κα Ωµνκλ = γµα Ωµνκλ = 0 . (2.12)
Note that the outer curvature tensor only has a subset of the symmetries of a Riemann tensor.
When the codimension of the surface is n = 2, the transverse rotation group is Abelian
and one may use the Levi-Civita tensor in the transverse space µν⊥ in order to construct the
normal fundamental 1-form as
ωµ =
1
2
⊥νρ ωµ
νρ , (for n = 2) , (2.13)
which inherits the tangentiality property in its index from the external rotation tensor. In
this case the outer curvature tensor (2.11) becomes a field strength for the 1-form ωµ, that is
Ωκλ = 4γ
pi
[λ∇κ]ωpi , (for n = 2) , (2.14)
and is tangential and anti-symmetric in its two indices. When p = n = 2 then one may
contract the field strength with the surface Levi-Civita tensor κλ|| in order to obtain the outer
curvature scalar
Ω = κλ|| Ωκλ = 
µνκλΩµνκλ = 4∇µ
(
µν|| ων
)
, (for p = n = 2) , (2.15)
9We note that there is a minus sign typo in [7] in the second term of (2.11) and (2.18). Furthermore, we
have changed the notation slightly for the outer curvature tensor. The first two indices here are transverse to
the surface, while the first two indices in [7] are tangential.
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where µνκλ is the D = 4 background Levi-Civita tensor. It is, therefore, clear from the above
that Ω is purely topological. If the surface dimensionality is p = 1 (with n = 2), then there
is only one tangent vector eµa = e
µ
1 = u
µ|γ11|, with γ11 being the single metric component
in the tangential direction, which can be interpreted as the unnormalised point-particle’s
velocity in Lorentzian signature. One may then use it to construct a scalar uµωµ, which
has applications for spinning point-particle actions and the Post-Newtonian approximation
in General Relativity (see e.g. [53]).
2.1.4 Internal rotation tensor
The external rotation tensor describes how normal vectors twist when one moves along the
surface. It is convenient to introduce its internal counterpart, the internal rotation tensor, as
ρµ
ν
ρ = γ
ν
σeρ
a∇µeσa . (2.16)
The definition of the internal rotation tensor includes the appearance of tangential indices. As
in the case of the external rotation tensor, this tensor, though fully tensorial in its spacetime
indices, is also a pseudo-tensor, as it is not invariant under changes of the tangent vectors.
All its indices are tangential and its last two indices are anti-symmetric, that is
ρµ
νρ = ρµ
[νρ] , ⊥µλ ρµνρ = ⊥λν ρµνρ = 0 . (2.17)
Couplings to the internal rotation tensor to surface actions do not generally satisfy the dif-
feomorphism constraints due to the fact that it transforms as a connection in its tangential
indices. However, its associated curvature, namely the intrinsic Riemann tensor
Rµνκλ = 2 γµσγτ νγpi [λ∇κ]ρpiστ + 2 ρ[λµpiρκ]piν , (2.18)
is fully tensorial and invariant under coordinate transformations in the internal indices (see
Eqn. (2.20) bellow). All the indices of the intrinsic Riemann tensor are tangential and, in
addition, it has the same symmetry properties as the Riemann tensor associated with the
background metric, Rµνκλ. The definition (2.18) makes it apparent that the internal rotation
tensor may be seen as a connection associated to the intrinsic geometry. In particular the
contraction eµa eν
c eρb ρµ
ν
ρ is the Christoffel connection associated with the induced metric
γab.
When the surface dimensionality is p = 2, it is possible to define the tangential one-form
2ρµ = ||νρ ρµνρ. The contraction of the intrinsic Riemann tensor with 
µν
|| becomes a field
strength for ρµ, while a further contraction yields the intrinsic Ricci scalar R = γµκγνλRµνκλ,
that is
µν|| Rµνκλ = 4γpi [λ∇κ]ρpi , µν|| κλ|| Rµνκλ = 4∇µ
(
µν|| ρν
)
= 2R , (for p = 2) . (2.19)
As it is well known, this makes it clear that the intrinsic Ricci scalar for p = 2 is topological.
2.1.5 Integrability conditions
Given an extrinsic curvature, an intrinsic Riemann tensor and an outer curvature tensor of the
embedding, the fundamental theorem of surfaces states that for theses tensors to be supported
in an embedded surface there are three equations to be satisfied (see e.g. [54]). These are the
Gauss-Codazzi equation
Rµνκλ = KκµτKλντ −KλµτKκντ + γλργκσγτ µγναRρστα , (2.20)
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the Ricci-Voss equation
Ωµνκλ = Kκρ
µKλ
ρ
ν −KλρµKκρν + γκργλσ⊥τ µ⊥ναRρστα , (2.21)
and the Codazzi-Mainardi equation
2γσµ⊥ντγρ[λ∇κ]Kρστ = γρκγσλγτ µ⊥ναRατρσ . (2.22)
In particular, (2.20) and (2.21) make explicit the fully tensorial character of the intrinsic
Riemann tensor and the outer curvature tensor, since they can be expressed in terms of other
fully tensorial quantities. These integrability conditions will play a crucial role in proving
conservation laws, as well as in the counting of independent terms that can appear in surface
actions.
2.1.6 Conformal tensors
In order to address the Weyl-invariant properties of surface actions, it is useful to define the
background Weyl tensor for D ≥ 3 as
Wµν
λρ ≡ Rµνλρ − gµλSνρ − gνρSµλ + gµρSνλ + gνλSµρ , (2.23)
which is trace-free and has the same symmetry properties as the Riemann tensor. Here we
have introduced the background Schouten tensor, defined as
Sµν =
1
D − 2
(
Rµν − R
2(D − 1)gµν
)
, (2.24)
which encodes all the information about the curvature scales of the manifold. It is also useful
to define the pull-back of the Weyl tensor onto the surface as
Ŵµνρσ ≡ γµαγνβγργγσδWαβγδ . (2.25)
Finally, we introduce the conformation tensor
Cµν
ρ = Kµν
ρ − 1
p
γµνK
ρ , (2.26)
which is a well known Weyl-invariant tensor [13] (see Eqn. (A.43)). As we shall see, explicitly
in App. A, other Weyl-invariant tensors include the outer curvature Ωµνλρ and the external
rotation tensor ωµ
ν
ρ.
2.1.7 Edge geometry
The edges ∂W are the (p−1)-dimensional boundaries of the surfaceW. The location of these
codimension (n+1) edges in the ambient background metric gµν is given by the set of mapping
functions X˜µ(σ˜). From the point of view of the surface W, the edges are characterised by a
single normal vector n˜ρ to the surface. This normal vector is such that the induced metric on
the surface can be written as
γµν = hµν + n˜µn˜ν , (2.27)
where hµν is the projected metric on ∂W. The spacetime metric, when restricted to the edge,
decomposes as
gµν = hµν + Pµν , Pµν =⊥µν + n˜µn˜ν , (2.28)
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where Pµν is the transverse metric to ∂W. Analogously to the surface, covariant differentiation
of edge tensors is only well defined via the operator ∇˜µ = hλµ∇λ. In light of this consideration,
one may introduce the edge one-derivative tensors
Kµνρ = hσν∇˜µhρσ , $µνρ = P νσ n˜iρ ∇˜µn˜σi , %µνρ = hνσ e˜aρ ∇˜µe˜σa , (2.29)
which denote the edge extrinsic curvature tensor, external rotation and internal rotation
tensor, respectively. Here, n˜iρ =
(
niρ, n˜ρ
)
denotes the set of normal vectors to the edge10 while
e˜ρa denotes the set of tangent vectors. We also define the edge mean extrinsic curvature as
Kρ = hµνKµνρ. The components of the edge extrinsic curvature along the normal direction
to the surface can be obtained via the contraction with the normal vector, that is
Kµνρ n˜ρ , Kρ n˜ρ . (2.30)
From (2.29) one may define their respective curvatures, which satisfy analogous integrability
conditions as (2.20)-(2.22). However, we will not need to consider these in this work.
When describing the edge dynamics by means of an action, it is possible to consider
couplings beyond the ones to the edge geometry. In the case of the surface action, one can also
consider couplings to the background metric and its derivatives besides couplings to surface
geometric tensors. In the case of the edge, however, all the tensors characterising the surface
geometry are background fields from the edge point of view. In particular, for these surface
fields, the covariant derivative n˜µ∇µ is well defined. One example of a possible coupling
that can appear in this way is n˜α∇αKµνρ. These considerations hint at the complexity of
describing the edge dynamics. In this work, we have only considered couplings to the edge
fields and the background metric. While many of these implicitly include couplings to the
surface fields, we do not wish to claim that our work is exhaustive in this respect. On the
other hand, it is sufficient to exhibit the richness of the edge dynamics.
2.2 Surface dynamics and shape equation
Now we proceed to find the dynamics of surfaces, assuming that such dynamics follow from an
action, which we consider to be a functional of the set of geometric fields that we collectively
denote by Φ(σ), that is11
Φ(σ) = {Xµ(σ), γµν(σ),⊥µν(σ),⊥µν (σ),Kµνρ(σ), ωµλρ(σ),Rµνλρ(σ),Ωµνλρ(σ), Rµνλρ(σ)} .
(2.31)
For n = 1 we can consider the normal vector nµ and trade it for ⊥µν = nµnν , which in
this case is obviously not independent of ⊥µν . For n > 1 the consideration of both ⊥µν
and ⊥µν in (2.31) as independent fields follows from the projective nature of ⊥µν . Indeed,
since this tensor has zero eigenvalues there is no strict inverse that can be constructed, and
⊥µν 6= δµν .12 Ultimately, this implies that variations with respect to ⊥µν and ⊥µν , when
n > 1 give independent results, as shown explicitly in Eqn. (2.34) below.
10Notice that we have abused slightly our notation, since i in n˜iρ runs from 1 to n + 1 whereas in n
i
ρ runs
just to n. The reader can immediately identify the range by the symbol it is accompanying. Similar remarks
can be made about eρa and e˜
ρ
a. Since in this work we always use spacetime indices, this distinction should not
cause any confusion.
11We have explicitly considered the geometric fields Rµνλρ and Ωµνλρ for practical purposes, as one may
find them more convenient to use instead of others. However, these are not independent from the remaining
fields due to the integrability conditions (2.20)-(2.21).
12A similar argument holds for γµν = δ
µ
ν − ⊥µν but not for γab, which is restricted to the surface’s
worldvolume and thus has no vanishing eigenvalues in general.
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Before proceeding, notice that it is possible to consider more general actions with arbitrary
couplings to the one- and two-derivative geometric tensors ρµ
ν
ρ, ∇˜λρµνρ and ∇˜λωµνρ, but up
to second order in derivatives such couplings do not lead to covariant actions, except for the
specific couplings that are considered here.
Consider now a surface geometric action that takes the generic form
S[Φ(σ)] =
∫
W
dpσL[Φ(σ)] , (2.32)
where L[Φ(σ)] is a Lagrangian density. As mentioned in Sec. 1, there are two ways of obtaining
the resulting dynamics. One way consists of slightly deforming the surface such that Xµ(σ)→
Xµ(σ) + δXµ(σ) for some small deformation δXµ(σ), without displacing the background
coordinates. However, this approach, as we shall see in Sec. 5, deals with non-manifestly
covariant expressions and non-manifestly covariant intermediate steps. Here, instead, we
follow the approach by Carter [7, 13, 14, 50] and introduce a new type of variational principle
that leads to non-trivial constraints on the spacetime stress tensor, does not require extending
the surface to a foliation and always provides manifestly covariant expressions. This method
employs Lagrangian variations, in which the background coordinates are displaced by a small
amount xµ → xµ + ξµ(x) while the mapping functions Xµ(σ) are held fixed. Under such
infinitesimal displacements, parametrised by the flows of the vector field ξµ, the background
metric changes by a Lie derivative,
δξ gµν = 2∇(µξν) . (2.33)
Lagrangian variations are equivalent to infinitesimal diffeomorphism transformations with
fixed mapping functions. As explained in App. A, a complete set of Lagrangian variations of
gµν in terms of γµν and ⊥µν is given by the three independent projections
δξγ
µν = −γµλγνρδξgλρ , δξ ⊥µν= ⊥λµ⊥ρνδξgλρ , δξ⊥µν = −γµλ⊥ρνδξgλρ . (2.34)
From the three variations in (2.34) we can define the surface’s worldvolume stress tensor
Tµν , the mixed tangential-transverse stress tensor Pµν , the transverse stress tensor Bµν as
Tµν = − 2√|γ| δξLδξγµν , Pµν = − 1√|γ| δξLδξ⊥µν , Bµν = 2√|γ| δξLδξ ⊥µν , (2.35)
where |γ| denotes the absolute value of the determinant of the metric γab. Naively, this
may appear to be in contradiction with the strategy of the current paper, which consists of
considering tensorial objects with spacetime (Greek) indices. However it must be noted that
Lagrangian variations are taken with δξe
µ
a = 0 (see App. A), such that the variation of the
determinant is given by
γabδξγab = g
µνeµ
aeν
bδξγab = g
µνeµ
aeν
beρae
σ
b δξgρσ = −γαβδξγαβ , (2.36)
and therefore can be traded by the variation of the projector γµν with spacetime indices.
All the tensor structures introduced in (2.35) inherit their symmetry properties and index
structure from their variational counterparts. In particular, Tµν and Bµν are symmetric, with
Tµν being tangential and Bµν being transverse in their indices. Furthermore, Pµν is tangential
in its first index and transverse in its second index.
The mixed tangential-transverse and transverse stress tensors describe the normal com-
ponents of the full spacetime stress tensor of the surface, as shown in Sec. 3. These objects
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are not independent quantities and, as it will be shown, are given in terms of the bending mo-
ment, spin current and curvature moments to be defined next. The precise relation between
them turns out to be a requirement of diffeomorphism invariance of (2.32).
For codimension n = 1 the tangential-transverse stress tensor Pµν is identically zero, since
we have eliminated from the action any dependence on ⊥µν in favour of the orthogonal vector
nµ and the projector ⊥µν . Although the projector is not independent of the orthogonal vector,
since ⊥µν= nµnν , it is convenient to work with variations of the orthogonal vector with risen
indices only and using the projector for the lowered ones. We therefore introduce the tensor
Vµ to account for couplings to nµ such that13
Vµ = 1√|γ| δξLδξnµ . (2.37)
The variations with respect to objects with one derivative allow us to define the bending
moment, Dµνρ, and the spin current, Sµλρ, as14
Dµνρ = 1√|γ| δξLδξKµνρ , Sµλρ = 1√|γ| δ˜ξLδ˜ξωµλρ . (2.38)
It is clear from these definitions that the bending moment encodes responses of the surface
due to bending, whereas the spin current encodes surface motion in the transverse space. The
bending moment Dµνρ is symmetric and tangential in its two first indices and transverse in
its last index, and the spin current Sµλρ is tangential in its first index and transverse and
anti-symmetric in the last two.
Furthermore, variations with respect to the curvature tensors define the surface curva-
ture moment, Iµνλρ, the outer curvature moment, Hµνλρ, and the background curvature
quadrupole moment, Qµνλρ, from the expressions
Iµνλρ = 1√|γ| δ˜ξLδ˜ξRµλνρ , Hµνλρ = 1√|γ| δ˜ξLδ˜ξΩµλνρ , Qµνλρ = 1√|γ| δξLδξRµλνρ . (2.39)
The curvature moments encode responses due to the intrinsic, outer and background curva-
ture. The curvature moments inherit the symmetries of the Riemann tensor, in particular,
Qµνλρ = −Qµρλν . The surface curvature moment Iµνλρ is purely tangential while the outer
curvature moment Hµνλρ is transverse in its first and third indices and tangential in its second
and fourth indices.
Given the definitions in Eqn. (2.35)-(2.39) the action (2.32) transforms under a Lagrangian
variation as
δξS[Φ(σ)] =
∫
W
dpσ
√
|γ|
(
− 1
2
Tµν δξγµν − Pµν δξ⊥µν + 1
2
Bµν δξ⊥µν +Vµδξnµ δn,1
+Dµνρ δξKµνρ + Sµλρ δ˜ξωµλρ +Qµνλρ δξRµλνρ
+ Iµνλρ δ˜ξRµλνρ +Hµνλρ δ˜ξΩµλνρ
)
.
(2.40)
We do not give considerable attention, due to the reasons explained in footnote 11, to couplings
to Rµνλρ and Ωµνλρ. For that reason we will not consider the last line in Eqn. (2.40) in the
13For p = 1 one could consider introducing couplings to the single normalised tangent vector uµ. However,
for variations that keep the embedding map fixed δeµa = 0 this is not necessary.
14We have introduced here the variation δ˜ξ associated with certain geometric tensors. As explained in
App. A, this is a Lagrangian variation for which we have stripped off the components that can be incorporated
into Pµν and Bµν .
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core of this paper, with exception of a few comments in passing, and refer the reader to App. B
for this generalisation.
The result of the variation in (2.40), after integration by parts and using formulae in
App. A, can be expressed in terms of the vector field ξµ and its normal derivatives. Terms
that involve normal derivatives cannot be further integrated by parts and so need to vanish
independently for the variational principle to be well defined. This sets constraints on the
type of actions that can be constructed. Schematically, in terms of ξµ and its derivatives, we
find that15
δξS[Φ(σ)] =
∫
W
dpσ
√
|γ| (Bµν⊥µρ∇ρξν +Bµξµ)
+
∫
∂W
dp−1σ˜
√
|h| n˜µ
(
B˜µνρP λν∇λξρ + B˜µνξν
)
,
(2.41)
where we have assumed that the edges of the surface do not have edges themselves. Each of
the above terms must vanish independently. The last two terms are boundary terms and we
will give them special attention at the end of this section, where we describe edge dynamics.
2.2.1 Surface equations of motion and diffeomorphism constraints
Equating the first term in (2.41) to zero implies the following relation
Pµν ⊥να γµσ + Bασ −DµλσKµλα + SµλαKµσλ −⊥λσ⊥ρα∇µSµλρ
= ⊥λαΠσλ + (Vµ ⊥µσ nα + Vµγµσnα) δn,1 ,
(2.42)
where we have defined the tensor
Πσλ = QµνλρRσµνρ +QσνµρRλµνρ + 2QµλνρRσρνµ . (2.43)
By projecting (2.42) orthogonally in the index σ and anti-symmetrising the two free indices
one finds
Dµλ[σKµλα] +⊥λσ⊥ρα∇µSµλρ +⊥ν [σ⊥λα]Πνλ = 0 . (2.44)
This equation expresses the violation of spin conservation and is a generalisation of that found
in [10] in order to account for possible couplings to background curvature. By projecting (2.42)
orthogonally in the index σ and symmetrising both free indices leads to
Bασ = Dµλ(σKµλα) +⊥ν (σ⊥λα)Πνλ + Vµ ⊥µσ nα δn,1 . (2.45)
As advertised earlier, this equation expresses the fact that the transverse stress tensor Bασ
is not independent but given in terms of the bending moment and the quadrupole moment
when n > 1. Finally, projecting (2.42) tangentially along the index σ leads to
Pσα = SµαλKµσλ + γνσ ⊥λα Πνλ + Vµγµσnα δn,1 , (2.46)
which expresses the fact that the mixed worldvolume-transverse stress tensor is not inde-
pendent but given in terms of the spin current and the quadrupole moment when n > 1.
Eqs. (2.45)-(2.46) state that one cannot trade off the bending moment, spin current and
15In principle, we should consider terms up to three normal derivatives of ξµ. However, for the couplings we
consider, such terms automatically vanish.
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quadrupole moment by the stresses Bασ and Pµν as the latter do not contain enough infor-
mation to determine the former. As a reminder, for codimension n = 1 one should write
Pσα = 0.
Consider now the vanishing of the second term in (2.41). This leads to the set of equations
∇λ
(
T λσ + γµλ (⊥νσΠµν −Πσµ)− γλν∇µDµνσ − 2SµασKµλα
)
=
(
Sµλρ −Dµλρ
)
Rσµλρ + 2Qµνλρ∇νRσρµλ ,
(2.47)
where we have made used of the constraint (2.46) in order to eliminate Pµν . The equations
obtained in [10] correspond to the case in which the curvature quadrupole moment vanishes
and therefore Qµνλρ = 0.
The tangential projection of (2.47) along the σ index leads to a conservation equation
that must be automatically satisfied for any action that is reparameterisation invariant
γρσ∇λ
(
T λσ + γµλ (⊥νσΠµν −Πσµ)− γλν∇µDµνσ
)
= SµλσΩρµλσ −DµλαγρσRσµλα + 2Qµνλαγρσ∇νRσαµλ ,
(2.48)
where we have used the Ricci-Voss equation (2.21).
The orthogonal projection in turn yields the non-trivial dynamics and the resulting equa-
tion is often called the shape equation, which takes the form
T λσKλσρ =−⊥ρσ∇λ
(
γµ
λ (⊥νσΠµν −Πσµ)− γλν∇µDµνσ − 2SµασKµλα
)
+⊥ρσ
(
Sµλα −Dµλα
)
Rσµλα + 2Qµνλα⊥ρσ∇νRσαµλ .
(2.49)
This equation can be seen as a force balance equation on the surface, where the bending
moment, spin current and curvature quadrupole moment introduce sources of stress on the
surface.
When both the bending moment and the curvature quadrupole moment vanish, these
equations reduce to those obtained by Papapetrou for spinning point-particles [55], while
if we restrict to codimension-1, this equation is a generalisation of membrane dynamics in
classical elasticity theory [10]. The simplicity of (2.47)-(2.49) is stunning, since the tensor
structures involved such asQµνλρ can contain any contraction of an arbitrary number of copies
of all the geometric tensors involved, e.g. Rσρµλ. In particular, the equations of motion arising
from any type of background Lovelock theory, surface Lovelock theory or transverse Lovelock
theory are included.
2.2.2 Edge equations of motion and diffeomorphism constraints
The edge terms in (2.40) deserve special attention. In the variational principle described in
(2.40) we have not assumed the existence of extra sources of stress at the edges, for example
the effect due to considering an edge tension in the action (2.32). The boundary conditions we
describe here apply therefore only to the case of free edges, such as open strings without extra
sources of matter attached to its ends. We postpone more general boundaries to Sec. 2.3.
The third term in (2.41) leads to the boundary conditions, upon projecting with ⊥αλ and n˜λ,
respectively
n˜µSµλρ|∂W = 0 , n˜λn˜νDλνσ|∂W = 0 , (2.50)
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while the last term in (2.41) leads to the equation of motion for the boundary dynamics
∇˜λ
(
n˜µh
λ
νDµνσ
)
− n˜λ
(
T λσ + γµλ (⊥νσΠµν −Πσµ)− γλν∇µDµνσ − 2SµασKµλα
) ∣∣∣∣
∂W
= 0 ,
(2.51)
where we have again used (2.46) in order to eliminate Pµν . The first two boundary conditions
state that there should not be any flow of spin and bending moment along the normal compo-
nents to the boundary. Eq. (2.51) can be interpreted as the conservation of the non-symmetric
boundary stress tensor n˜νDνλσ and can be projected in different ways. The projection onto
the transverse n-dimensional space yields
⊥ρσ∇˜λ
(
n˜νh
λ
νDννσ
)
+ n˜λ⊥ρσ
(
γλµ (Π
σµ −⊥νσΠµν) +⊥ρσγλν∇µDµνσ − 2SµαρKµλα
)
= 0 ,
(2.52)
while the projection along the normal to the boundary yields
n˜νDνλσ∇˜λn˜σ = n˜λn˜σ
(
−T λσ + Πλσ +∇µDµλσ
)
, (2.53)
which, by subtracting n˜νDν[λσ]∇˜λn˜σ from the left hand side, can be interpreted as a Young-
Laplace law since ∇˜(λn˜σ) is (minus) the component of the extrinsic curvature normal to the
boundary but along the surface. On the other hand, the tangential projection along boundary
directions, using hρσ, results in
n˜νDνλσKλρσ = n˜λhρσ
(
−T λσ + Πσλ + γλν∇µDµνσ
)
. (2.54)
This equation appears to be a Young-Laplace equation for the stress n˜νDνλσ and with a
pressure term equal to the r.h.s. but the free index is tangential. As a final remark, we will
show in Sec. 2.3 that introducing new degrees of freedom on the boundary modifies the r.h.s.
of (2.50)-(2.51), and therefore their projections.
2.2.3 An interpretation for the constraints
The constraints (2.44)-(2.46) can be understood as consequences of the invariance of the
action under local coordinate transformations. Choosing Riemann-normal coordinates in the
neighbourhood of a point q, such that Γλµν |q = 0, a linear coordinate transformation can be
decomposed as
ξµ(x) = (ωµν + Λµν)x
ν , (2.55)
where Λµν is a matrix in the Lorentz group and ωµν a symmetric matrix with constant
coefficients in the completion of the group of general coordinate transformations. Under this
restricted variation, one finds
δωS[Φ(σ)]|q =
∫
W
dpσ
√
|γ|Bµν (ωµν + Λµν) +
∫
∂W
dp−1σ˜
√
|h| n˜µB˜µνρ (ωµν + Λµν)∫
W
dpσ
√
|γ|Bµξµ +
∫
∂W
dp−1σ˜
√
|h| n˜µB˜µνξν .
(2.56)
On-shell, when the equations of motion (2.47) and (2.51) are satisfied, one has that Bµ =
n˜µB˜
µν = 0 and the remaining terms above yield the constraints. In particular, the transverse
part in the two indices of the Lorentz matrix leads to
⊥µλ⊥νρB[λρ] = 0 , ⊥µλ⊥νρn˜αB˜α[λρ]|∂W = 0 , (2.57)
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which leads to (2.45) and to the first equation in (2.50). Therefore, this constraint can be
interpreted as a consequence of invariance under local rotations of the normal coordinates.
In turn, the different projections of the symmetric part in (2.56) yield the constraints (2.45),
(2.46) and the second constraint in (2.50). This expresses the fact that this formulation
incorporates all requirements of general covariance.
When no couplings to the background curvature are present, i.e. Πσλ = 0, (2.50) and
(2.45) were also obtained by requiring the action (2.32) to be invariant under infinitesimal
rotations of the normal vectors when using a gauge formulation of the variational principle
[56].
We have just shown that the constraints (2.45) can be understood as a consequence of
invariance of the action under local rotations of the normal coordinates. However, in general,
arbitrary tangential diffeomorphisms lead to the constraints (2.45)-(2.46) and (2.50). For
example, in order to get the constraint (2.45), one may consider a tangential diffeomorphism
ξµ = ξ
||
µ for which ⊥µα⊥νσ∂[µξ||ν] is non-vanishing. Alternatively, it suffices to consider a
diffeomorphism that vanishes at the surface but whose derivatives do not. This is sufficient
for obtaining only the first and third terms in (2.41). This implies that for the action (2.32)
to be well-defined, the constraints (2.45)-(2.46), (2.50) and the tangential projection of the
equations of motion (2.48) must be off-shell satisfied, i.e. they must be satisfied for all shape
configurations whether or not they are solutions to (2.49). In other words, the constraints
(2.45)-(2.46) and (2.50) are non-dynamical and only the shape equation (2.49) is non-trivial.
As we shall see, the constraint (2.45) can restrict the type of terms that can compose the
action (2.32).
2.3 Surfaces with non-trivial edges and intersections
In the previous sections we considered surfaces with trivial edges, i.e. edges with no extra
sources of stress. However, the possibility of adding such extra sources of stress deserves to
be explored as it can have different physical applications. These include the dynamics of
strings with spinning point-particles attached, edge tension or entanglement entropy, among
others. The edges of the surface can be seen as codimension n = 1 surfaces embedded in the
p-dimensional surface. However, the most natural and general viewpoint, given the covariant
approach taken here, is to view the boundary of the surface of codimension n as a surface of
codimension n+ 1 localised at the edges of the p-dimensional surface.
We therefore consider extending the action (2.32) to an action that also depends on the
set of edge fields
Φe(σ˜) = {X˜µ(σ˜), hµν(σ˜), P νµ(σ˜), Pµν(σ˜),Kµνρ(σ˜), $µλρ(σ˜), Rµνλρ(σ˜), n˜µ(σ˜)} , (2.58)
and that takes the general form
S[Φ(σ),Φe(σ˜)] =
∫
W
dpσL[Φ(σ)] +
∫
∂W
dp−1σ˜Le[Φe(σ˜)] , (2.59)
where the first contribution is the surface action Ss as in (2.32) while the second contribution
is the edge action Se. The variation of Ss is given in (2.40) while the Lagrangian variation of
the edge action, keeping X˜µ(σ˜) fixed, is organised analogously to (2.40) as
δξSe[Φe(σ˜)] =
∫
∂W
dp−1σ˜
√
|h|
(
− 1
2
T˜µνδξhµν − P˜ νµ δξPµν +
1
2
B˜µνδξPµν + V˜µδξn˜µ
+ D˜µν ρδξKµνρ + S˜µλρδξ$µλρ + Q˜ νλρµ δξRµλνρ
)
,
(2.60)
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where the different tensor structures characterising the edges are defined as in (2.35)-(2.39)
and have the same interpretation but now applied to the edge. In particular, T˜µν is the edge
tangential stress tensor. The total variation of (2.59) takes the form
δξS[Φ(σ),Φe(σ˜)] =
∫
W
dpσ
√
|γ| (Bµν⊥µρ∇ρξν +Bµξµ)
+
∫
∂W
dp−1σ˜
√
|h|
((
B˜νρe + n˜µB˜
µνρ
)
P λν∇λξρ +
(
B˜νe + n˜µB˜
µν
)
ξν
)
,
(2.61)
where B˜νρe and B˜νe denote the contributions due to the edge action and we have again assumed
that the surface’s edges do not have edges themselves. The first line in Eqn. (2.61), evaluated
on W, leads to the constraints (2.44)-(2.46) and the equation of motion (2.47). The second
line in Eqn. (2.61), evaluated on ∂W, leads to constraints and equations of motion analogous
to those of (2.44)-(2.47) but they take into account the sources (2.50)-(2.51). In particular,
from the first boundary term, one finds the constraints
D˜µλ[σKµλα] + P σλPαρ∇˜µS˜µλρ + P [σνPα]λΠ˜νλ = n˜λn˜µDλµ[σn˜α] + n˜λPαµP σνSλνµ ,
B˜ασ = D˜µλ(σKµλα) + P (σνPα)λΠ˜νλ − n˜λn˜µDλµ(σn˜α) + V˜µPµ(αn˜σ) ,
P˜σα = S˜µαλKµσλ + hσνPαλΠ˜νλ + V˜µγµσn˜α ,
(2.62)
where we have defined Π˜µν as in (2.43) but with Qµνλρ replaced by Q˜µνλρ. The first equation
expresses the violation of the conservation of the spin current on the edges and, besides the
usual terms also present in (2.44), extra sources due to the surface appear. The second
equation exhibits a new contribution to the transverse stress tensor due to the presence of the
surface bending moment while the third equation shows that the mixed tangential-transverse
stress tensor remains unchanged.
The equation of motion at the edges takes the form
∇˜λ
(
T˜ λσ + hλµ
(
P σνΠ˜
µν − Π˜σµ
)
− hλν∇˜µD˜µνσ − 2S˜µασKµλα + n˜µhλνDµνσ
)
=
(
S˜µλρ − D˜µλρ
)
Rσµλρ + 2Q˜µνλρ∇νRσρµλ
+ n˜λ
(
T λσ + γµλ (⊥νσΠµν −Πσµ)− γλν∇µDµνσ − 2SµασKµλα
)
,
(2.63)
and one may observe that the effect of the sources (2.50)-(2.51) is to add a contribution
n˜νDνλσ to an effective stress tensor on the surface and to add a pressure term on the right
hand side of the equation, composed of a linear combination of surface contributions.
2.3.1 Intersections
The results presented above for surfaces with edges can be easily generalised to any sur-
face/brane complex and its intersections. An intersection is a (p − 1)-dimensional surface
that acts as the edge/boundary of an arbitrary number of p-dimensional surfaces. Slightly
abusing the notation, we now consider the set of edge fields Φe(σ) to be the set of geometric
fields living on the intersection, also denoted by ∂W. We consider an l number of surfaces
W(i) and their intersection ∂W. The fields living on each p-dimensional surface with coordi-
nates σ(i) are denoted by Φ(i)(σ(i)) and they consist of the set (2.31) with the subscript (i).
The action takes the following form
S[Φ(i)(σ(i)),Φe(σ˜)] =
l∑
i=1
∫
W(i)
dpσ(i)L[Φ(i)(σ(i))] +
∫
∂W
dp−1σ˜Le[Φe(σ˜)] . (2.64)
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For each surface W(i) there will be an analogous shape equation to the one derived above for
a single surface, while for the intersection, the equations of motion read
∇˜λ
(
T˜ λσ + hλµ
(
P σνΠ˜
µν − Π˜σµ
)
− hλν∇˜µD˜µνσ − 2S˜µασKµλα + hλν
l∑
i=1
n˜(i)µ Dµνσ(i)
)
=
(
S˜µλρ − D˜µλρ
)
Rσµλρ + 2Q˜µνλρ∇νRσρµλ
+
l∑
i=1
[
n˜
(i)
λ
(
T λσ(i) + γµλ(i)
(
⊥νσ(i)Πµν(i) −Πσµ(i)
)
− γλν (i)∇
(i)
µ Dµνσ(i) − 2Sµασ(i)Kµλα(i)
)]
,
(2.65)
where we have introduced the normal vectors to each p-dimensional surface’s edge n˜
(i)
λ and
the surface covariant derivate ∇(i)µ = γαµ(i)∇α on each p-dimensional surface. The effect of
each p-dimensional surface on the intersection is to contribute with an effective pressure on
the right hand side and with an effective stress tensor on the left hand side of the equation
of motion. It is straightforward to generalise this to more complicated surface complexes
where each of the p-dimensional surfaces considered above may also be the edges of other
(p+ 1)-dimensional surfaces.
2.4 Interfaces
In this section we analyse in detail the diffeomorphism constraints and shape equations for
an interior region Bint in the spacetime M enclosed by an interface/surface W. This type of
actions are of interest, for example, in the context of soap bubbles, fluid membranes and fluid
droplets.
Consider actions for an interior spacetime region Bint enclosed by a dynamical interface
W separating another exterior region Bext.16 We write this general action as the sum of three
contributions
S[Φint(x),Φ(σ),Φext(x)] =
∫
Bint
dDxL[Φint(x)] +
∫
W
dpσL[Φ(σ)] +
∫
Btext
dDxL[Φext(x)] ,
(2.66)
where the first contribution represents the enclosed internal region and the last contribution
the exterior region. The collective set of surface fields Φ(σ) is the same as in (2.31), while for
the interior and exterior regions we consider to be functions of the metric and the background
Riemann tensor
Φint(x) = {gintµν (x) , Rintµνλρ(x)} , Φext(x) = {gextµν (x) , Rextµνλρ(x)} . (2.67)
Here gintµν and R
int
µνλρ denote the background metric and background Riemann tensor, respec-
tively, in the enclosed region while gextµν and R
ext
µνλρ denote the same quantities in the exterior
one. From (2.66) it is clear that the stress tensor will have bulk and exterior components
besides the surface components that we have dealt with in the previous section. However,
there can be an inflow of energy-momentum from the interior/exterior to the surface. In what
follows, we will drop the labels int/ext from the background fields for simplicity and work
16Note that this analysis is different than that considered in the context of boundary terms for variational
principles in General Relativity. In that context, the induced metric γab on the boundary/interface is held
fixed under Lagrangian variations (see e.g. [57]).
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as if only the enclosed region in (2.66) was present. However, one can at any time easily
restore the contribution from the exterior region by simply subtracting equivalent terms to
all contributions arising from the interior of the enclosed region.
Focusing on the action for the enclosed region, we organise its variation according to
δξS[Φint(x),Φ(σ)] =
1
2
∫
Bint
dDx
√
|g|
(
Tµνint δξgµν + Lµ
νλρδξR
µ
λνρ
)
+ δξS[Φ(σ)] , (2.68)
while the variation of the interface δξS[Φ(σ)] is given by (2.40). Here, T
µν
int encodes responses
to variations of gµν , as is the case of a simple volume term, while Lµ
νλρ encodes the response
of changes in the background curvature. Formally, the variation (2.68) can be expressed as a
single variation with respect to δξgµν but we have chosen to denote by T
µν
int the couplings to
gµν that appear explicitly in the action (2.66). These structures are defined according to
Tµνint =
2√|g| δξLδξgµν , Lµνλρ = 2√|g| δξLδξRµλνρ . (2.69)
The bulk curvature moment Lµ
νλρ inherits the symmetries of the Riemann tensor, similarly
to the curvature moments introduced in the case of surfaces. The equations of motion that
will follow from (2.68) include any type of theory built out from arbitrary contractions of the
background Riemann tensor such as Lovelock gravity.
Using that for Lagrangian variations δξgµν = 2∇(µξν), together with App. A, the total
variation of the action, including the surface part, can be organised as
δξS[Φint(x),Φ(σ)] =
∫
Bint
dDx
√
|g|B˚µξµ
+
∫
W
dpσ
√
|γ|
(
Bµνρ⊥ν (λ⊥ρα)∇α∇λξµ +Bµν⊥µρ∇ρξν +Bµξµ
)
,
(2.70)
for which, besides the appearance of a new term in the first line, there is a new term in the
surface variation proportional to Bµνρ when compared to (2.41).17 All the terms above must
vanish individually. From the bulk part we obtain the bulk equation of motion
∇µ
(
Tµνint − 2∇λ∇ρLλρ(µν)
) ∣∣∣∣
Bint
= 0 , (2.71)
which not surprisingly is simply the conservation of the bulk components of the spacetime
stress tensor, as we will see in the next section. In turn, on the interface, we find the
diffeomorphism constraint
2nσL
µσρν⊥ν (λ⊥ρα)|W = 0 , (2.72)
which is always trivially satisfied since in this case ⊥µν= nµnν and Lµσρν is anti-symmetric in
the indices σ, ν. The non-trivial diffeomorphism constraint that arises from the second term
in the second line of (2.70) leads to the same two constraints (2.45) and (2.46). In particular
we have that
γν
σ ⊥λα Πνλ + Vµγµσnαδn,1 = 0 . (2.73)
17This term did not appear in (2.41) simply because all the variations taken there automatically satisfied
the constraint that arises from Bµνρ.
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We remind the reader that since the interface is codimension n = 1 then Pµν is absent and
the constraint (2.44) is automatically satisfied. Finally, the equation of motion on the surface
takes the form
∇λ
(
T λσ + γµλ (⊥νσΠµν −Πσµ)− γλν∇µDµνσ + γλµ
(
T˚µσ −∇ρ
(
γραT˚
ασµ
)))
= DµλρRσµρλ + 2Qµνλρ∇νRσρµλ +
(
T˚µαρ +
1
2
⊥ρτ T˚ ταµ
)
Rσαµρ + nλ
(
T λσint − 2∇µ∇ρLµρ(λσ)
)
,
(2.74)
where we have set the spin current Sµνρ = 0 since it vanishes for codimension n = 1. We
have also defined
T˚µν = 2nλ∇ρLλρ(µν) − 2∇λ
(
γλρnσL
(µ|σρ|ν)
)
, T˚µνρ = 2nσL
(µ|σλ|ν)⊥ρλ . (2.75)
These definitions were introduced due to their frame-invariant properties, as explained in
App. B. The last term in (2.74) is the usual contribution that takes into account the effect of
the bulk pressure in the Young-Laplace law. If the bulk action is only composed of the volume
term
√|g|P for constant P, then the normal projection of the last term in (2.74) yields the
bulk pressure P . The last contribution in the first line and the third term in the second line
in (2.74) take into account the inflow of energy-momentum from the bulk to the interface.
3 Spacetime stress tensor
The variational principle cast in (2.40) in terms of Lagrangian variations is in essence a
variational principle in terms of variations of the underlying background metric. In particular,
the tensorial objects defined in (2.35)-(2.39) are nothing but a convenient packaging with a
clear physical meaning from the point of view of the embedded surface, thus aiding in the
presentation of the resultant dynamics. In this section we relate explicitly these tensorial
objects to the stress tensor obtained from the variation of the surface action with respect to
the background metric gµν . The construction of the spacetime stress tensor allows to define
conserved currents and charges associated with a given surface.
3.1 Spacetime stress tensor for surfaces
One can recast the action (2.32) as an integral over the whole manifold M of a Lagrangian
dependent only on Φ(σ) = {gµν(X), Xµ(σ)} with the help of the reparametrisation invariant
delta function
δ̂(x) =
√|γ|√|g| δ(n)(xα −Xα) , (3.1)
that is18
S[Φ(σ)] =
∫
M
dDx δ̂(x)L [gµν(X), Xµ(σ)] . (3.2)
18The form of (3.2) implies that we have chosen to work in the static gauge x1 = σ1, · · · , xp = σp. However,
this is only for convenience and does not affect the analysis carried out here. In full generality one could rewrite
(3.2) as S[Φ(σ)] =
∫
M
√|g|dDx L¯ [gµν(X), Xµ(σ)] where L¯ [gµν(X), Xµ(σ)] = ∫W dpσδ̂(x)(D)L [gµν(X), Xµ(σ)]
with δ̂(D)(x) =
√|γ|δ(D)(xα − Xα)/√|g|. We will explicitly write the stress tensor in this general form in
(3.15) as derived from here.
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With this reformulation, a Lagrangian variation where δξX
µ(σ) = 0 takes the usual form
δξS[Φ(σ)] =
1
2
∫
M
dDx
√
|g| (T µνδξgµν) , T µν = 2√|g| δSδξgµν , (3.3)
which upon using that δξgµν = 2∇(µξν) leads to the equations of motion
∇µT µν = 0 , T µνηµ|∂M = 0 , (3.4)
where we have introduced the unit-normalised normal co-vector ηµ to the spacetime boundary.
We assume that this boundary condition is satisfied or that the spacetime has no boundaries.
The simplicity of the reformulation of the dynamics (3.4) in terms of the conservation of a
spacetime stress tensor is traded by the necessity of dealing with the singular character of the
stress tensor, which is now formulated as a multipole expansion in derivatives of δ̂(x). For the
case of the actions that we are dealing with in Eqn. (2.32), where couplings involve geometric
tensors with at most two derivatives, the corresponding stress tensor will at most involve two
derivatives of δ̂(x). As such, it can be expressed as
T µν = Tµν δ̂(x)−∇ρ
(
Tµνρ δ̂(x)
)
+∇λ∇ρ
(
Tµνρλ δ̂(x)
)
, (3.5)
where the coefficients Tµν , Tµνρ and Tµνρλ are only functions of the surface coordinates σa.
As we shall see in Sec. 5, the terms Tµν , Tµνρ and Tµνρλ are also known as contact terms
in the context of DCFTs. In essence, Tµνρ and Tµνρλ represent the dipole and quadrupole
moments of stress, respectively, besides the monopole source Tµν .
The stress tensor (3.5) transforms as a tensor and, in its present form, also do the com-
ponents Tµν , Tµνρ and Tµνρλ. This can easily be show by evaluating the scalar functional
T [f ] =
∫
M
dDx
√
|g|T µνfµν (3.6)
for an arbitrary tensor field fµν(x
α) of compact support [58]. The invariance of the scalar
functional dictates the transformation properties of each of the components of the stress
tensor. An alternative basis for (3.5) is also common in the literature
T µν = T̂µν δ̂(x) + T̂µνρ∇ρδ̂(x) + T̂µνρλ∇λ∇ρδ̂(x) , (3.7)
where the coefficients in (3.7) are related to those in (3.5) according to
T̂µν = Tµν−∇ρTµνρ+∇λ∇ρTµνρλ , T̂µνρ = −Tµνρ+2∇λTµν(ρλ) , T̂µνρλ = Tµνρλ . (3.8)
It is not only clear from the properties of T [f ] but also from the relation (3.8) that the
components of (3.7) do not transform like tensors. Since one has assumed that each component
is only a function of σa and hence that ∂ρT
µνρ = 0, the derivatives in (3.8) lack their covariant
properties. For some practical purposes, as describing fluids living on surfaces or fluid droplets,
one may wish to allow the components of stress to be also functions of Xµ as in [59] or to
extend them to a foliation of such surfaces as in [11]. In the latter case, the components in
both basis (3.5) and (3.7) transform covariantly. But since most applications do not require
such extensions, we opt for the basis (3.5).
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By using the variation formulae in App. A, the stress tensor following from Eqn. (2.32)
takes the form given in (3.5) with components 19
Tµν = T µν + 2Pλρ ⊥ρ(µ γλν) + Bµν −
(
Vλnλnµnν + 2Vλγλ(µnν)
)
δn,1 ,
Tµνρ = 2Dρ(µν) −Dµνρ + 2S(µν)ρ ,
Tµνρλ = −4Qλρ(µν) .
(3.9)
It is clear from (3.9) that the structures T µν , Pλρ and Bµν for n > 1 characterise the different
components of the monopole part of the stress tensor, Dµνρ and Sµνρ characterise the dipole
part and Qµνλρ characterises the quadrupole part. A posteriori, the equations in (3.9) justify
the definitions of these quantities in the previous section. In the case n = 1 for which Pλρ = 0,
the terms involving Vλ contribute to both the mixed tangential-transverse components and
to the fully transverse components.
Using the constraints (2.45)-(2.46) we can rewrite the stress tensor in terms of its inde-
pendent components according to
T µν =
[
T µν − 2Sαλ(µKαν)λ + 2γρ(µ⊥λν)Πρλ +Dαλ(µKαλν) +⊥ρ(µ⊥λν)Πρλ
]
δ̂(x)
−∇ρ
[(
2Dρ(µν) −Dµνρ + 2S(µν)ρ
)
δ̂(x)
]
− 4∇λ∇ρ
[
Qλρ(µν)δ̂(x)
]
.
(3.10)
It is worth noting that the constraints (2.45)-(2.46) were derived in [58] with Tµνρλ = 0 by
integrating (3.4) over spacetime using an analog of a Gaussian pillbox, that is, considering
the integral
∫
M d
Dx
√|g|∇µT µνfν for some arbitrary vector field fµ(xα) with compact sup-
port. Here we have generalised these constraints to the case where Tµνρλ is non-trivial and
furthermore shown that a Lagrangian variational principle captures all of them. By the same
token, the equations of motion that follow from (3.4) must be equivalent to those obtained in
(2.47). This has been shown to be the case in [10] when Tµνρλ = 0. It remains to be shown,
for the purpose of completeness, that by considering
∫
M d
Dx
√|g|∇µT µνfν one obtains (3.4)
with a non-trivial Tµνρλ. But this is not in doubt as consistency of (2.41) with (3.3) requires
it.
3.1.1 Edge contributions
The presence of non-trivial edges induces new contributions to the spacetime stress tensor
T µν = T µνs + T
µν
e , (3.11)
where T µνs is the surface contribution evaluated in (3.10) and T
µν
e is the contribution due to
the non-zero edge action. This latter contribution has also an expansion in derivatives of a
delta function as in (3.5) but with δ̂(x) replaced by
δ̂e(x) =
√|h|√|g| δ(n)(xα − X˜α) (3.12)
such that the total stress tensor has the form
T µν = Tµν δ̂(x)−∇ρ
(
Tµνρδ̂(x)
)
+∇λ∇ρ
(
Tµνρλδ̂(x)
)
+ T˜µν δ̂e(x)−∇ρ
(
T˜µνρδ̂e(x)
)
+∇λ∇ρ
(
T˜µνρλδ̂e(x)
)
,
(3.13)
19In writing Tµνρλ we have assumed that Qλρµν inherits all symmetries of the Riemann tensor while in the
writing of the equations of motion we have only assumed the symmetry Qλρµν = −Qλνµρ. If only the latter
symmetry is assumed Tµνρλ can be written as Tµνρλ = 2
(
Q(µ|ρλ|ν) +Q(µ|ρ|ν)λ −Qλρ(µν)
)
.
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where T˜µν , T˜µνρ and T˜µνρλ are the edge monopole, dipole and quadrupole sources of stress,
respectively. For the specific action (2.59), the surface components were given in (3.9) while
the edge components read
T˜µν = T˜ µν + 2 P˜λρ ⊥ρ(µ γλν) + B˜µν − n˜λn˜ρDλρ(µn˜ν) − V˜λP λ(µn˜ν) − 2V˜λhλ(µn˜ν) ,
T˜µνρ = 2 D˜ρ(µν) − D˜µνρ + 2 S˜(µν)ρ ,
T˜µνρλ = −4 Q˜λρ(µν) .
(3.14)
The difference between the edge contribution and its surface counterpart is the appearance
of the last three terms in T˜µν .
3.1.2 Frame choices
The expression for the stress tensor given in Eqn. (3.5) contains redundant components,
which in turn leads to many equivalent descriptions of the stress tensor for a given surface,
and therefore to a symmetry.20 This redundancy is rooted in the fact that one may make the
expression (3.5) manifestly covariant in the embedding functions Xµ by integrating over the
p-surface directions21
T µν =
∫
W
dpσ
(
Tµν δ̂(D)(x)−∇ρ
(
Tµνρδ̂(D)(x)
)
+∇λ∇ρ
(
Tµνρλδ̂(D)(x)
))
, (3.15)
where now δ̂(D)(x) = δ(p)(xα − Xα)δ̂(x). By adding such integration, it is clear that the
tangential components Tµνργρ
λ and Tµνρλγλ
σ can be removed via an integration by parts
with appropriate boundary conditions. In particular, the stress tensor (3.15) is invariant
under two independent transformations, δε1 and δε2 , acting according to
δε1
(
Tµνλγλ
ρ
)
= εµνρ , δε1T
µν = ∇ρεµνρ , εµνρn˜ρ|∂W = 0 ,
δε2
(
Tµνρσγσ
λ
)
= εµνρλ , δε2T
µνρ = ∇λεµνρλ , εµνρλn˜λ|∂W = 0 ,
(3.16)
where the coefficients εµνρ and εµνρλ are symmetric in their first two indices and tangential in
their last index. These transformation properties indicate that not all components of the stress
tensor are physical. Performing the transformations (3.16) without imposing the boundary
conditions on εµνρ and εµνρλ gives rise to different physics on the edges of the surface.
With little effort, it is possible to identify the frame-invariant components. The following
two combinations are invariant under δε1
δε1
(
Tµν −∇ρ
(
Tµνλγλ
ρ
))
= 0 , δε1
(
⊥λρTµνλ
)
= 0 , (3.17)
while the following combinations are invariant under δε2
δε2
(
Tµνρ −∇σ
(
Tµνρλγλ
σ
))
= 0 , δε2
(
⊥λσTµνρλ
)
= 0 . (3.18)
20Beyond the symmetry discussed here, in a perturbative setting there is a perturbative symmetry that
supervenes on the invariance of the stress tensor under surface displacements Xµ(σ) → Xµ(σ) + δXµ(σ).
However, since we are not concerned with a perturbative analysis here we let the avid reader see [10, 58, 59]
for a discussion of this symmetry.
21This form of the stress tensor can also be obtained directly from the action (3.2) as explained in footnote
18.
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Ref. [58] had in fact identified a subset of (3.17) when Tµνρλ vanishes. The presence of a non-
zero Tµνρλ implies that only the last combination in (3.18) is invariant under both symmetries
by itself. Combining both transformations one arrives at the mutually independent invariant
combinations
Tµν = Tµν −∇λ
(
γρ
λ
(
Tµνρ +∇α (Tµνρσγσα)
))
,
Tµνρ = ⊥ρλ
(
Tµνρ −∇σ
(
Tµνρλγλ
σ
))
,
Tµνρλ = ⊥σλTµνρσ .
(3.19)
The invariants (3.19) can be used as a means for comparison between stress tensors in different
frames. It can be observed from (3.19) that there are three components in the first invariant
Tµν , one purely tangential and the other two with at least one transverse index. The same
holds for the invariant Tµνρ, while Tµνρλ has six independent components. General covariance
imposes four relations among these. The remaining independent components can be chosen
to be, in the frame explained below, T µν , Dµνρ, Sµνρ and Qµνλρ.
In (3.10), we obtained the stress tensor that followed from (3.2) and by inspection it
comes in a given frame, dictated by the coefficients Tµνσγσ
ρ = 2Dρ(µν) and Tµνρσγσλ =
−4Qσρ(µν)γσλ. The fact that the stress tensor is obtained in a given frame from the action
(3.2) is not significant. While performing the variation (3.3), further integrations by parts
could have been performed in order to remove the tangential components from Tµνλ and
Tµνρσ, at the expense of finding a non-zero inflow of stress from the surface to its edges. The
natural frame (3.9) is defined as the frame with vanishing inflow of stress from the surface to
its edges. As a consequence of this ambiguity, the constraints found in (2.45) and (2.46) are
not frame-independent but only apply in the frame (3.9). In order to make them applicable
to any given frame, one may first move to a frame where Tµνλγλ
ρ and Tµνρσγσ
λ vanish and
then add arbitrary δε1 and δε2 transformations.
The stress tensor (3.13) is affected by the same frame choices. In particular, the edge
contribution to (3.13) can be written in a different frame using the analogous transformations
to (3.16).
3.2 Conserved currents and charges
With the covariant formulation presented here one can identify a set of conserved charges
associated with symmetries of the background. The existence of an isometry implies the
existence of a background Killing vector field kµ(xα) that can be totally transverse. If kµ is
the Killing vector field associated with an isometry then the action (2.59) must be invariant
under variations along those Killing directions. This fact can be used in order to obtain a
set of conserved surface currents. Setting ξµ = β kµ for some constant β, the variation of the
action (2.59) leads to
δkS[Φ(σ),Φe(σ˜)] = β
∫
W
dpσ
[
Bµν⊥µρ∇ρkν +Bµkµ +∇λ
(
Tλσkσ + Σλσα∇αkσ
)]
+β
∫
∂W
dp−1σ˜
√
|h|
[
B˜νρe P
λ
ν∇λkρ +
(
B˜νe − ∇˜λ
(
n˜µh
λ
νDµνσ
))
kν + ∇˜λ
(
T˜λσkσ + Σ˜λσα∇αkσ
)]
,
(3.20)
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where we have defined the effective surface stress tensor Tλσ and the effective edge stress
tensor T˜λσ as
Tλσ = T λσ + Pµν ⊥νσ γλµ − γµλΠσµ − γλν∇µDµνσ − SµασKµλα − Vµγµλnσδn,1 ,
T˜λσ = T˜ λσ + P˜µνP νσhλµ − hµλΠ˜σµ − hλν∇˜µD˜µνσ − S˜µασKµλα + n˜µhλνDµνσ − V˜µhµλn˜σ ,
(3.21)
as well as the tensors Σλσα and Σ˜λσα according to
Σλσα = Dλασ + Sλσα , Σ˜λσα = D˜λασ + S˜λσα , (3.22)
which parametrise the non-trivial modification to the surface and edge currents due to the
presence of dipole terms in the stress tensor which couple to the background Riemann tensor.
The effective surface stress tensor Tλσ is not symmetric, is tangential in its first index but
has orthogonal components in its second index. The same holds for the effective edge stress
tensor T˜λσ. The structures Σλσα and Σ˜λσα are also tangential in their first index.
Referring to Tλσ and T˜λσ as effective surface and edge stress tensors, respectively, is
justified since the equations of motion (2.47) and (2.63) can be recast as stress conservation
equations, such that
∇λTλσ = ΣµλρRσµρλ + 2Qµνλρ∇νRσρµλ ,
∇˜λT˜λσ = Σ˜µλρRσµρλ + 2Q˜µνλρ∇νRσρµλ + n˜λTλσ .
(3.23)
On-shell, when the equations of motion (3.23) are satisfied, we have that
Bµν⊥µρ = 0 , Bµ = 0 , B˜ν[σe Pα]ν = −n˜λn˜µDλµ[σn˜α] − n˜λPαµP σνSλνµ ,
B˜σe = ∇˜λ
(
n˜µh
λ
νDµνσ
)
− n˜λTλσ ,
(3.24)
where we have used the Killing equation ∇(µkν) = 0. Therefore, requiring the action to be
invariant under such isometry, we find the surface and edge current conservation equations
∇λtλk = 0 , ∇˜µt˜µk − n˜λT λk = 0 , (3.25)
for the purely tangential surface current tλk and edge current t˜
λ
k defined as
tλk = Tλσkσ + Σλσα∇αkσ , t˜λk = T˜λσkσ + Σ˜λσα∇αkσ . (3.26)
It is straightforward to see that Eqs. (3.25) are satisfied for the currents (3.26). In order
to do so, one must make use of the equations of motion (3.23), the constraints (2.44)-(2.46)
and (2.62), the Killing equation and the fact that for a Killing vector field one has that
∇ν∇µkρ = Rρµνλkλ. Having identified the set of conserved currents, one may define a set of
conserved charges. Assuming the topology of the surface to be R×Bp−1 and that of the edge
to be R× B˜p−2, the conserved charge associated with a given Killing vector kµ is
Qk =
∫
Bp−1
dp−1σ
√
|γ| tλk lλ +
∫
B˜p−2
dp−2σ˜
√
|h| t˜λk lλ , (3.27)
where lλ is a unit normalised timelike co-vector normal to Bp−1 and B˜p−2.
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3.2.1 Currents from the spacetime stress tensor
The spacetime stress tensor can be used in order to provide an alternative derivation of the
currents (3.26). Given the spacetime stress tensor Tµν , whose components include the surface
(3.9) and the edge contributions (3.13), one may straightforwardly construct a set of conserved
currents Tµ(k) given by
Tµ(k) = T
µνkν , (3.28)
which obviously satisfy ∇µTµ(k) = 0 due to the conservation equation (3.4) and the Killing
equation. An appropriate integration of the currents (3.28) over a fixed time-slice yields a
set of conserved charges, one for each kµ. However, in order to understand how the currents
(3.28) can be written in terms of the different components of the stress tensor, i.e. as in
(3.26), one needs to use a ”Gaussian pillbox” to get rid of the delta functions. By explicit
evaluation of the integral ∫
M
dDx
√
|g| ∇µ (Tµνkν) f (3.29)
for some arbitrary function f(xα) of compact support and using the specific form of the stress
tensor (3.11), with components (3.9) and (3.13), as well as the constraints (2.44)-(2.46) and
(2.62), one obtains the conservation equations (3.25) for the currents (3.26), as expected.
3.3 Spacetime stress tensor for interfaces
One may turn the action (2.66) into an action over spacetime using the Theta and Dirac delta
functions, such that
S[Φint(x),Φ(σ),Φext(x)] =
∫
M
dDx
(
L[Φint(x)]Θ(x) + L[Φ(σ)]δ̂(x) + L[Φext(x)]Θ(−x)
)
,
(3.30)
where Θ(x) = ΠαΘ(x
α −Xα(σ)) and similarly for Θ(−x) with the opposite sign. Using this
form, under a Lagrangian variation one finds, as in (3.4), that the equations of motion are
given by
∇µTµν = 0 , (3.31)
where the full spacetime stress tensor takes the form
Tµν = Tµνb + T
µν
s , (3.32)
where Tµνb is the bulk contribution while T
µν
s is the surface contribution. Taking into account
the specific couplings (2.68), the bulk stress tensor is given by
Tµνb = T
µν
b Θ(x) , T
µν
b = T
µν
int − 2∇λ∇ρLλρ(µν) . (3.33)
Using the form (3.33) into (3.31), one obtains two sets of equations(∇µTµνb )Θ(x) = 0 , ∇µTµνs = Tµνb nµδ̂(x) , (3.34)
where we have used that ∇µΘ(x) = −nµδ̂(x). The first equation in (3.34) gives rise to (2.71)
while the second equation gives rise to the diffeomorphism constraints and (2.74). The surface
spacetime stress tensor now takes the form
T µνs =
[
T µν + Bµν −
(
Vλnλnµnν + 2Vλγλ(µnν)
)
+ 2nλ∇ρLλρ(µν)
]
δ̂(x)
−∇ρ
[(
2Dρ(µν) −Dµνρ − 2nλLρλ(µν)
)
δ̂(x)
]
− 4∇λ∇ρ
[
Qλρ(µν)δ̂(x)
]
.
(3.35)
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It can be observed that the bulk curvature moment Lµνλρ yields an inflow of energy-momentum
into the interface. Considering geometric bulk actions with derivatives of the Riemann ten-
sor will also induce an inflow of surface curvature moments, beyond the inflow of monopole
and dipole moments. If one takes the bulk action to be the Einstein-Hilbert action
√|g|R
then there will not be any inflow of monopole energy-momentum to the interface but there
will be a contribution to the dipole surface moment. This contribution is of the form
Tµνρ = −2γµνnρ + 2n(µγν)ρ. The second term can be removed by a frame-choice, while the
first contribution is twice that which arises from a surface action of the form
∫
W
√|γ|dpσKρnρ.
The two dipole moments (the one arising from the Einstein-Hilbert action and the one arising
from the mean extrinsic curvature), therefore, differ by frame-choices.
3.3.1 Conserved currents and charges
Analogously to the case of surfaces studied above, one may obtain a set of conserved currents
associated with symmetries of the background by performing a diffeomorphism along a Killing
direction such that ξµ = βkµ for a constant β, leading to
δkS[Φint(x),Φ(σ)] =β
∫
Bint
dDx
√
|g|
(
B˚µkµ +∇µ
(
Tµνb kν
))
+ β
∫
W
dpσ
[
Bµν⊥µρ∇ρkν +Bµkµ +∇λ
(
Tλσkσ + Σλσα∇αkσ
)]
.
(3.36)
When the bulk equations of motion are satisfied B˚µ = 0 and hence for the bulk action to be
invariant under the symmetry associated with kµ we must have
∇µt˚µk = 0 , for t˚µk = Tµνb kν , (3.37)
which indeed follows from the symmetry of the bulk stress tensor and the Killing equation.
On the interface, in turn, when the equations of motion are satisfied we have Bµν⊥µρ = 0
and
Bµkµ = ∇λ
(
γλµ
(
T˚µν −∇ρ
(
γραT˚
ανµ
)))
kν −
(
T˚µαρ +
1
2
⊥ρν T˚ ναµ
)
Rσαµρkσ − nλT λσb kσ .
(3.38)
Therefore, for the interface action to be invariant under this symmetry, we identify the inter-
face conservation equation and current
∇µtµk = nµt˚µk , for tµk = T˚µνkν + Σ˚µσα∇αkσ , (3.39)
where, using the definitions of Tµν and Σµσα in (3.21)–(3.22), we have introduced
T˚µν = Tµν + γµλ
(
T˚ λν −∇ρ
(
γραT˚
ανλ
))
, Σ˚µσα = Σµσα + γµν T˚
νσα . (3.40)
One can check that the current conservation equation (3.39) is satisfied given the equations
of motion (2.74). The corresponding conserved charges can be constructed as in (3.27) by
appropriately integrating the currents
Qk =
∫
Bint
dD−1x
√
|g| t˚λk lλ +
∫
Bp−1
dp−1σ
√
|γ| tλk lλ , (3.41)
where we assumed that Bint = R × Bint and Bp = R × Bp−1. Here, lλ is a unit normalised
timelike co-vector normal to Bint and Bp−1.
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4 Two-derivative surface action with edges
In this section we employ classification methods analogous to those used in the context of
hydrodynamics to constrain the main results of Sec. 2 in a derivative expansion, up to second
order in derivatives.22 To this end we first construct the most general surface geometric bulk
action of gµν with at most two derivatives, including a quite general (but not exhaustive)
edge contribution. Spacetime covariance implies that the diffeomorphism constraints (2.44)-
(2.45), as well as the tangential projection (2.48), must be automatically satisfied off-shell for
all shape configurations, as explained at the end of Sec. 2.2.3. This implies that whenever
a contribution is added to the action, it must be checked whether or not such contribution
satisfies the tangential diffeomorphism constraints.
This construction has applications in many physical systems whose description includes
embedded surface in a given spacetime. These include fluid membranes, entangling surfaces,
spinning brane systems, membrane elasticity or effective theories of black holes.
The restriction to a two-derivative action implies that the corresponding stress tensor
should include at most two derivative terms, and hence must be of the form (3.13). To
count the number of derivatives we use a bookkeeping parameter ε. The components of the
stress tensor are at most of order O(ε2), and in particular, Tµν ∼ O(ε2), Tµνρ ∼ O(ε) and
Tµνλρ ∼ O(1). In turn, due to (3.9), this implies that
T µν ∼ Pµν ∼ Bµν ∼ O(ε2) , Dµνλ ∼ Sµνλ ∼ O(ε) , Qµνλρ ∼ O(1) , (4.1)
and similarly for the edge components (3.14). However, since Pµν and Bµν are related to the
dipole and quadrupole terms via Eqns. (2.45) and (2.46), it is not necessary to be concerned
with them here, as they will be determined by the remaining couplings.
It is convenient to split the action into the sum of parity-even S+, parity-odd S− and edge
Se contributions according to
S[Φ(σ),Φe(σ˜)] = S+[Φ(σ),Φe(σ˜)] + S−[Φ(σ),Φe(σ˜)] + Se[Φe(σ˜)] , (4.2)
and first consider the parity-even sector, which does not depend on the dimension p nor the
codimension n of the surface.
4.1 Parity-even sector
The procedure for identifying all the covariant two-derivate scalars consists on classifying the
different independent contributions to the surface stress tensor T µν , to the dipole terms Dµνλ
and Sµνλ as well as to the curvature quadrupole moment Qµνλρ, and similarly for the edge
components.
Surface stress tensor. All terms in an action which involve contractions with the induced
metric will contribute to T µν . Here we are interested in the contributions which do not
appear due to contractions with the other geometric tensors Kµν
ρ, ωµ
νρ, Rµνλρ and Rµνλρ,
i.e., contributions which are purely intrinsic. This implies that such contributions can only
be composed of combinations of the induced metric γµν , the internal rotation tensor and its
derivatives.
At order O(1), the only possible contribution to T µν arises from the surface tension term
α
∫
W
dpσ
√
|γ| , (4.3)
22We note that we are not assuming this derivative expansion to be a perturbative expansion.
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for some constant α.
At first order in derivatives, as in General Relativity, there is no covariant scalar that can
be constructed from the induced metric γµν and internal rotation tensor ρµ
ν
ρ, which should
be understood as the intrinsic Christoffel connection. At second order, the only scalar is the
induced Ricci scalar but that is included in the coupling to the intrinsic Riemann tensor.
Bending moment. Turning our attention to Dµνρ, it is noticeable that the symmetries
and index structure implies that at one derivative level one must have
Dµνρ = YµνλσKλσρ , (4.4)
where Yµνλσ is the Young modulus of the surface, first introduced in the context of perturba-
tions of black branes [60], and has the symmetry Y(µν)(λσ), as a classical elasticity tensor. The
above expression for the bending moment (4.4) takes the from of stress times strain, where
the extrinsic curvature Kλσ
ρ can be interpreted as strain.23
From the bending moment (4.4), one concludes that Y(µν)(λσ) ∼ O(1). Therefore, given
the symmetries of Yµνλσ, the most general form of the Young modulus is
Yµνλσ = 2λ1γµνγλσ + 2λ2γµ(λγσ)ν , (4.5)
for some constants λ1, λ2, which turns out to have the symmetry Yµνλσ = Yλσµν , as a classical
elasticity tensor. It should also be noted that the form (4.4) immediately implies that the
term Dµν[σKµνα] in (2.44) vanishes.
Spin current. Due to the symmetries of Sµνρ and its index structure, one observes that
the spin current must be of the general form
Sµνρ = Sµλωλνρ , (4.6)
for some spin tensor Sµλ of O(1). The only possible component of Sµλ would be, therefore
Sµλ = ϑ0γµλ , (4.7)
but the constraints fix ϑ0 = 0. To see this notice the first term in (2.44) vanishes, as does also
the third term in that equation, as we will see below. The spin current conservation equation
becomes ⊥λσ⊥ρα∇µSµλρ = 0. However, it is easy to see that a term of the form given in
Eqn. (4.7) does not satisfy this condition for arbitrary ωλ
νρ and therefore must be discarded.
This is an example of how diffeomorphism invariance along the surface leads to non-trivial
constraints on the action.
Surface curvature moment. The intrinsic Riemann tensor is of O(ε2), which in turn
implies that Iµνλρ ∼ O(1). The only possible choice is therefore
Iµνλρ = α1γµ[νγρ]λ , (4.8)
where α1 is a constant. The contraction IµνλρRµλνρ is proportional to the induced Ricci
scalar R. Due to the Gauss-Codazzi equation (2.20), this term can be replaced by a linear
combination of terms to the square of the extrinsic curvature and a term proportional to the
background Riemann tensor. These two possibilities are equivalent, as it may be checked
using the equations of motion and spacetime stress tensor obtained in App. B. For practical
reasons we keep this term explicitly.
23In fact, when working with a foliation of surfaces, one has that 2niρKµν
ρ = −γλµγσνLniγλσ, which makes
it clear that the extrinsic curvature is a measure of the change in distances on the surface along transverse
directions [60].
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Background curvature moment. Similarly to the surface curvature moment, since the
background Riemann tensor is of O(ε2), the curvature moment Qµνλρ must be of order O(1).
Hence, its most general form, given its symmetries, is
Qµνλρ = α2γ[νµγρ]λ + α3⊥[νµγρ]λ + α4⊥[νµ ⊥ρ]λ . (4.9)
Since ⊥ν [σ⊥λα]Πνλ = 0, this form of the background curvature moment satisfies the constraint
in (2.44) for arbitrary constants α2, α3 and α4. Note also that the first term in (4.9) can be
replaced by the term (4.8) when using the Gauss-Codazzi equation (2.20). For presentation
purposes, given (4.9) it is useful to define the three contractions
R|| = γλµγ
ρνRµνλρ , R∠ = ⊥λµγρνRµνλρ , R⊥ = ⊥λµ ⊥ρν Rµνλρ . (4.10)
4.1.1 Parity-even action at second order in derivatives
Taking these considerations into account, and the fact that there is no parity-even scalar built
out of the outer curvature moment, we can now write down the most general parity-even two-
derivative geometric action. This is given by
S+[Φ(σ)] =
∫
W
dpσ
√
|γ|
(
α+ λ1K
ρKρ + λ2Kµν
ρKµνρ + α1R+ α2R|| + α3R∠ + α4R⊥
)
,
(4.11)
and, as mentioned above, the term proportional to α1 is redundant. All the terms involved in
this action were implicitly classified earlier, in particular in the literature of conformal anoma-
lies of two-dimensional submanifolds (see e.g. [61]). The shape equation that arises from this
action was considered recently in [48] and agrees with the general form of (2.49).24 All the
terms in (4.11) may appear in entanglement entropy functionals [16, 17]. This concludes the
parity-even sector of the surface action and hence we now turn to the parity-odd sector.
4.2 Parity-odd sector
In the parity-odd sector, the contributions to the action are either dependent on the dimension
of the surface or on its codimension.
Codimension n = 1. In this case there is only one normal vector, nρ, to the surface. Since
there is only one normal direction, the extrinsic twist potential vanishes and there are no
couplings to the spin current. However, the bending moment may have a O(1) term. That
is, besides (4.4) one can have a contribution of the form
Dµνρ = λ0γµνnρδn,1 , (4.12)
which, in the context of General Relativity, leads to the known Gibbons-Hawking boundary
term nρK
ρ. This term is parity-odd, in the sense that, in the absence of any bulk (contrary to
the case of General Relativity for which there is a preferred orientation of the normal vector)
it is not invariant under reflection nρ → −nρ.
24The authors of [48] did not use the terms α2R|| + α3R∠ in the action but instead two other linear combi-
nations, namely ⊥µν Rµν and R, which can be rewritten in terms of α2R|| + α3R∠ + α4R⊥.
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Dimension p = 1 and codimension n = 2. In the case of p = 1, there is only one
tangent vector ∂1X
µ = uµ
√|γ11|, which is interpreted as the unnormalised velocity of the
point-particle in the relativistic case. Also, when n = 2, one may make use of the Levi-Civita
tensor in the transverse space µν⊥ in order to obtain new contributions. In this case the spin
current can have an O(1) and an O(ε) contribution, such that
Sµνρ = ϑ1uµνρ⊥ δp,1δn,2 + ϑ2uλωλuµνρ⊥ δp,1δn,2 , (4.13)
where we have made used of the definition of the normal fundamental 1-form.
The first of these terms is the usual coupling due to the particle’s intrinsic spin and
the second contribution is its square - a sub-leading spin-orbit effect. However, using the
identity µνρuµ = 
νρ
⊥ , it is easily verifiable that only the term with coefficient ϑ1 satisfies
⊥λσ⊥ρα∇µSµλρ = 0. The second term can satisfy the conservation equation if we assume
that the velocity uµ is aligned with a surface Killing vector field. While this possibility is
interesting, as it allows to describe embedded fluids [10, 59] or fluids with surfaces [11, 62],
assuming the existence of surface Killing vectors is beyond the scope of this paper.25 Therefore
we set ϑ2 = 0.
Finally, we note that the equations of motion for a point-particle do not change if the
codimension is increased. However, in order to write down such couplings, one must specialise
to backgrounds with further rotation symmetries for which the rotation group is Abelian in
a given transverse two-plane [56]. Here, we are performing an analysis that holds for any
background spacetime, irrespectively of its symmetries.
Dimension p = 2 and codimension n = 2. In this case, the spacetime Levi-Civita tensor
µνλρ can be used to build new scalars by contracting it with Eq. (2.21). In particular, there
are three apparent scalars
2λµραKλ
νρKµν
α , ασκτγµαγ
ν
σ⊥λκ⊥ρτRµνλρ , Ω . (4.14)
It can be verified that the first two terms satisfy the constraints (2.44)-(2.46) individually,
however, for arbitrary extrinsic curvature and background Riemann tensor they do not satisfy
individually the tangentiality condition (2.48), only a linear combination does. Hence, only
this combination provides a new contribution, as it will be proven in the next section.26
This is a non-trivial consequence of the diffeomorphism constraints and shows that the naive
expectation that any appropriate contraction of surface tensors yields a covariant contribution,
is not correct.27
Given (4.14), the bending moment and the background curvature moment will receive new
contributions. In particular, the bending moment (4.4) admits the following generalisation
Dµνρ = YµνλσραKλσα , (4.15)
where now the generalised Young modulus has the most general form
Yµνλσρα = 2
(
λ1γ
µνγλσ + λ2γ
µ(λγσ)ν
)
⊥ρα + 4λ3γ(λτγσ)(ν|τ |µ)ρβ⊥βαδp,2δn,2 . (4.16)
25If this assumption would be taken seriously, it would lead to many extra couplings besides the ones
considered here. See [10, 59] for examples.
26This implies that we fully disagree with the counting of two independent parity-odd coefficients done in
[63] in the context of conformal anomalies for two-dimensional submanifolds, as only one coefficient is allowed
by diffeomorphism invariance along the surface.
27Since λµρα is a pseudo-tensor, one might have expected that none of the terms in (4.14) would be covariant.
However, the outer curvature scalar Ω is.
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The coefficient λ3 is a new purely geometric parity-odd contribution to the Young modulus
of thin elastic surfaces.
This generalised version still has the symmetry Yµνλσρα = Y(µν)(λσ)ρα but no longer the
symmetry Yµνλσρα = Yλσµνρα due to the parity-odd effects. It should not be surprising
that the Young modulus must be generalised compared to its classical counterpart. What
is surprising is that the usual classical definition (4.4), first introduced in the context of
codimension n = 1 surfaces, is sufficient for capturing all parity-even effects for arbitrary
codimension. In turn, the background curvature will now have the form
Qµνλρ = α2γ[νµγρ]λ + α3⊥[νµγρ]λ + α4⊥[νµ ⊥ρ]λ +λ3ασκτγµαγλσ⊥νκ⊥ρτδp,2δn,2 . (4.17)
The linear combination of the first two terms in (4.14) proportional to λ3 is equivalent to the
last term in Ω due to the Ricci-Voss equation (2.21). However, similarly to the discussion
above for the coefficient α1, we keep it explicitly for practical purposes. Therefore, the outer
curvature moment can have one parity-odd contribution of the form
Hµνλρ = α5β1β2β3β4 ⊥β1µ γνβ2⊥λβ3γρβ4δp,2δn,2 , (4.18)
which leads to a contribution proportional to Ω. As explained in Sec. 2.1, this term is topo-
logical. Therefore, it will not affect the surface dynamics, though it will certainly contribute
to the on-shell value of the action as well as to the edge dynamics.
4.2.1 Parity-odd action at second order in derivatives
Given these considerations, we can write down the parity-odd sector of the two-derivative
surface action
S−[Φ(σ)] =
∫
W
dpσ
√
|γ|
(
λ0nρK
ρδn,1 + 2ϑ1u
µωµδp,1δn,2
+
(
λ3
(
2λµραKλ
νρKµν
α +R−
)
+ α5Ω
)
δp,2δn,2
)
,
(4.19)
where we have defined R− = ασκτγµαγνσ⊥λκ⊥ρτRµνλρ. As mentioned earlier the contribu-
tions involving λ3 and α5 are equivalent. All the terms present in (4.19) had been enumerated
in [10] but the last two terms, in particular, had not been properly analysed. The second term
and the last term also have a role to play in the context of entanglement entropy [64, 65].
4.3 Edge action
We now consider an example of a quite thorough, though not exhaustive, edge action up
to two derivatives. As explained in Sec. 2.1, there are other possible couplings between the
edge and the surface geometry, which were not considered in (2.60). This supervenes on the
existence of the unit normal vector to the surface boundary n˜ρ, which can be used to introduce
new contributions in the action. Nevertheless, without a full characterisation of all couplings,
the possible couplings that appear are sufficient to exhibit the richness of the edge dynamics.
We treat the parity-even and the parity-odd sectors of the edge action simultaneously.
Edge stress tensor. As in the case of the surface action, there is only one purely intrinsic
independent contribution to the surface stress tensor. This is the edge tension term
χ
∫
∂W
dp−1 σ˜
√
|h| . (4.20)
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Edge bending moment. The bending moment exhibits quite a rich structure due to the
existence of the normal vector n˜ρ which represents a preferred direction. It is, in essence, a
mixture of arbitrary codimension and codimension n = 1 contributions. The edge bending
moment can be written in the same form as in (4.15) but with the additional contribution
(4.12), that is28
D˜µνρ = Y˜µνλσρ αKλσα + λ˜0hµν n˜ρ , (4.21)
where the generalised Young modulus takes the form
Y˜µνλσρ α = 2
(
λ˜1h
µνhλσ + λ˜2h
µ(λhσ)ν
)
⊥ρα + 4λ˜3hν(σλ)µ|| ρ⊥αδp,3δn,1
+ 2
(
λ˜4h
µνhλσ + λ˜5h
µ(λhσ)ν
)
n˜ρn˜α .
(4.22)
The existence of the preferred direction n˜ρ appears to introduce further possible contributions
to the Young modulus. However, it is easily seen that the first three terms above satisfy the
condition D˜µλ[σKµλα] = 0 but last two do not, except in the case for which the boundary is
codimension n = 1 but we have excluded such possibility by only considering non-space-filling
surfaces. Hence, we must set λ˜4 = λ˜5 = 0. Furthermore, the term λ˜0 in (4.21) does not satisfy
the condition D˜µλ[σKµλα] = 0. However, explicit evaluation of (2.44) leads to
D˜µλ[σKµλα] − n˜λn˜µDλµ[σn˜α] = 0
⇒
(
λ˜0 + 2λ1
)
K[αn˜σ] − 2 (λ1 + λ2) n˜λn˜ρKλµ[σn˜α] = 0 .
(4.23)
For this condition to be satisfied for arbitrary surface and edge extrinsic curvature one must
set λ˜0 = −2λ1 and λ2 = −λ1.29 The presence of the surface bending moment introduces
extra terms that violate the edge spin conservation equation (2.62). Requiring consistency on
the edges implies a constraint among the two surface response coefficients besides fixing λ˜0
in terms of a surface coefficient. This consistency condition implies that the surface cannot
have arbitrary elastic response coefficients, in fact, the condition λ2 = −λ1 implies that
the linear combination involving extrinsic curvatures in (4.11) must be proportional to the
linear combination (R − R||) due to the Gauss-Codazzi equation (2.20). Furthermore, the
presence of a term proportional to R requires a non-vanishing edge coefficient λ˜0 such that
λ˜0 = −2λ1.30 This is the equivalent of the Gibbons-Hawking boundary term (with the
appropriate coefficient) in General Relativity. In fact, if we keep the term proportional to α1
explicitly in (4.11) then one obtains that, using App. B, λ˜0 = −2λ1 − 2α1.
Edge spin current. At the edge there is a similar contribution to the spin current, as for
the surface, and an additional contribution, such that
S˜µνρ = ϑ˜1u˜µ˜νρ⊥ δp,2δn,1 + ϑ˜2αλνρu˜αn˜λu˜µδp,2δn,2 . (4.24)
28Note that this term proportional to λ˜0, contrary to λ0, is not parity-odd because the presence of the
surface and the natural outward-pointing direction of n˜ρ breaks the reflection symmetry n˜ρ → −n˜ρ.
29Note that in the absence of non-trivial edges, the edge conditions (2.50) implied constraints on the extrin-
sic curvature and spin current at the edges, in particular, certain components must vanish. Here we are not
requiring this though one could insist on such edge conditions. Instead, we allow for the surface extrinsic cur-
vatures to be arbitrary at the edges and, by continuity, do not impose any restrictions on the edge components
of the extrinsic curvature.
30This can also be derived using the edge constraints involving Iµνλρ in App. B. We note that if p = 2, then
R is topological and the necessary term n˜ρKρ = n˜µµν|| ρµ/2 is equal to its boundary contribution (see (2.19)).
This means that a term proportional to R for p = 2 is not allowed by diffeomorphism invariance if the surface
has edges.
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The first term satisfies (2.62) individually but the second term does not. However, explicit
evaluation of (2.44) leads to
P σλP
α
ρ∇˜µS˜µλρ − n˜λn˜µDλµ[σn˜α] = 0
⇒ 2(2λ3 + ϑ˜2)n˜µn˜νλµβρKνλρ⊥[σβn˜α] = 0 ,
(4.25)
which is satisfied if we set ϑ˜2 = −2λ3.31 This is expected since the term proportional to Ω
in (4.19) is a total derivative ∇µ(µν|| ων) which leads to the edge contribution n˜µµν|| ων . This
contribution is proportional to the contribution induced by the term ϑ˜2. In fact, if we keep
the term α5 explicitly in (4.19) we find, using App. B, that ϑ˜2 = −2λ3− 2α5. In essence, this
means that the topological term Ω cannot be added to an action for a surface with non-trivial
edges. This is yet another instance where it does not suffice to enumerate terms that can
contribute to the action, as it is also necessary to check the constraints imposed by tangential
diffeomorphism invariance. Furthermore, note that the term proportional to ϑ1 in (4.19)
satisfies the constraint n˜λP
α
µP
σ
νSλνµ = 0 automatically.
Edge background curvature moment. The background curvature bending moment can
have the following contributions
Q˜ νλρµ = α˜2h[νµhρ]λ + α˜3P [νµhρ]λ + α˜4P [νµP ρ]λ + λ˜3ασκτhµαhλσP νκP ρτδp,3δn,1
+ α˜5h
[ν
µn˜
ρ]n˜λ + α˜6P
[ν
µn˜
ρ]n˜λ .
(4.26)
which are analogous to those in (4.17), except for the last two contributions. In particular, the
parity-odd term has the same coefficient as the last parity-odd term in (4.22), as in the surface
case since such is necessary for that linear combination to satisfy the tangential projection of
(2.63). The last two terms do not satisfy (2.62) and hence we must set α˜5 = α˜6 = 0.
4.3.1 Edge action up to second order in derivatives
One may also consider the analogous contributions to the surface and outer curvature moments
as in the surface case. However, since they can always be exchanged by linear combinations
of the remaining terms, we have not consider them here. Given the above considerations, the
total edge action reads
Se[Φe(σ˜)] =
∫
∂W
dp−1σ˜
√
|h|
(
χ− 2(λ1 + α1)n˜ρKρ + λ˜1KρKρ + λ˜2KµνρKµνρ + α˜2R˜|| + α˜3R˜∠
+ α˜4R˜⊥ + 2ϑ˜1u˜µ$µδp,2δn,1 − 2(λ3 + α5)αλνρu˜αn˜λu˜µ$µνρδp,2δn,2
+ λ˜3
(
2λµραKλνρKµνα + R˜−
)
δp,3δn,1
)
,
(4.27)
where we must set λ2 = −λ1 in (4.11). The scalars R˜||, R˜∠, R˜⊥ and R˜− are defined analogously
to (4.10) and below (4.19).
4.4 Constraints on the stress tensor
In this section we consider the constraints on the stress tensor that arise from requiring that
the dynamics are determined by an action of the type (2.32).
31Again, we are insisting on arbitrary surface spin current components on the edges. See footnote 29.
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We study the parity-even and parity-odd sectors of the action, including the edge contri-
bution. The method employed is analogous to the classification methods, inspired by effective
field theories, used in the context of hydrodynamics. In the present context, the results pre-
sented below yield the first example of constraining the stress tensor of entangling surfaces
using a conservation equation. In particular, invariance of the action (2.32) under tangential
diffeomorphisms implies that the constraints (2.44)-(2.45) and the tangential projection of the
equation of motion (2.48) must be automatically satisfied. This implies that by classifying
the tensor structures that can appear at the two-derivative level in the independent quantities
T µν , Dµνρ, Sµνρ, Qµνλρ and imposing invariance under tangential diffeomorphisms must yield
the stress tensor as derived directly from (4.11), (4.19) and (4.27). It is shown that this is
indeed the case.
4.4.1 Constraints from the parity-even sector
We now classify the contributions to the surface stress tensor T µν , which must be purely
tangential and symmetric in the two indices. The most general form at the two-derivative
level is given by
T µν = αγµν + β1γµνKρKρ + 4β2KµνρKρ + β3γµνKαβρKαβρ + 4β4K(µαρKν)αρ
+ β5γ
µνR|| + 2β6γµβγναγλσRβλασ + β7γµνR∠ + 2β8γµβγνα ⊥λσ Rβλασ
+ β9γ
µνR⊥ + κ1γµνR+ 2κ2Rµν + κ3γµνωλαρωλαρ + 2κ4ωµλρωνλρ .
(4.28)
Note that we have added a term proportional to Rµν and another to γµνR, but these could
be replaced by linear combinations of the remaining terms using the Gauss-Codazzi equation
(2.20). The reason for keeping them is just to demonstrate that one could also choose to work
with κ1 and κ2 instead of the terms involving β5 and β6.
Given the general form of T µν , imposing the conservation equation (2.48), and using (4.4),
(4.7) and (4.9), a lengthy calculation reveals
4(β2 + λ1)γ
σ
ν∇λ
(
KλνρKρ
)
+ 2(β1 − λ1)Kρ∇σKρ + 2(β3 − λ2)Kµνρ∇σKµνρ
+ 4(β4 + λ2)γ
σν∇λ
(
KµλρKµν
ρ
)
+ γσλγµνγαρ ((β5 − α2)∇λRµανρ + 2(β6 + α2)∇αRµρνλ)
+ 2(β6 + α2)γ
σα
(
γµνKρRµρνα −KρνλRναλρ
)
+ 2(β6 + 2β5 − α2)γµνKρσαRµρνα
+ ⊥µν γαργσλ ((β7 − α3)∇λRµανρ + 2(β8 + α3)∇αRµλνρ)− 2(β7 − α3)KσµνγαρRµανρ
+ 2(β8 + α3)γ
σα (⊥µν KρRµανρ + 2KρµνRαµνρ) + 2(β7 + β8) ⊥µν KσαρRµανρ
+ (β9 − α4)
(
⊥µν⊥λρ γσα∇αRµλνρ − 4 ⊥αρ KσµνRµανρ
)
+ (κ1 + κ2)∇σR
+ 2(κ3 − ϑ0)ωλνρ∇σωλνρ + 2(κ4 + ϑ0)ωλνρ∇λωσνρ + 2κ4ωσνρ∇λωλνρ = 0 .
(4.29)
Note that we have made use of the equation (B.12) to account for the terms appearing in
Iµνλρ, however, these yield vanishing contributions to (4.29). The conservation equation must
be satisfied for arbitrary geometric tensors, and since each of these terms is independent32
there is the unique solution
β1 = λ1 , β2 = −λ1 , β3 = λ2 , β4 = −λ2 , β5 = α2 , β6 = −α2 ,
β7 = α3 , β8 = −α3 , β9 = α4 , κ1 = −κ2 , κ3 = κ4 = ϑ0 = 0 ,
(4.30)
32The term involving (κ1 +κ2) is not independent but we are treating it as so because one could have chosen
to work with κ1, κ2 instead of β5, β6.
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with the surface tension α being unconstrained. Indeed, one may check that once introducing
this solution into the stress tensor (4.28) one gets precisely what is obtained by direct variation
of (4.11). Note that the last term in (4.29) is precisely the conservation equation for the spin
current (4.7) and forces κ3 = κ4 = ϑ0 = 0. As mentioned in the previous section, adding
a term of the form (4.7) is not allowed as it violates the off-shell diffeomorphism constraint
(2.44). Furthermore, note that the term appearing in Iµνλρ is unconstrained, but it will be
related to κ1 via the edge constraints. This analysis shows that, as in hydrodynamics, these
methods can successfully constrain the stress tensor of (entangling) surfaces.
4.4.2 Constraints from the parity-odd sector
For the parity-odd sector we proceed in a similar manner. First of all, we note that the bending
moment, spin current and background curvature moment have non-trivial contributions given
by (4.12), (4.15), (4.13) and (4.17). For the present purposes, however, we will not assume
that the coefficient λ3 appearing in the parity-odd contribution to the Young modulus (4.15)
is the same as the one appearing in the background curvature moment (4.17). Therefore, we
replace the coefficient λ3 appearing in the Young modulus by another coefficient θ3, though
we will at the end derive that we must have λ3 = θ3. In this case, the most general surface
stress tensor can be written as 33
T µν = (β10γµνKρnρ + 2β11Kµνρnρ) δn,1
+
(
2κ5γ
µνuλωλ + κ6γ
µν(uαωα)
2 + 2κ7γ
(µ
λ∇ν)ωλ
)
δp,1δn,2
+
(
4β13
λσραKλ
(µ
ρK
ν)
σα + 2β14γ
ασ ⊥λκ⊥ρτ (µσκτγν)βRβαλρ
)
δp,2δn,2 .
(4.31)
A similarly lengthy calculation as in the parity-even case, using (2.48), (4.12), (4.15), (4.13)
and (4.17) leads to
(β10 − λ0)∇σ (Kρnρ) δn,1 + 2(β11 + λ0)γσα∇λ
(
Kλαρnρ
)
δn,1
+
[
2κ5∇σ (uµωµ) + κ6∇σ(uαωα)2
]
δp,1δn,2
+ κ7
(
Kα∇σωα +∇α∇σωα +Kλσα∇λωα + γσα∇λ∇λωα
)
δp,1δn,2
+
[
(β14 − λ3)λα|| βρ⊥ ∇λRναβρ + 4(β13 + θ3)λα|| βρ⊥
(
Kλ
σ
β∇µKµαρ + γσνKµαρ∇µKλνβ
)
+ (4θ3 − 2(β14 + λ3))λα|| βρ⊥ γσνRναµρ + 2(θ3 − λ3)λα|| βρ⊥ KνσβRνραλ
+ (β14 − λ3)γσκ∇λ
(
κα|| 
βρ
⊥ γ
λ
νR
ν
αβρ
) ]
δp,2δn,2 = 0 ,
(4.32)
where we have made use of Eq. (B.12) in order to deal with the parity-odd contribution to
Hµνλρ. However, this contribution drops out from the conservation equation and will only be
related to the other coefficients via an edge analysis. Since all these terms are independent
from each other, satisfying this equation implies that all terms must individually vanish,
giving the unique solution
β10 = λ0 , β11 = −λ0 , κ5 = κ6 = κ7 = 0 ,
β13 = −θ3 , β14 = λ3 , λ3 = θ3 .
(4.33)
33We could have added terms to T µν of the form γ1γµνλσραKλβαKσβρ, γ2γµνR− and γ3α(µ|| Kαν)λKρ⊥λρ.
However, ultimately, the conservation equation (2.48) requires γ1 = γ2 = γ3 = 0 and therefore we have avoided
making this explicit for clarity of presentation.
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Note that the terms in the spin current proportional to ϑ1, ϑ2 do not appear in (4.32) and so
are unconstrained by the stress conservation equation. This is a consequence of the surface
dimensionality p = 1. However, one must still impose the off-shell constraint (2.44) which
leads to ϑ2 = 0, as in the previous section, and ϑ1 is unconstrained, as expected for a
spinning point-particle. This shows that the conservation equation (2.48) is not sufficient in
order to implement all diffeomorphism constraints. Furthermore, the result (4.33) provides
a formal derivation of the fact that only the linear combination of the first two terms in
(4.14) satisfies the requirements of tangential diffeomorphism invariance, as advertised in the
previous section, since we must have λ3 = θ3. Finally, we note that the solution (4.33) agrees
with the surface stress tensor that is obtained by direct variation of (4.19).
4.4.3 Constraints from the edges
We now consider the constraints on the edge stress tensor. The edge stress tensor contains
the analogous contributions to (4.28) and (4.31). The tangential projection of (2.63) leads
to the same constraints as (4.29) and (4.33). Here, we will therefore derive the constraints
due to contributions that are a feature of the edge dynamics, considering the parity-even and
parity-odd sectors simultaneously. We therefore consider the non-trivial contributions to the
edge stress tensor34
T˜ µν = β˜15hµν n˜ρKρ + 2β˜16Kµνρn˜ρ + 2κ˜1hµνασλρu˜αn˜σu˜κ$κλρδp,2δn,2 . (4.34)
We now use the stress tensors (4.31), (4.31), together with the surface bending moment (4.15),
spin current (4.13) and the constraints (4.29), (4.33), as well as the edge bending moment
(4.23) and spin current (4.24), and introduce it into (2.63). The tangential projection of
(2.63) then yields
(β˜15 − λ˜0)∇˜σ(n˜ρKρ) + 2(β˜16 + λ˜0)hσν∇˜µ (Kµνρn˜ρ) + (λ˜0 + 2λ1 + 2κ1)Kρ∇˜σn˜ρ
+ 2(α1 − κ1)Kρσν∇˜ρn˜ν + 2(κ1 − α1)n˜λhσρhµνRλµρν
+ 2(λ1 + λ2)h
σλn˜µn˜ν n˜αK
µνρKαλρ + 2κ˜1∇˜σ
(
ανλρu˜αn˜ν u˜
µ$µ
λρ
)
δp,2δn,2 = 0 ,
(4.35)
which leads to the constraints
β˜15 = λ˜0 , β˜16 = −λ˜0 , λ˜0 = −2λ1 − 2κ1 , λ1 = −λ2 , κ˜1 = 0 , κ1 = α1 . (4.36)
Note that these constraints capture the correct conditions found in the previous section for the
terms involving the parity-even sector of the bending moment. As advertised, the boundary
analysis relates the surface quadrupole moment with the stress tensor coefficient κ1 and the
presence of α1 also requires a non-trivial λ˜0. Note also that the terms involving λ3, ϑ1, ϑ˜1, ϑ˜2
and α5 have dropped out from (4.35). The term proportional to ϑ˜1 is left unconstrained as in
the surface case but in order to constraint the remaining terms we must impose the off-shell
constraints
D˜µλ[σKµλα] − n˜λn˜µDλµ[σn˜α] − n˜λPαµP σνSλνµ
− 2PατP σβ∇˜µ
(
hµλn˜κHβκτλ
)
− 2n˜λ ⊥µσ ⊥ατ∇κHµκτλ = 0 ,
(4.37)
34We could have added other terms such as those proportional to γ˜1h
µν(Kρn˜ρ)2 and γ˜2hµνKαβρn˜ρKαβσn˜σ
but a similar analysis would ultimately set γ˜1 = γ˜2 = 0 and therefore we have avoided presenting these for the
sake of clarity of presentation.
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which leads to ϑ˜2 = −2λ3 − 2α5 as in the previous section, where we have used App. B. The
form of (4.34) with the constraints (4.36) can be obtained directly from (4.27). The edge
dynamics provide a very non-trivial example of the diffeomorphism constraints imposed by a
well-defined variational principle.
4.5 Constraints from Weyl invariance
In this section we study the constrains imposed on actions of the form (2.40) and (2.60) if the
action is required to be invariant under infinitesimal Weyl rescalings, i.e. under the metric
rescaling
δωgµν = 2ω gµν , (4.38)
where ω(x) is an arbitrary real function. The transformation properties of the various geo-
metric quantities is given in App. A. The variation of the action still takes the form of (2.40)
and (2.60) but with the variations being those associated with Weyl rescalings instead of
Lagrangian variations. Under these variations the action varies according to
δωS =
∫
W
dpσ
√
|γ|
[
(T µµ +DµνρKµνρ+ ⊥µν Πµν)ω +Dµµρ∇ρω + 4Qµ(νλ)µ∇ν∇λω
]
∫
∂W
dp−1σ˜
√
|h|
[(
T˜ µµ + D˜µνρKµνρ + PµνΠ˜µν
)
ω + D˜ µρµ ∇ρω + 4Q˜ (νλ)µµ ∇ν∇λω
]
,
(4.39)
where we have used the diffeomorphism constraints (2.44)-(2.46) and (2.62) and also ignored
variations with respect to the intrinsic and outer curvatures, since they are not necessary.
For the action to be invariant under Weyl rescalings each of the terms above must vanish
independently, therefore a total of six conditions must be satisfied. We will first analyse the
case of a two-derivative surface action without edges and then later consider the inclusion of
the edges.
4.5.1 Weyl invariance for the edgeless surface
In the case of a surface without edges the first line in (4.39) leads to three independent
conditions. The last term in (4.39) implies that
Qµ(νλ)µ = −1
2
(
α2(p− 1) + α3n
2
)
γλν − 1
2
(
α4(n− 1) + α3 p
2
)
⊥λν= 0
⇒ α2 = −α3 n
2(p− 1) , α4 = −α3
p
2(n− 1) ,
(4.40)
where we have used (4.17). Note that the term λ3 in (4.17) drops out from this equation. In
turn, the second condition in (4.39) leads to
Dµµρ = 2(λ1p+ λ2)Kρ + λ0pnρ = 0
⇒ λ1 = −λ2
p
, λ0 = 0 ,
(4.41)
for which we have used (4.12) and (4.15) and where again λ3 in (4.15) does not play a role.
Finally, the requirement that the first term in (4.39) vanishes, using (4.28) and (4.31), leads
to
αp+ (p− 2) (λ1KρKρ + λ2KµνρKµνρ + α2R|| + α3R∠ + α4R⊥) = 0 . (4.42)
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This condition, together with (4.40) and (4.41) leads to p = 2 and α = 0. These results imply
that λ3 (or equivalently α5) as well as ϑ1 are free coefficients. Using the conformal tensors
defined in Sec. 2.1, the two-derivative Weyl-invariant surface action takes the form
S[Φ(σ)] =
∫
W
d2σ
√
|γ|
(
λ2CµνρC
µνρ +
n(n+ 1)
2
α4Ŵµν
µν
)
δp,2
+
∫
W
dpσ
√
|γ|
([
λ3
(
2λµραCλ
νρCµν
α +R−
)
+ α5 Ω
]
δp,2δn,2
+ 2ϑ1u
µωµδp,1δn,2
)
,
(4.43)
with Cµν
ρ the conformation tensor defined in Eqn. (2.26).
4.5.2 Edge contribution
If the surface has edges, the analysis changes considerably due to the non-trivial diffeomor-
phism constraints obtained in (2.62), which relate surface coefficients to edge coefficients. If
the surface has dimensionality p = 1 then the only non-trivial contribution to the full Weyl-
invariant action is the last term in (4.43), as the edge is point-like. For p = 2 there is a
non-trivial contribution in (4.43) due to the extrinsic curvatures. As shown in Sec. 4, diffeo-
morphism invariance at the edges requires λ1 = −λ2, which is incompatible with (4.41) for
p = 2. Therefore we must set λ2 = 0. Similarly, in the presence of edges, the contributions
due to λ3 (or α5) must be balanced by an equivalent edge term as λ3 is topological. In other
words, we must set λ3 = α5 = 0. For a two-dimensional surface, the edges are one-dimensional
lines and, analogously to the surface, the edge Weyl constraints in (4.39) do not impose any
restrictions on ϑ˜1. In this case, the full Weyl-invariant action is given by
S[Φ(σ),Φe(σ˜)] =
∫
W
d2σ
√
|γ|n(n+ 1)
2
α4Ŵµν
µν + 2
∫
∂W
d1σ˜
√
|h|ϑ˜1u˜µ$µδn,1 . (4.44)
This is rather significantly different from the edgeless case. If the dimensionality of the surface
is p = 3, then there is no contribution from the surface action, however, the last three edge
conditions in (4.39) lead to the equivalent results as in the case of surface actions with p = 2.
In particular, we have that χ = α˜2 = α˜3 = 0 and the Weyl-invariant action is given by
S[Φe(σ˜)] =
∫
∂W
d2σ˜
√
|h|
(
λ˜2
(
KµνρKµνρ − 1
2
KρKρ
)
+ α˜4R˜⊥
+ λ˜3
(
2λµραKλνρKµνα + R˜−
)
δn,1
)
.
(4.45)
The first term above is the square of the edge conformation tensor (defined analogously to
(2.26)) while the second term coincides with the trace of the pull-back of the Weyl tensor
onto the edge. For p ≥ 4 there are no non-trivial two-derivative Weyl-invariant contributions.
4.5.3 Weyl anomalies
The above results are pertinent in the context of Weyl anomalies for two-dimensional sub-
manifolds. In particular, certain classes of CFTs with vacuum energy W [gµν , X
µ] living on
embedding surfaces have conformal anomalies, denoted by A, which are defined as
δωW =
∫
dDx
√
|g| Aω . (4.46)
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Using the formulation of the action (3.2) in terms of the spacetime stress tensor (with S
replaced by W ), a Weyl transformation simply yields35
A = Tsµµ + Teµµ , (4.47)
where the trace of the surface spacetime stress tensor is given by
Ts
µ
µ =
(
T µµ +DµλαKµλα+ ⊥λσ Πλσ
)
δ̂(x) +∇ρ
(
Dµµρδ̂(x)
)
− 4∇λ∇ρ
(
Qµµ(λρ)δ̂(x)
)
,
(4.48)
and similarly for the edge contribution. Anomalies can be classified into three different types
[66]. In particular, type B anomalies are anomalies composed of local terms which are Weyl
invariant. All the terms in (4.43) are locally Weyl invariant and hence are possible conformal
anomalies for two-dimensional submanifolds. The first line corresponds to the Graham-Witten
anomalies found in [67] but the term corresponding to Ω, which is present in D = 4, seems
not to have received attention in the literature.
If the submanifold has edges and assuming diffeomorphism invariance, the usual anomaly
proportional to the square of the conformation tensor must vanish and we are left with
(4.44).36 This includes a new possible edge anomaly in D = 3 which is type B. It is also
worth noting that for p = 2 there is only one type A surface anomaly given by (see e.g. [61])∫
W
d2σ
√
|γ|R . (4.49)
However, as we have seen in Sec. 4 (see footnote 30), in the presence of edges and assuming
diffeomorphism invariance, this term must vanish. Therefore, there are no type A anomalies
for submanifolds with boundaries. In turn, this implies that the weak c-theorem of [3] for
CFTs coupled to defects simply does not apply if the defect has edges.
5 Actions for DCFTs and BCFTs
In previous sections we focused on the consequences of spacetime diffeomorphism invariance
on embedded surfaces where the embedding map Xµ(σa) was kept fixed. This gave rise to a
rich set of equations of motion and constraints that such a surface must satisfy. In this last
section of the paper we relax the requirement that the embedding map is kept fixed, and in
particular we will consider the transformation properties
δξgµν = 2∇(µξν) , δXXµ = −ξµ , (5.1)
i.e. the change in the local coordinates is compensated by the change on the embedding map
such that the surface is unmoved.
This new set of variations, (5.1), is of special interest to particular cases of conformal
field theories coupled to defects (surfaces) with edges (DCFTs) and boundary conformal field
theories (BCFTs). When coupling defects to CFTs one wishes that the defect is consistently
coupled regardless of its shape. In turn, this implies that there is no dynamics associated with
a shape equation. Instead, the variational principle must render the shape equation trivial,
35Formally, the quantities Ts
µ
µ and Te
µ
µ are one-point functions since they are obtained via the variation
of the vacuum energy W with respect to gµν .
36Here we are insisting that the diffeomorphism constraints are satisfied for arbitrary extrinsic curvature
components of both surface and edge geometry instead of imposing ad-hoc boundary conditions on them. See
footnote 29.
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which implies the simultaneously displacement of the embedding map under a diffeomorphism.
This is precisely what Eqn. (5.1) ensures.
A further generalisation can be taken into account, by letting actions have more dynamics
than those dictated by pure geometry, in particular with the existence of couplings to a scalar
field and q-form gauge fields. These fields are not background fields to which the defect couples
to, as when coupling probes to supergravity actions [49], such that the variation of the action
with respect to them produces a source term in the equations of motion. Instead, the fields are
dynamic and variation of the defect action with respect to these fields yields the corresponding
equation of motion. We use the spacetime formulation of the variational principle to deal with
these extra fields and identify new contributions to these Ward identities, which arise due to
the spacetime formulation of the variational principle and were previously overlooked (see
Eqs.(5.22)).
Some of these results were considered in [4]. Here, we provide a different method and
interpretation, using a spacetime formulation, and also include further degrees of generality,
e.g. the Ward identities are derived for defects in curved space and include the existence of
non-trivial defect edges, whose detailed analysis is given in App. B.4.
5.1 Variational principle
Consider a quantum field theory living on a manifold M with boundary or defect W of
dimensionality p. This quantum field theory is characterised by a vacuum energy functional
of the form
W [gµν,X
µ] = log
∫
[DΨ] exp (−S[gµν,Xµ,Ψ, ∂Ψ, · · · ]) , (5.2)
where Ψ denotes a collection of fields, while S denotes the action functional which can de-
pend on the fields Ψ and its derivatives. We require the action S to be invariant under
diffeomorphisms when all fields are allowed to vary accordingly, namely
S[gµν,X
µ,Ψ, ∂Ψ, · · · ] = S[gµν+δξgµν,Xµ + δXXµ,Ψ + δξΨ, ∂Ψ + δξ∂Ψ, · · · ] , (5.3)
where the metric and embedding map have the transformation properties given by Eqn. (5.1).
The variation of the collection of fields Ψ under diffeomorphisms is not necessary to be
given since we assume that diffeomorphism invariance holds on-shell, i.e. when the equations
of motion for the fields Ψ are satisfied. The variation of Xµ is defined differently than in [4],
in particular, it is defined as the total variation of S with respect to Xµ, instead of just being
the variation restricted to a particular set of fields.
As in Sec. 3, we can recast the action in terms of a spacetime action and define its total
variation as the sum of a Lagrangian variation and a variation of the embedding map, such
that
δW [gµν , X
µ] =
∫
M
√
|g|dDx
(
1
2
〈Tµν〉δξgµν − 〈Dµ〉δXXµ
)
, (5.4)
where 〈Dµ〉 is the one-point function referred to as the displacement operator, as it is the
operator dual to an infinitesimal displacement of the surface and defined as
〈Dµ〉 = − 1√|g| δWδXXµ . (5.5)
Introducing the variations for background diffeomorphisms leads to the conservation equation
∇µ〈Tµν〉 = 〈Dν〉 , (5.6)
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where 〈Tµν〉 is the one-point function defined as in (3.3) but using the vacuum energy, i.e.
by trading S →W . It takes the general form
〈T µν〉 = 〈T µνb 〉+ 〈T µνs 〉+ 〈T µνe 〉 , (5.7)
with T µνb = T
µν
b for DCFTs and T
µν
b = T
µν
b Θ(x) for BCFTs and the remaining two contri-
butions being the surface and edge contributions respectively, which for the case of BCFT’s
may contain additional contributions due to an inflow of energy-momentum from the bulk
part of the action as in (3.35).
It is clear from (5.6) that the displacement operator has the role of a force term in the
stress tensor conservation equation. Its role is to force or to displace the surface in such a way
that the orthogonal components of (5.6) are trivially satisfied. The displacement operator
has an expansion analogous to the stress tensor, that is
〈Dµ〉 = 〈Dµs 〉+ 〈Dµe 〉 , (5.8)
where both the surface and edge contributions to the displacement operator can be written
as37
Dµs = D
µδ̂(x) , Dµe = D
µδ̂e(x) . (5.9)
This definition agrees with the definition of displacement operator introduced in [2, 3] and it
accounts for the full displacement of the surface as it appears in the conservation equation
(5.6).38 We will determine the Ward identities for CFTs with vacuum energy (5.2) and in the
process uncover the stress tensor and the displacement operator.
5.2 Ward identities for DCFTs and BCFTs
In order to obtain the Ward identities, consider a set of bulk operators Oi and define the
collection χ of bulk operators as
χ = O1(x1, z1) · · ·On(xn, zn) . (5.10)
It follows from (5.6) that for any correlation function the Ward identity for diffeomorphism
invariance can be written as
δξ 〈χ〉+
∫
M
√
|g|dDx (〈−∇µTµνχ〉+ 〈Dνχ〉) ξν = 0 . (5.11)
Hence, in the absence of external operators or when the correlator is invariant under the
symmetry, one must have
〈∇µTµνχ〉 = 〈Dνχ〉 . (5.12)
37One could expect that the displacement operator, analogously to the stress tensor, would have an expansion
in terms of derivatives of δ̂(x). This is however not the case. Derivatives of the embedding map appearing
in all geometric structures are tangential since orthogonal derivatives are not well-defined. Therefore, any
variation of the embedding map will at most involve tangential derivatives. These tangential derivatives can
be integrated out, as for the case of the stress tensor, by making a frame choice. It turns out that the frame
choice that yields the same equations of motion and boundary conditions as for the stress tensor is the one for
which all tangential derivatives of the variation are integrated out.
38In full generality, the surface and edge displacement operators (5.9) should be defined as integrals over the
surface and edges, respectively, as for the spacetime stress tensor (see footnote 18).
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While (5.12) does capture all constraints from diffeomorphism invariance, we require that the
defect action, including its edges, is invariant under tangential diffeomorphisms that do not
displace the surface. From (5.12), this implies the stricter results39
〈γσν∇µTµνχ〉 = 0 , 〈γσνDνχ〉 = 0 . (5.13)
The first condition above states that the invariance of the action under tangential diffeo-
morphism while the second condition states that the defect action must be reparametrisation
invariant. As we will see below, for specific classes of DCFT actions, these two Ward identities
will lead to different constraints. Finally, for a Weyl transformation in which δωgµν = 2ωgµν
and δωX
µ = 0 one obtains the Ward identity
δω 〈χ〉+
∫
M
√
|g|dDx ω 〈Tµµχ〉 = 0 . (5.14)
Hence, in the absence of external operators, up to possible conformal anomalies, this leads to
〈Tµµχ〉 = 0. This concludes the general study of Ward identities which holds for any DCFT
or BCFT. However, when written in this abstract manner, its usefulness is questionable.
Below, we focus on a large class of DCFTs/BCFTs and write down the Ward identities in a
more practical manner. We also give examples in which further local symmetries are imposed,
leading to further Ward identities. The inclusion of edges in full generality is considered in
App. B.4.
5.3 Ward identities for a class of DCFT actions
We now consider a class of DCFT actions and write down their Ward identities. We focus on
the case in which the defect couples to the different geometric tensors introduced in Sec. 2 but
we ignore couplings to curvature tensors for simplicity. As we have noted above, the vacuum
energy is a functional of gµν and X
µ but the action can be a function of non-geometric fields.
If the fields are background fields such as a scalar field φ(x) or some vector field φµ(x) then
the couplings to the geometric fields introduced in (2.40) are sufficient. However, if the fields
are purely surface fields such as a vector field φi(X) or φa(X) that only have support on W,
then one may define their respective push-forwards onto the background spacetime as φinµi
or φaeµa. Hence their variations will need to include variations with respect to n
µ
i and e
µ
a
which were not accounted for in (2.40).40
39The authors of [3] claim to have derived surface reparametrisation invariance in Eq. (B3) of [3]. This
however is not something that can be derived but something that must be imposed on abstract actions of the
form (5.4). In particular, they seem to have forgotten the change in the argument in gµν(X) in (B2) of [3]. If
such had been taken into account, a linear combination of the two Ward identities in (5.13) would have been
obtained.
40This means that in practice, we need to work with both spacetime and surface indices though, as we shall
see, we can always push-forward the required structures in order to have a purely spacetime description. In the
gauge formulation of the variational principle, the problem is reversed and it would be necessary to introduce
couplings to nµi and e
µ
a in order to deal with background fields leading again to the necessity of dealing with
both spacetime and surface indices.
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Consider a general variation of a correlator such that41
δ 〈χ〉+ 1
2
∫
M
dDx
√
|g| 〈Tµνb χ〉 δgµν
+
∫
W
dpσ
√
|γ|
〈(
− 1
2
Tµν δξγµν − Pµν δξ⊥µν + 1
2
Bµν δξ⊥µν +Dµνρ δξKµνρ
+Sµλρ δ˜ξωµλρ +DµδXµ + Vµνδnµν + Cµνδeµν
)
χ
〉
∫
∂W
dp−1σ˜
√
|h|
〈(
− 1
2
T˜µνδξhµν − P˜ νµ δξPµν +
1
2
B˜µνδξPµν + D˜µν ρδξKµνρ
+S˜µλρδξ$µλρ + D˜µδX˜µ + V˜µνδn˜ νµ + C˜µ νδe˜ νµ
)
χ
〉
= 0 ,
(5.15)
where we have defined the variations δeµ
ν = eµ
aδeνa and δnµ
ν = nµ
iδnνi and analogously for
the edge variation. These are the required structures to deal with fields with support on W
and ∂W. We have also introduced the dual operators to these variations in the manner
Dµ = 1√|γ| δLδXµ
∣∣∣∣
g fixed
, Vµν = 1√|γ|nµi δLδnνi , Cµν = 1√|γ|eµa δLδeνa , (5.16)
and similarly for the edge action. Here Vµν is transverse in its first index while Cµν is
tangential in its first index and similarly for the edge terms. These variations and their
conjugate operators mark the difference between the analysis presented in this section and
that of Sec. 2. These three variations were introduced in order to deal with non-geometric
fields such as gauge fields and scalar fields. In particular, Dµ is defined as the variation of the
action with respect to variations of the embedding map keeping the intrinsic and extrinsic
geometry fixed. Therefore, it should not be confused with Dµ, which takes into account
variations of the geometric fields as well. Similarly, the variations with respect to δeµ
ν and
δnµ
ν should be understood as couplings between the purely surface non-geometric fields and
background non-geometric fields or the surface geometry, except in the case p = 1 for which
the coupling to eµ
ν is essentially a coupling to the point particle velocity uµ or in the case
of a BCFT where the coupling to nµ
ν is essentially a coupling to the normal co-vector nµ.
In these particular cases, their variations also include direct couplings between the geometric
fields.
Ward identity for tangential diffeomorphisms. We now wish to express the Ward
identities (5.13) for the class of DCFTs whose action varies according to (5.15). We begin by
considering the first of the identities in (5.13) and perform a tangential Lagrangian variation
that does not displace the mapping functions, i.e.
δξgµν = 2∇(µξ||ν) , δξXµ = 0 , ξ||ν = γνµξµ . (5.17)
Under this restricted variation, the variations associated with the operators Dµ and Cµν
vanish, and similarly for the corresponding edge operators, however Vµν and V˜µν do play a
role. Under the tangential diffeomorphism, one finds
δξ|| 〈χ〉 −
∫
M
√
|g|dDx 〈∇µTµνb χ〉 ξ||ν + ∫W√|γ|dpσ
(〈
Bµν⊥λµχ
〉
∇λξ||ν + 〈Bνχ〉 ξ||ν
)
+
∫
∂W
√
|h|dp−1σ˜ n˜µ
(〈
B˜µρνP λρχ
〉
∇λξ||ν +
〈
B˜µνχ
〉
ξ||ν
)
= 0 .
(5.18)
41A subclass of this class of DCFTs was studied in [4] but using a gauge formulation of the variational
principle and without considering the possibility of non-trivial edges.
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The quantities Bµν , Bν , B˜µρν , B˜µν were introduced in Sec. 2.2. However, now there is a new
contribution to Bµν and n˜µB˜
µρν . In particular,
Pασ ⊥σν γµα + Bµν −DαλνKαλµ + SαλµKανλ −⊥λν⊥ρµ∇αSαλρ −⊥(µλVν)λ − Vνλγλµ = 0 ,
(5.19)
while n˜µB˜
µρν is a linear combination of the three equations (2.62) with the analogous addition
of V˜µν as for Bµν . Contrary to Sec. 2.2, in the presence of a defect one cannot conclude that
Bµν , Bν , B˜µρν , B˜µν must vanish independently. This is because on-shell the divergence of the
bulk stress tensor can be decomposed as
∇µTµνb = Eν δ̂(x)−∇µ
(
Eλν⊥µλδ̂(x)
)
+ E˜ν δ̂e(x)−∇µ
(
E˜λνPµλδ̂e(x)
)
+ · · · , (5.20)
where the dots correspond to higher order terms that we are neglecting in this analysis.
Introducing this into (5.18), one finds, in the absence of correlators, the constraints
Bµγνµ = Eµγνµ , Eλν⊥µλ = Bλν⊥µλ , E˜µhνµ = n˜µB˜µν , E˜λνPµλ = n˜αB˜αλνPµλ .
(5.21)
This implies that a priori, without knowing the specific on-shell value of (5.20), one cannot
determine the components of stress Pασ and Bµν . As we shall see, this is in contrast with the
case of BCFTs. However, one can write general constraints imposed by the Ward identity.
From the second condition in (5.21), we are lead to three conditions
Dµλ[σKµλα] +⊥λσ⊥ρα∇µSµλρ = Eµν⊥[σµ⊥α]ν ,
Bασ −Dµλ(σKµλα) −⊥(σνVα)ν = Eµν⊥(σµ⊥α)ν ,
Pσα − SµαλKµσλ − Vαµγµσ = Eµν⊥µαγαν ,
(5.22)
which are modifications of (2.44)-(2.46) due to the presence of the bulk stress tensor.42 Finally,
the first condition (5.21) yields
γνσ∇λTλσ − γνσΣµλρRσµρλ = Eµγνµ , (5.23)
where Tλσ is a modification of the one introduced in (3.21), namely,
Tλσ = T λσ + Pµν ⊥νσ γλµ − γλν∇µDµνσ − SµασKµλα − Vσνγνλ , (5.24)
while Σµλρ was defined in (3.21), and similarly for the two last edge conditions in (5.21) as
we shall see in App. B.4.
Ward identity for tangential displacements of Xµ. We now study the second Ward
identity in (5.13) obtained by displacing the mapping functions according to
δXX
µ = −ξµ|| . (5.25)
This corresponds to a reparametrisation of the surface coordinates. Under this displacement,
and contrary to the case of a BCFT, there is no contribution from the bulk action and bulk
operators. Using the variation formulae of App. A we find〈(Dνγσν + γασ (Sµν + Bµν + Nµν − Pµν − Cµν − Vµν) Γνµα)χ〉
+ 〈
(
∇λ
(
Nλν − Pλν − Cλν
)
γσνχ
〉
=
〈(
γσν∇λ
(
Tλν − Eµργλµ ⊥ρν −γλρVµρ⊥νµ
)
− γσνΣµλρRνµρλ
)
χ
〉 (5.26)
42We note that these constraints are altogether lacking in the analysis of [4].
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where we have used the last condition in (5.22) and, for convenience, defined
Nµν = T µν − L√|γ|γµν + 2DλµρKνλρ + Sµλρωνλρ , Pµν = Pµν + SαλνKαµλ ,
Bλρ =
(
Bλρ −Dµν(λKµνρ)
)
, Sαβ =
(
Dµν[λKµνρ] +∇µSµλρ + V [λρ]
)
⊥αλ⊥βρ .
(5.27)
The l.h.s. of Eq. (5.26) is not manifestly covariant thought its combination must be as the
r.h.s. is. This is a feature of working with variations of the embedding map.
In the absence of couplings to non-geometric fields Dµ = Cµν = Vµν = 0, this Ward
identity reduces to the Ward identity for surface reparametrisations in the pure geometric
setting of Sec. 2. However, in such case, it does not follow that Sµν ,Bµν ,Pµν and Nµν
vanish. In order to recover the correct equations of motion, including the shape equation,
from variations of the embedding map in the pure geometric setting, one must implement the
diffeomorphism constraints (2.44)-(2.46) or equivalently (5.22) with Eµν = 0. This sets Sµν =
Bµν = Pµν = 0. Once introducing this into (5.26), we note that one of the terms involving
Nµν still contributes with non-covariant terms. Since the action obeys the diffeomorphism
constraints and the last two lines in (5.26) are manifestly covariant, it follows that requiring
(5.26) to be covariant implies that the first line must vanish, leading to Nµν = 0. This is,
however, an extra requirement beyond those obtained in (5.22) and it is satisfied for all pure
geometric actions that we consider. It can also be obtained by requiring the spacetime and
gauge variational principles to be equivalent (see App. B).
Ward identity for diffeomorphism invariance. We now turn to the Ward identity for
diffeomorphism invariance (5.11). Using App. A, a diffeomorphism that changes the metric
and the embedding map simultaneously as in (5.1) leads to the relation
δξ 〈χ〉 −
∫
M
√
|g|dDx 〈∇µTµνb χ〉 ξν + ∫W√|γ|dpσ
〈(
Bµν⊥λν∇λξµ −Dλξλ
)
χ
〉
+
∫
W
√
|γ|dpσ 〈((Nµν − Pµν − Cµν) ∂µξν + (Vµν − Bµν − Sµν) Γνµαξα)χ〉
−
∫
W
√
|γ|dpσ
〈
∇λ
(
Eµνγλµ ⊥νσ +γλνVµν⊥σµ
)
ξσχ
〉
= 0 .
(5.28)
This Ward identity can be turned into an unintegrated expression as in (5.12) with a specific
spacetime stress tensor and displacement operator that will be given below. One may de-
mand the action to be invariant under further local symmetries. For instance, using a gauge
variational principle, as in [4], requiring invariance under rotations of the normal vectors sets
Sµν = 0.
Ward identity for Weyl transformations. Lastly, consider the Ward identity obtained
from Weyl invariance δωgµν = 2ωgµν with δωe
µ
a = 0 and δωnµ
i = ωnµ
i. The variation (5.15)
becomes
δω 〈χ〉+
∫
M
dDx
√
|g| 〈Tbµµχ〉ω
+
∫
W
dpσ
√
|γ| 〈((T µµ + Bµµ − Vµµ)ω −Dµµα∇αω)χ〉
+
∫
∂W
dp−1σ˜
√
|h|
〈((
T˜ µµ + B˜µµ − V˜µµ
)
ω − D˜µµα∇αω
)
χ
〉
= 0 ,
(5.29)
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Notice that the trace T µµ only runs over the tangential indices while the traces Vµµ and Bµµ
only run over the transverse directions. An equivalent statement holds for the edge tensors.
This expression can be compared to the analysis performed in [4]. Using the second identity
in (5.22) and ignoring edge contributions one finds
δω 〈χ〉+
∫
M
dDx
√
|g| 〈Tbµµχ〉ω
+
∫
W
dpσ
√
|γ| 〈((T µµ +DµνρKµνρ + Eµν ⊥µν)ω −Dµµα∇αω)χ〉 = 0 ,
(5.30)
which agrees with Eq.(5.14) of [4] only if Eµν ⊥µν= −Vµµ, or alternatively if the constraint
(2.45) is satisfied. However, this is not an a priori requirement.
5.4 Ward identities for a class of BCFT actions
We now consider a similar class of BCFTs and write explicitly the Ward identities. This
case is comparatively different than the case of DCFTs. The class of BCFTs studied here is
broader than that in [2], in particular, it includes couplings to arbitrary non-geometric fields.
Consider the variation of a correlator under some unspecified symmetry. As previously, this
variation can be written as
δ 〈χ〉+ 1
2
∫
M
dDx
√
|g|Θ(x) 〈Tµνb χ〉 δgµν
+
∫
W
dpσ
√
|γ|
〈(
− 1
2
Tµν δξγµν + 1
2
Bµν δξ⊥µν +Dµνρ δξKµνρ +DµδXµ
+Vµδnµ + Cµνδeµν
)
χ
〉
= 0 .
(5.31)
As there is only one normal vector to the CFT boundary nµ there is no spin current, contrary
to (5.15). Furthermore, note the appearance of the function Θ(x) in the bulk contribution.
We now consider the Ward identities associated with this class of BCFTs.
Ward identity for tangential diffeomorphisms. Under a tangential diffeomorphism
that does not displace the mapping functions, the first Ward identity in (5.13) reads
δξ|| 〈χ〉 −
∫
M
√
|g|dDxΘ(x) 〈∇µTµνb χ〉 ξ||ν
+
∫
W
√
|γ|dpσ
(〈
Bµν⊥λµχ
〉
∇λξ||ν + 〈Bνχ〉 ξ||ν
)
= 0 .
(5.32)
Contrary to the case of a DCFT, ∇µTµνb does not have an expansion in terms of derivatives
of δ̂(x), therefore, in the absence of external operators one is lead to the results obtained for
an interface in Sec. 2.4. In particular, from (5.22) we have that
Bασ = Dµλ(σKµλα) + Vµnµ ⊥ασ , Vµγµα = 0 , (5.33)
and from (2.74) that
γνσ∇µTµσb = 0 , γνσ∇λTλσ − γνσΣµλρRσµρλ = nλT λσb γνσ , (5.34)
with Tλσ and Σµλρ defined in (3.21). It is worth noting that, as in Sec. 2.4, there may be
contributions to the surface operators such as T µν due to an inflow from the bulk.
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Ward identity for tangential displacements of Xµ. We now consider the second Ward
identity in (5.13) by displacing tangentially the mapping functions. One obtains〈(
Dνγσν − (Cµν − Nµν) Γνµλγλσ −∇λ (Cµν − Nµν) γσν
)
χ
〉
=
〈(
γσν∇λTλν − γσνΣµλρRνµρλ − nλT λνb γσν
)
χ
〉
= 0 ,
(5.35)
where Nµν was given in (5.27) but now with vanishing spin current and the last equality
follows due to (5.34). The quite simpler form of this Ward identity compared to a DCFT
is due to the fact that the constraints (5.33) are generally valid. Furthermore note that the
l.h.s. is not manifestly covariant but this is just an artefact of working with variations of the
embedding map.
Ward identity for diffeomorphism invariance. Turning to the Ward identity for dif-
feomorphism invariance (5.11) we find
δξ 〈χ〉 −
∫
M
√
|g|Θ(x)dDx 〈∇µTµνb χ〉 ξν
−
∫
M
√
|g|dDxδ̂(x)
〈(
Dνγσν −∇λ (Cµν − Nµν) γσν − (Cµν − Nµν) Γνµλγλσ
)
χ
〉
ξσ = 0 ,
(5.36)
which, in the absence of external operators leads to the two separate requirements(∇µTµνb )Θ(x) = 0 , (Dσ −∇λ (Cµσ − Nµσ)− (Cµν − Nµν) Γνµλgλσ) δ̂(x) = 0 . (5.37)
The last condition, in particular, states that the non-manifestly covariant combination of
terms must vanish for arbitrary spacetime directions.
Ward identity for Weyl transformations. The Ward identity for Weyl transformations
is just a simple addition of the bulk term to the Weyl transformation for codimension n = 1
surfaces studied in Sec. 4.5. It reads
δω 〈χ〉+
∫
M
dDx
√
|g|Θ(x) 〈Tbµµωχ〉
+
∫
W
dpσ
√
|γ| 〈((T µµ +DµνρKµνρ)ω −Dµµα∇αω)χ〉 = 0 ,
(5.38)
where we have used (5.33).
5.5 Spacetime stress tensor and displacement operator
From the variational principle (5.15), one can easily extract the spacetime stress tensor and
the displacement operator by making use of the delta function δ̂(x). In particular we obtain
the stress tensor for the bulk and defect43
T µν =Tµνb +
[
T µν + 2Pλρ ⊥ρ(µ γλν) + Bµν −⊥(µλVν)λ − 2γλ(µVν)λ
]
δ̂(x)
−∇ρ
[(
2Dρ(µν) −Dµνρ + 2S(µν)ρ
)
δ̂(x)
]
.
(5.39)
43For the special case Sµν = Bµν = Pµν = 0, this stress tensor is different than the ad-hoc stress tensor
introduced in Eq.(5.21) of [4] . In particular the authors of [4] missed the dipole contribution 2S(µν)ρ in (5.39).
In turn, this lead them to postulate a Ward identity in the form of Eq.(5.22) of [4] which is not generally valid
neither physically meaningful.
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In turn, for a BCFT, the stress tensor on the boundary is (3.35). This provides a formal
derivation of the contact terms in the stress tensor for a DCFT that was in general lacking
in the literature.
The displacement operator can be derived by making an arbitrary variation of the embed-
ding map. In general, there will be tangential derivatives of the variation of the embedding
map but these can always be integrated out. Performing this variation leads to the displace-
ment operator
Dσ =
[ (
∇λTλσ − ΣµλρRσµρλ
)
−∇λ
(
Eµνγλµ ⊥νσ +γλνVµν⊥σµ
)
− (Dσ + gασ (Sµν + Bµν + Nµν − Pµν − Cµν − Vµν) Γνµα)
−
(
∇λ
(
Nλν − Pλν − Cλν
)
gσν
) ]
δ̂(x) ,
(5.40)
while for a BCFT, the displacement operator takes a simpler form
Dσ =
[ (
∇λTλσ − ΣµλρRσµρλ − nλT λσb
)
−
(
Dσ −∇λ (Cµσ − Nµσ)− (Cµν − Nµν) Γνµλgλσ
) ]
δ̂(x) .
(5.41)
The form of the stress tensor and displacement operator provided here satisfy the Ward
identity (5.12), given the constraints (5.22).
6 Discussion
In this paper we have introduced a new type of variational principle for (entangling) surfaces,
interfaces and BCFTs/DCFTs. This variational principle is based on Carter’s spacetime
formulation of surface actions and the concept of Lagrangian variations [7, 14, 50], for which
the background coordinates are displaced but the embedding map is kept fixed, as in the case
of (entangling) surfaces. In the case of actions for BCFTs/DCFTs, it is required to consider
both Lagrangian variations and variations of the embedding map simultaneously, since one
wishes to couple defects/boundaries to CFTs regardless of their shape. This led us to extend
the variational calculus within this spacetime formulation in two different directions: on the
one hand, we give explicit variational formulae for Lagrangian variations of many geometric
structures of interest while on the other, we provide variational formulae for variations of
the embedding map of the same geometric structures.44 In particular, Lagrangian variations
are always manifestly spacetime covariant and only require defining geometric tensors on a
single surface, rather than working with a foliation of such surfaces, even if just in a local
neighbourhood.
The variational principle introduced here encompasses all diffeomorphism constraints on
surface/interface actions, as show in Sec. 2.2, in particular Eqs.(2.44)-(2.49) and Eqs. (2.62)-
(2.63). One of these constraints is the shape equation itself, describing the non-trivial dy-
namics of these surfaces. Others include a component of tangential diffeomorphism invariance
(2.48) and invariance under local rotations of the transverse background coordinates (2.44).45
An additional set of constraints (Eqs. (2.45)-(2.46)) describes the relations between certain
44As far as we are aware, variations of the embedding map within this spacetime formulation had not been
carried out earlier.
45In a gauge formulation of the variational principle these two correspond to surface reparametrisation
invariance and invariance under infinitesimal rotations of the normal vectors (see App. B). However, we have
not investigated whether this statement also holds when taking into account non-trivial edges.
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components of the spacetime stress tensor associated with a given surface/interface, while
others (Eq. (B.22)) are related to invariance under local Lorentz transformations on the sur-
face and other local transformations. This last set of constraints is not captured within a
gauge formulation of the variational principle, as show in App. B. A subset of these con-
straints allows to explicitly relate this spacetime formulation of the action with the multipole
expansion of the stress tensor introduced in [58].
These diffeomorphism constraints impose restrictions on the type of terms that can con-
tribute to surface actions. The naive expectation that, analogous to spacetime actions, con-
tractions of tensor fields yield covariant scalars does not hold in the case of surface actions,
as the diffeomorphism constraints impose stronger restrictions. These restrictions become
intrinsically more complex when the surface has edges, such as in the case of an open string
worldsheet with a point-particle attached to both its ends. Based on an enumeration of re-
sponse coefficients, we analysed a two-derivative action with non-trivial edges in Sec. 4. It was
seen that requiring such action to be diffeomorphism invariant for all shape configurations (i.e.
without imposing ad-hoc edge conditions that restrict the edge dynamics) imposed relations
between surface and edge response coefficients. In particular, if the surface has edges then
an arbitrary combination of extrinsic curvature invariants is not allowed. Diffeomorphism
invariance at the edges requires that a particular combination of extrinsic curvatures to be
equal to the intrinsic Ricci scalar plus a tangential contraction with the background Riemann
tensor. In turn, these considerations implied that the presence of edges restricts considerably
possible conformal anomalies for two-dimensional submanifolds, as seen in Sec. 4.5. It would
be interesting to investigate whether these constraints also impose any restrictions on actions
in the context of renormalised entanglement entropy [68].
Analogous to classification procedures inspired by effective field theory methods employed
in the context of hydrodynamics to constraint constitutive relations, it was shown that sim-
ilar classification procedures can be employed to constraint the stress tensor of (entangling)
surfaces at a given order in derivatives. This leads to non-trivial constraints among the re-
sponse coefficients and the coefficients appearing in the surface/edge stress tensor. It would
be interesting to extend this work by including couplings to background Killing vectors and
worldvolume Killing vector fields. This direction has been pursued to a certain extent in e.g.
[11, 59, 62] but in light of this new variational principle it would be interesting to revisit these
constructions and to push them to higher levels of generality, such as including arbitrary
couplings to derivatives of the Killing vector fields.
In the context of BCFTs/DCFTs, this new variational principle leads to several constraints
among the bulk stress tensor and the spacetime surface/edge stress tensor as shown in Sec. 5.
Some of these constraints had been previously overlooked in the literature (see Eq. (5.22)). A
formal derivation of the contact terms in the spacetime stress tensor and a formal derivation
of the displacement operator in curved spacetimes was given. Ad-hoc constructions of this
spacetime stress tensor were present in earlier literature and turn out not to be fully correct.
Partly, the reason for this supervenes on the usage of a gauge formulation of the variational
principle. While this form is more suitable to deal with variations of intrinsic quantities, it is
less suitable to deal with the variations of background quantities and the existence of a bulk,
for which a split between normal and tangential components is meaningless unless a foliation
of surfaces is introduced. The correct form of the spacetime stress tensor and displacement
operator can now be used to evaluate correlation functions in a broad class of BCFT/DCFT
actions and to constrain CFT data as in [4].
The main purpose of this work was to develop a spacetime framework to deal with a broad
range of systems, however, we have only dealt with actions or vacuum energy functionals that
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can be treated as functionals of geometric fields only, namely, gµν(x), X
µ(σ) and X˜µ(σ). It
would be interesting to apply the same methods to actions that are functionals of other back-
ground fields such as vector fields, gauge fields and scalar fields. This extension is pertinent
in the context of black holes and the coupling of probe branes to supergravity [49] as well as
in the context of entangling surfaces in theories with gauge or scalar fields (see e.g. [69, 70]).
The existence of symmetries, such as gauge symmetries, will impose further restrictions on
the type of couplings that can appear on surface actions. Furthermore, we have stream-lined a
method for obtaining the surface diffeomorphism constraints in full generality for an arbitrary
number of derivatives in terms of frame-invariant tensors in App. B. It would be interesting
to obtain these constraints explicitly at higher orders following this procedure. We plan on
addressing some of these problems in future work.
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A Variational calculus for submanifolds
In this appendix we review the variational calculus of submanifolds. We focus on Lagrangian
variations that were studied in some detail in [7, 14] and we generalise it to several geometric
structures. The variations of the same geometric quantities under changes of the embedding
map is also given and, as far as we aware, it is the first time that they are properly addressed
in a spacetime formulation. Furthermore, we also present the transformation properties of
many geometric structures under Weyl rescalings.
A.1 Lagrangian variations
For a given submanifold for which one has chosen the adapted frame where the background
metric evaluated at the submanifold can be written as gµν = γµν+ ⊥µν , the tangent and
normal vectors obey the conditions46
eµaeµ
b = γab , nµinµ
j = δij , eµanµ
i = 0 . (A.1)
When performing a variation such that the tangent and normal vectors change according to
eµa → êµa = eµa + δeµa , nµi → n̂µi = nµi + δnµi , (A.2)
46One may also work with a time-like transverse space by replacing δij → ηij . See footnote 7.
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the new tangent and normal vectors êµa and n̂
µ
i must continue to obey (A.1). For a general
variation where the background metric may also vary, one obtains from (A.1) the relations
δnµinµi = −1
2
nµinνiδgµν , δn
µieµa = −nµieνaδgµν − nµiδeµa , (A.3)
and hence in general one finds
δnµi = −1
2
⊥µλ nρiδgλρ + ωijnµj −
(
nλieνaδgλν + nλ
iδeλa
)
eµa ,
δnµ
i =
1
2
⊥λµnρiδgλρ + ωijnµj − nλieµaδeλa ,
(A.4)
for some anti-symmetric matrix ωij in O(n). The term ω
i
jn
µj expresses the freedom of
rotating the normal vectors and still satisfying (A.1).
We now focus on a specific class of variations, which we refer to as Lagrangian variations
and denote by δξ. In this case, δξgµν = 2∇(µξν), ωij = 0 and the embedding functions remain
fixed δξX
µ = 0 so that δξe
µ
a = 0. Using the fact that
δξγab = e
µ
ae
µ
bδξgµν , δξγ
ab = −γacγdbδξγcd , (A.5)
one obtains the variational formulae
δξγ
µν = −γµλγνρδξgλρ , δξ ⊥µν= ⊥λµ⊥ρνδξgλρ , δξ⊥µν = −γµλ⊥ρνδξgλρ , (A.6)
and also δξγ
µ
ν = −δξ⊥µν . The metric variations (A.6) form a complete set of Lagrangian
variations of gµν as they account for the different tangential and orthogonal projections of
δξgµν . For completeness, we also have that
δξγµν = −γαµγβνδξγαβ − 2γλ(µ⊥ν)ρδξ⊥λρ ,
δξ ⊥µν= − ⊥µα⊥νρ δξ ⊥αρ +2 ⊥λ(µ γν)αδξ⊥αλ .
(A.7)
Given this, one may now evaluate the variations of the extrinsic curvature, leading to
δξKµν
ρ =
[
2⊥λµKναρ − γλρKµνα
]
δξgλα +⊥ρσγλµγανδξΓσλα , (A.8)
where
δξΓ
σ
µα =
1
2
gσν (∇αδξgµν +∇µδξgαν −∇νδξgµα) = ∇(µ∇α)ξσ −Rσ(µα)ρξρ . (A.9)
The Lagrangian variation of the normal vectors is also of interest. Using (A.4), we find that
δξn
µ
i = −nρi∇ρξµ − nρiγµλ∇λξρ − n[ρi ⊥λ]µ ∇λξρ . (A.10)
In turn, for the external rotation tensor we obtain
δξωµ
νρ =
[
2ωµ
α[νγρ]λ +⊥λµωανρ + ωµα[ν ⊥ρ]λ −Kµλ[ν ⊥ρ]α
]
δξgλα +⊥[νσ ⊥ρ]α γκµδξΓσκα .
(A.11)
It is useful to write down the contractions
DµνρδξKµνρ = DµνρδξΓρµν ,
Sµνρδξωµνρ = Sµλσωµανδξ ⊥σα +SµλσKµαλδξ⊥ασ + Sµλρ
(
Rσµλρξσ +∇µ∇ρξλ
)
,
(A.12)
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and to define the variation δ˜ξ
Sµνρδ˜ξωµνρ = Sµνρδξωµνρ − Sµλσωµαλδξ ⊥σα −SµλσKµαλδξ⊥ασ = SµνρδξΓνµρ , (A.13)
where we have extracted the transverse components of the metric variations from the variation
of the external rotation tensor. The reason for this, is that the transverse components of the
metric variations are included in the definitions of Pµν and Bµν in (2.35). In order to consider
variations of the intrinsic Riemann tensor, it is useful to obtain the variation of the internal
rotation tensor, which reads
δξρµ
ν
ρ =
(
γναγσρKµσ
β + ρµ
να⊥βρ +⊥βµρανρ
)
δξgαβ + γ
ν
σγ
λ
ργ
α
µδξΓ
σ
αλ . (A.14)
As for the variation of the external rotation tensor, we define the variation
δ˜ξρµ
ν
ρ = γ
ν
σγ
λ
ργ
α
µδξΓ
σ
αλ , (A.15)
where we have stripped away the transverse components of the metric variations. Since the
variation of the intrinsic rotation tensor is purely tangential, the effect on the spacetime stress
tensor is to add dipole terms that can be removed by a choice of frame. It is also useful to
consider the variation of the background Riemann tensor, Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar
δξR
µ
λνρ = ∇νδξΓµλρ −∇ρδξΓµλν , δξRµν = ∇λδξΓλµν −∇νδξΓλµλ ,
δξR = ∇µ
(
gνλδξΓ
µ
νλ
)
−∇µδξΓλµλ −Rµνδgµν .
(A.16)
The Lagrangian variations of the intrinsic Riemann tensor are also of interest. A lengthy
calculation reveals that
δξRµνκλ = 2γµσγτ νγpi [λ∇κ]δξρpiστ + (δγµν terms) , (A.17)
for which the last terms can be removed, since they are already included in the transverse
monopole components of the stress tensor. Using the variation (A.14) into (A.17) we re-
move the additional transverse components of the metric variations but keep the tangential
components of the metric variations. Therefore, we define the independent variation
δ˜ξRµνκλ =2γµαKν[κρKλ]βρδξgαβ + 2γµαKν[λβ∇κ]δξgαβ
+ 2γµσγ
τ
νγ
pi
[λ∇κ]
(
γσαγ
ρ
τγ
β
piδξΓ
α
βρ
)
.
(A.18)
In the core of this paper we the definition of Tµν as the tangential components of the monopole
part of the stress tensor coincided with that which is obtained by direct variation with respect
to γµν . However, the variation of the intrinsic Riemann tensor gives new contributions to these
tangential components. It is convenient to keep the definition of Tµν as that which is obtained
by direct variation. Therefore, additional tangential components will appear in the spacetime
stress tensor, as it will be seen in App. B.
Similarly, it is also useful to consider Lagrangian variations of the outer curvature, which
take the form
δξΩ
µ
νκλ = 2⊥µσ⊥τ νγpi [λ∇κ]δξωpiστ + (δγµν terms) + (δ⊥µν terms) . (A.19)
Removing the transverse components of the metric variations and using (A.11), the shifted
variation takes form
δ˜ξΩ
µ
νκλ =2⊥µσ ⊥τν K[λβ[σKκ]|α|τ ]δξgαβ − 2⊥αρK[λβ[µ⊥ρ]|ν|∇κ]δξgαβ
+ 2⊥µσ ⊥τν γpi [λ∇κ]
(
⊥[σβ ⊥τ ]α γθpiδξΓβθα
)
.
(A.20)
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Analogously to variations of the intrinsic Riemann tensor, variations of the outer curvature
will also induce new contributions to the tangential components of the monopole part of the
stress tensor.
Finally, we note that variations of the edge geometry take the same form as for the surface
geometry but with the surface projectors and tensor structures replaced by the edge projectors
and tensor structures.
A.2 Variations of the embedding map
In order to obtain the equations of motion for a given surface action, one may perform an
infinitesimal variation of the embedding map according to
Xµ(σ)→ Xµ(σ)− ξµ(σ) , (A.21)
though in general it will not lead to manifestly covariant variations. Under this transformation
the background metric evaluated at the surface gµν(X) and the tangent vectors vary as
δXgµν = −ξα∂αgµν , δXeµa = −∂aξµ , (A.22)
and ωij = 0 in (A.4). It is easier to work with a gauge formulation to calculate these variations
and then transcribe them into a spacetime formulation. Under an arbitrary variation of the
induced metric one finds
δγab = e
µ
ae
ν
bδgµν + 2eµ(aδe
µ
b) , (A.23)
and, hence, specialising to variations of the embedding map (A.22) one gets
δXγab = −2eµaeνb∇(µξν) , δXγµν = 2γµλγνρ∇(λξρ) + 2ea(µδXeν)a . (A.24)
Clearly, for a diffeomorphism for which the mapping functions are allowed to vary one finds,
using (A.5), that δξγab + δXγab = 0. In turn, for variations of the normal vectors we find
δXn
µ
i = n
ρ
i∇ρξµ + nλiγµα∇αξλ − nρi∂ρξµ − ω̂ijnµj , (A.25)
where ω̂ ij is the anti-symmetric matrix ω̂
i
j = n
µinαjξ
λ∂[αgµ]λ. Using the corresponding
Lagrangian variation (A.10), one obtains
δξn
µ
i + δXn
µ
i = −nρi∂ρξµ + ω˙ijnµj , (A.26)
for the anti-symmetric matrix ω˙ ij = n
α
jn[µ
i∂α]ξ
µ. Therefore, under diffeomorphisms that also
displace the embedding map, the normal vectors nµi transform as vectors, up to a transverse
rotation.47
For the extrinsic curvature we first introduce its alternative definition
Kab
ρ = eµae
ν
bKµν
ρ = Dae
ρ
b , (A.27)
where Da is the covariant derivative compatible with both metrics gµν and γab and acts on all
indices µ, a, i. The action of this covariant derivative is better expressed via the Weingarten
decomposition
Dae
ρ
b = ∂ae
µ
b − γcabeµc + Γµλαeλaeαb = nµiKabi ,
Dan
µ
i = ∂an
µ
i + Γ
µ
λαe
λ
an
α
i + ωai
jnµj = −eµbKabi ,
(A.28)
47For completeness, one also has that δXnµ
i = gµνδXn
νi − nνiξα∂αgµν and that δXeµa = gµνδXeνa −
eνaξαgµν .
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where γcab is the Christoffel connection built from γab. The external rotation tensor has been
expressed as ωai
j = eµanλinρ
jωµ
λρ. Using this, we find that for a general variation of the
extrinsic curvature one gets
δKab
i = nµ
iD(aδe
µ
b) + nµ
ieλae
α
bδΓ
µ
λα + nµ
iδeλ(ae
α
b)Γ
µ
λα + n
µ
jKab
jδnµ
i . (A.29)
Hence, under a variation of the embedding map one obtains
δXKab
i = −nµiD(aDb)ξµ + nµiξλeα(aeσb)Rµασλ +Kabjω̂ ij , (A.30)
where, in deriving this, we have used that δXΓ
µ
νλ = −ξα∂αΓµνλ. One may also evaluate δξKabi
which leads to the result δξKab
i+δXKab
i = Kab
jω˙ij . This means that under diffeomorphisms
for which the mapping functions are allowed to vary we find that the extrinsic curvature Kab
i
is invariant up to a normal rotation. Converting the result (A.30) into a spacetime formulation
one obtains
δXKµν
ρ =− γµσγνα⊥ρβ∇(α∇σ)ξβ −⊥ρσKµνα∇αξσ +⊥ρβγαµγσνRβ(ασ)λξλ
+Kµν
λω̂ ρλ +Kµν
λnλ
iδXn
ρ
i + 2Kλ(µ
ρeλbδXeν)
b .
(A.31)
Using the Lagrangian variation in (A.12) one finds that
δξKµν
ρ+δXKµν
ρ = −⊥ρσKµνα∇αξσ+Kµνλω̂ ρλ +KµνλnλiδXnρi+2Kλ(µρeλbδXeν)b , (A.32)
where we have ignored terms that vanish when contracted with Dµνρ. The second term in
this variation leads to the invariance of the action under rotations of the normal vectors,
contributing to (2.44), as in the gauge formulation of the variational principle where δξKab
i+
δXKab
i = Kab
jω˙ij . The other three terms in the variation mark the departure between the
spacetime and the gauge version of the variational principle. In particular, it implies that
spacetime variations carry more information than the corresponding gauge variations. The
last two terms, in fact, will contribute to new constraints as shown in App. B.3. The first
term is responsible for the diffeomorphism constraints (2.44)-(2.46).
By the same token, we consider a general variation of the external rotation tensor
δωa
ij = nµ
[iDaδn
i]µ + nµ
[inj]νΓµλνδe
λ
a + nµ
[inj]νeλaδΓ
µ
λν + e
µbKab
[iδnµ
j] , (A.33)
which, when specialised to variations of the embedding map leads to
δXωa
ij = 2Ka
b[inj]ρDbξ
ρ + nµ
[inj]νξλeαaR
µ
ναλ +Daω̂
ij . (A.34)
Evaluating the corresponding Lagrangian variation one finds δξωa
ij + δXωa
ij = Daω˙
ij , while
translating the variation into the spacetime formulation and using the shifted variation (A.13)
one obtains
δ˜Xωµ
λρ =2Kµ
ν[λ⊥ρ]σ∇νξσ − γαµ⊥ρσ ⊥νλ Rσναβξβ +⊥λα⊥ρσ∇µω̂ασ
+ ων
λρeνaδXeµ
a +Kµ
ν[λ⊥ρ]αeνaδXeαa .
(A.35)
Given this and (A.12) one can compute the total variation under a diffeomorphism that shifts
the embedding map
δ˜ξωµ
λρ + δ˜Xωµ
λρ =γµ
α ⊥σ[λ⊥ρ]τ ∇α∇τξσ + 2Kµν[λ⊥ρ]σ∇νξσ
+⊥λα⊥ρσ∇µω̂ασ + ωνλρeνaδXeµa +Kµν[λ⊥ρ]αeνaδXeαa ,
(A.36)
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where we have used that nµjδXnµi is symmetric in the indices i, j since under a variation of
the embedding map ωij = 0 in (A.4). Again, we clearly see that the spacetime version of
these variations carries more information than the corresponding gauge variation for which
δξωa
ij + δXωa
ij = Daω˙
ij . The last two terms in (A.36) will contribute to new constraints as
shown in App. B.3. The third term contributes to the invariance of the action under rotations
of the normal vectors while the first two contribute to the constraints (2.44)-(2.46).
The same type of variations can be performed for the background Riemann tensor. In
particular, for the background Ricci scalar, one simply obtains δXR = −ξα∇αR. Also,
consider the contraction with the background Ricci tensor ⊥λα Rλα so that
δX
(
⊥λα Rλα
)
= 2nαiRλαδXn
λ
i− ⊥λα ξσ∂σRλα
= − ⊥λα ξσ∇σRλα + 2⊥αργλσRλα∇σξρ ,
(A.37)
where we have used (A.25) in the second line. For specific examples, such as these contractions
with the background Riemann tensor, one readily obtains, via variations of the embedding
map, that there are not contributions to the constraints (2.44)-(2.46). Recasting the varia-
tional principle of Sec. 2.2 in terms of variations of the embedding map leads to the same
final results but without giving the explicit couplings the abstract results are not manifestly
covariant. Nevertheless, the resulting equations of motion are equivalent, as one may explic-
itly check for all terms in Sec. 4. Equivalent variational formulae is obtained for the edge
geometry.
A.3 Weyl transformations
In this part of the appendix we provide the Weyl transformations needed in the bulk of the
paper. Weyl transformations are defined according to
gµν → e2ωgµν , (A.38)
and are inherited by γµν and ⊥µν . In particular, the surface measure transforms accordingly
as
√|γ| → epω√|γ|. The background curvature tensors transform as
Rpiθµν → Rpiθµν + gνpi∇θ∇µ ω − gµpi∇θ∇µ ω + gθµ∇ν ∇pi ω − gθν∇µ∇pi ω
+ gµ
pi∇θ ω∇ν ω − gνpi∇θ ω∇µ ω + gθν∇µ ω∇pi ω − gθµ∇ν ω∇pi ω
+ (gθµgν
pi − gθνgµpi)∇ρ ω∇ρ ω , (A.39a)
Rµν → Rµν − gµν ω − (D − 2) (∇µ∇ν ω −∇µ ω∇ν ω + gµν∇pi ω∇pi ω) , (A.39b)
R→ e−2ω (R− 2(D − 1)ω − (D − 1)(D − 2)∇pi ω∇pi ω) , (A.39c)
whereas the background Schouten tensor (2.24) transforms as
Sµν → Sµν −∇µ∇ν ω +∇µ ω∇ν ω − 1
2
gµν∇pi ω∇pi ω . (A.40)
The former expressions imply the invariance of the Weyl tensor defined in (2.23), that is
W piθµν →W piθµν . (A.41)
In turn, the second fundamental form (2.6) and its trace (2.8) transform as
Kµν
pi → Kµνpi − γµν ⊥θpi∇θ ω , (A.42a)
Kpi → e−2ω
(
Kpi − p ⊥θpi∇θ ω
)
, (A.42b)
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which imply the invariance of the conformation tensor (2.26), that is
Cµν
pi → Cµνpi . (A.43)
The transformation of the internal curvature tensors can be deduced from the former expres-
sions by means of the Gauss-Codazzi equation (2.20)
Rpiθµν → Rpiθµν + (γµθγνpi − γνθγµpi) γρσ∇ρ ω∇σ ω
+ (γµ
ργν
piγθ
υ − γµpiγνργθυ + γµθγνυγρpi − γνθγµυγρpi) (∇υ∇ρ ω −∇υ ω∇ρ ω)
− (Kµpiυγνθ −Kνpiυγµθ +Kνθυγµpi −Kµθυγνpi)∇υ ω , (A.44a)
Rµν → Rµν − γµνγρσ∇ρ∇σ ω − (p− 2)γµργνσ (∇ρ∇σ ω −∇ρ ω∇σ ω)
− (p− 2) (γµνγρσ∇ρ ω∇σ ω +Kµνpi∇pi ω)− γµνKpi∇pi ω , (A.44b)
R → e−2ω (R− 2(p− 1)γρσ∇ρ∇σ ω − (p− 1)(p− 2)γρσ∇ρ ω∇σ ω − 2(p− 1)Kpi∇pi ω) ,
(A.44c)
whereas the Ricci-Voss equation (2.21) implies the invariance of the outer curvature tensor
(2.11)
Ωpiθµν → Ωpiθµν . (A.45)
This could have also been derived by noticing that the external rotation tensor (2.9) is Weyl
invariant
ωµ
ν
ρ → ωµνρ . (A.46)
On the other hand, the internal rotation tensor (2.16) has the transformation property
ρµ
ν
ρ → ρµνρ + 2γν (µ∇ρ)ω − γµρ∇νω . (A.47)
For the particular Riemann curvature contractions defined in Eqn. (4.10) and appearing in
the parity-even action (4.11) we find the following transformation properties
R|| → e−2ω
[
R|| − 2(p− 1)γρβ (∇ρ∇βω −∇ρω∇βω) + p(1− p)∇αω∇αω
]
,
R⊥ → e−2ω
[
R⊥ − 2(n− 1) ⊥ρβ (∇ρ∇βω −∇ρω∇βω) + n(1− n)∇αω∇αω
]
,
R∠ → e−2ω
[
R∠ −
(
nγρβ + p ⊥ρβ
)
(∇ρ∇βω −∇ρω∇βω)− p n∇αω∇αω
]
,
(A.48)
whereas the transformations of the tensors contributing to the parity-odd part of the action
given in Eqn. (4.19) are
µνρσ → e4ωµνρσ , ωµ → ωµ , nρ → eωnρ , uµ → e−ωeµ1 ,
R− → e−2ωR− , Ω→ e−2ωΩ , λµραKλναKµνρ → e−2ωλµραKλναKµνρ .
(A.49)
B Details on the variational principle for actions
In this section we give further details on the variational principle used in the core of this paper
and provide the generalised constraints and equations of motion, which include the couplings
to the intrinsic Riemann tensor and the outer curvature. We also provide a brief comparison
between the spacetime and gauge variational principles. At the end of this appendix we give
further details on the Ward identities and displacement operator for CFTs coupled to defects
with edges, along with specific instructive examples.
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B.1 Framework for variations at any derivative order
We consider a purely geometric action that takes the form (2.32) for arbitrary geometric
fields Φ(σ). The Lagrangian variation of any explicit term that appears in such action can be
organised as
δξS[Φ(σ)] =
1
2
∫
W
dpσ
√
|γ|
(
Tµνδξgµν + T
µνρ∇ρδξgµν + Tµνρλ∇ρ∇λδξgµν + · · ·
)
, (B.1)
where the dots represent higher multipole terms Tµνµ1µ2···µl , with l being the highest order
multipole moment, that can appear when terms involving more than two derivatives are taken
into account. It is clear that, with the aid of the delta function, the spacetime stress tensor
that arises from (B.1) takes the general form
Tµν = Tµν δ̂(x) +
l∑
i=1
(−1)l∇µ1 · · · ∇µi
(
Tµνµ1···µl δ̂(x)
)
, (B.2)
and hence is in agreement with that of (3.5). Using that for a Lagrangian variation one has
δξgµν = 2∇(µξν), one may obtain the shape equation and diffeomorphism constraints from
(B.1). In general, this is quite involved and here we provide a method that can be applied to
higher orders, though we explicit use it only up to l = 1. First, we decompose the ρ index
in the second term in (B.1) in tangential and transverse parts and integrate the tangential
component by parts in order to find
δξS[Φ(σ)] =
1
2
∫
W
dpσ
√
|γ|
((
Tµν −∇λ
(
γλρT
µνρ
))
δξgµν + T
µνλ⊥ρλ∇ρδξgµν
)
+
1
2
∫
∂W
dp−1σ˜
√
|h|n˜ρTµνρδξgµν ,
(B.3)
It may be observed that now each of the terms in the variation is frame-invariant, as it can
be compared with (3.17), except for the boundary term, as earlier advertised. Therefore, the
constraints and equations of motion that will be derived from this variation will necessarily
be frame-invariant in the surface but not on the edges. We introduce the quantities T̂µν and
T̂µνρ to denote these two invariants such that
T̂µν = Tµν −∇λ
(
γλρT
µνρ
)
, T̂µνρ = Tµνλ⊥ρλ . (B.4)
Making use of δξgµν = 2∇(µξν) and the Riemann identity ∇[µ∇ν]ξλ = Rαλνµξα into (B.1),
one finds the two sets of constraints
T̂αν(ρ⊥µ)α = 0 , ⊥ρµ
(
T̂µν −∇λ
(
γλαT̂
ανµ
))
= 0 , (B.5)
and the equation of motion
∇λ
(
γλµ
(
T̂µν −∇ρ
(
γραT̂
ανµ
)))
=
(
T̂µαρ +
1
2
⊥ρσT̂σαµ
)
Rναµρ . (B.6)
Keeping track of the boundary terms one arrives at the edge constraint(
n˜ρT
µνρPαµ + n˜σT̂
σνα
)
|∂W = 0 , (B.7)
and equation of motion on the edge
∇˜λ
(
hλµn˜ρT
µνρ
)
− n˜µ
(
T̂µν −∇λ
(
γλαT̂
ανµ
))
|∂W = 0 . (B.8)
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One finds perfect agreement of this form of the constraints and equations with those obtained
in Sec. 2.2 when no quadrupole moments are present. These equations had been derived in
[58] via a different method but here we have provided a cleaner, quicker, spacetime covariant
and more physical derivation of these equations (i.e. in terms of frame-invariant quantities).
We leave the problem of obtaining the higher order equations of motion in full generality
to future work. Below, we derive these equations for a specific form of the spacetime stress
tensor.
B.2 Generalised diffeomorphism constraints and shape equation
We now provide the constraints and equations of motion for the action (2.40) including the
couplings to the intrinsic Riemann tensor and outer curvature. Using the variations (A.17)
and (A.20), we find the spin conservation equation
Dµλ[σKµλα] +⊥λσ⊥ρα∇µSµλρ +⊥ν [σ⊥λα]Πνλ − 2⊥αβ⊥σρ∇θ
(
⊥νβ ⊥ρτγθpi∇κHνκτpi
)
= 0 .
(B.9)
The coupling to the intrinsic and outer curvatures introduce further modifications of this
equation. The orthogonal components of the monopole stress tensor take the form
Bασ = Dµλ(σKµλα) +⊥ν (σ⊥λα)Πνλ + 4IµκνλKλν (σKκµα) − 4⊥(αν⊥σ)β∇κ
(
HµκνλKλβµ
)
,
(B.10)
while the mixed tangential-transverse components read
Pµν ⊥να γµσ =SµαλKµσλ + γνσ⊥λαΠνλ + 2γσβ⊥αρ∇κ
(
IβκνλKλνρ
)
+ 4γ(σνγ
β)
λKµβ
α∇κIµκνλ − 4⊥αθγσβ∇κ
(
Hµκ(θ|λ|Kλβ)µ
)
− 2 ⊥αν Kpiστ∇κHνκτpi .
(B.11)
In turn, given the mixed tangential-transverse components, the surface equations of motion
can be written as
∇λ
(
T λσ + γµλ (⊥νσΠµν −Πσµ)− γλν∇µDµνσ − 2SµασKµλα
)
− 4∇λ
(
γλα∇β
(
γµ(αγσ)λγ
β
ν∇κIµκνλ
)
− γ(λνγβ)αKµβσ∇κIµκνα
)
− 2∇λ
(
γλβ∇θ
(
⊥αβ ⊥στγθpi∇κHακτpi
)
+ ⊥σν Kpiλτ∇κHνκτpi
)
=
(
Sµλρ −Dµλρ
)
Rσµλρ + 2Qµνλρ∇νRσρµλ + 4 ⊥λβ ⊥ατγθpi∇κ (Hλκτpi)Rσαθβ .
(B.12)
B.2.1 Edge constraints and equations of motion
The constraints and equations of motion on the edges are significantly modified by these extra
couplings. The edge spin conservation equation now takes the form
D˜µλ[σKµλα] + P σλPαρ∇˜µS˜µλρ + P [σνPα]λΠ˜νλ − n˜λn˜µDλµ[σn˜α] − n˜λPαµP σνSλνµ
− 4n˜κn˜ρIρκβµKβµ[σn˜α] − 2PατP σβ∇˜µ
(
hµλn˜κHβκτλ
)
− 2n˜λ ⊥µσ ⊥ατ∇κHµκτλ = 0 .
(B.13)
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The transverse components of the edge monopole stress tensor read
B˜ασ =D˜µλ(σKµλα) + P (σνPα)λΠ˜νλ − n˜λn˜µDλµ(σn˜α) + 4∇˜ρ
(
hρν n˜κIµκνλ
)
P (αµP
σ)
λ ,
+ 4∇˜γ
(
n˜κn˜ρh
(γ
βh
λ)
µIβκρµn˜ν
)
P (ανP
σ)
λ − 4n˜κn˜βIβκνλKνλ(σn˜α)
+ 4P (ατP
σ)
βn˜κHµκτλKλβµ ,
(B.14)
while the mixed components take the form
P˜µνP ναhσµ =S˜µαλKµσλ + hσνPαλΠ˜νλ − 2n˜µn˜λn˜αhσν∇κIµκνλ − 2n˜κIβκνλhσβKνλα
+ 4∇˜ρ
(
hρν n˜κIµκνλ
)
P (αµh
σ)
λ + 4∇˜γ
(
n˜κn˜ρh
(γ
βh
λ)
µIβκρµn˜ν
)
Pανh
σ
λ
+ 4Pατh
σ
βn˜κHµκτλKλβµ + 2Pατhσβ∇˜µ
(
hµλn˜κHβκτλ
)
.
(B.15)
Given this, the equations of motion at the edges take the form
∇˜λ
(
T˜ λσ + hλµ
(
P σνΠ˜
µν − Π˜σµ
)
− hλν∇˜µD˜µνσ − 2S˜µ σα Kµλα + n˜µhλνDµνσ
)
− 4∇˜λ
(
h(λµh
σ)
β∇˜α
(
hαν n˜κIβκνµ
)
− n˜κh(στhβ)νIτκµνKβλµ
)
+ 4∇˜λ
(
P σνh
λ
µ∇˜γ
(
n˜κn˜αh
(γ
βh
µ)
ρIβκαρn˜ν
)
+ h(λβγ
σ)
ν n˜
µρ∇κIµκνβ
)
− ∇˜λ
(
4n˜κh
(λ
αh
σ)
βHµκανKνβµ + 2hλαhσρ∇˜µ (hµλn˜κHρκαν)
)
=
(
S˜µλρ − D˜µλρ
)
Rσµλρ + 2Q˜µνλρ∇νRσρµλ + 4n˜κn˜αn˜νIβκαµh(γβhλ)µRσλγν
+ n˜λ
(
T λσ + γµλ (⊥νσΠµν −Πσµ)− γλν∇µDµνσ − 2SµασKµλα
)
− 4n˜λ∇ρ
(
Kνλ
(σIλ)ρνλ + γµργ(σνγλ)α∇κIµκνα
)
− 4n˜λK(λκρIσ)κταKατ ρ
+ 4n˜κHβκαµRσβµα + 4n˜αHνκτλKλ(σνKκα)τ − 2n˜β∇θ
(
γθpi ⊥σβ ⊥στ∇κHακτpi
)
.
(B.16)
B.2.2 Spacetime stress tensor
The spacetime stress tensor acquires new components due to these couplings. It takes the
form of (3.5) but with the components
Tµν = T µν − 4K(µκρIν)κσλKλσρ + 4HσκτλKλ(µσKκν)τ + 2Pλρ ⊥ρ(µ γλν) + Bµν , (B.17)
Tµνρ =2Dρ(µν) −Dµνρ + 2S(µν)ρ + 4Kλσ(µIν)ρσλ − 4Iακβ(µ∇κ
(
γν)βγ
αρ
)
+ 4Kλ
(µ
αHν)ραλ − 4Hσκτ(µ∇κ
(
⊥ν)τ⊥ρσ
)
,
(B.18)
Tµνρλ = −4Qλρ(µν) − 4Iλρ(µν) − 4Hλρ(µν) . (B.19)
One observes that there are extra contributions to the tangential components of the monopole
part of the stress tensor. One may explicitly check that choosing Iλρµν = α1γλ[ργν]µ yields
the same stress tensor as choosing Dµνρ = α1(γµνKρ −Kµνρ) and Qλρµν = α1γλ[ργν]µ. This
means that the stress tensor due to the contribution proportional to R in the action (4.11)
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is equivalent to the stress tensor obtained once the Gauss-Codazzi equation (2.20) is used.
Consequently, both the surface and edge dynamics are equivalent, as expected. The same
holds true for the equations of motion that arise due to the term proportional to λ3 in (4.19)
and that proportional to α5.
B.3 Comparison between spacetime and gauge variational principles
In this section we compare the variational principle of Sec. 2.2 with the gauge variational
principle employed previously in the literature (see e.g. [10, 41, 44]). We show that the two
principles are equivalent, modulo certain constraints, including the diffeomorphism constraints
(2.45) and (2.46). For simplicity, we do not consider couplings to the intrinsic, outer and
background curvatures, though these can be straightforwardly included. The variation of the
action (2.40) can be recast into gauge formulation language by using the tangent and normal
vectors. Consider for example the couplings to γµν appearing in (2.40). One may write a
general variation as
δS[gµν , X
µ] = −1
2
∫
W
√
|γ|dpσTµνδ
(
γabeµae
ν
b
)
= −1
2
∫
W
√
|γ|dpσ
(
Tabδγab + 2T̂ abeµbδeµa
)
.
(B.20)
A few remarks are now in place. Gauge variational principles only consider the first term
in the second line above. For Lagrangian variations for which δξX = 0 and δξe
µ
a = 0 the
two variational principles are equivalent but if the mapping functions are allowed to vary
as well, they differ. In the second term in the second line above we have defined T̂ ab =
T ab − γabL̂ with L̂ = L/√|γ| being the Lagrangian density. The reason for this technical
detail of reasonable importance is that the determinant of the induced metric is computed
with γab and not with γµν . For any action there will be a contribution to the surface stress
tensor of the form γabL̂δγab, which by using the tangential vectors, can be turned into the
form γµνL̂δγµν − 2L̂γµνeµaδeµa. If the variation is Lagrangian then we have the equivalence
γabL̂δγab = γµνL̂δγµν but otherwise this equivalence is not valid and hence we must in general
subtract this component from the second term in (B.20). The same type of considerations
apply to the other terms in (2.40).
Performing this tedious exercise for all terms, we find the variation
δS[gµν , X
µ] =
∫
W
√
|γ|dpσ
(
−1
2
Tabδγab +DabiδKabi + Saijδωaij
)
−
∫
W
√
|γ|dpσ
(
T̂ ab + 2DcaiKcbi + Saijωbij
)
eµ
bδeµa
+
∫
W
√
|γ|dpσ
(
Pai − SbjiKbaj
)
nµ
iδeµa
+
∫
W
√
|γ|dpσ
(
Bj i −DabiKabj
)
nµjδnµ
i .
(B.21)
Here we have allowed for arbitrary variations of the action (2.40) and not only Lagrangian
variations, that is, we have also allowed for variations of the embedding map. On the other
hand, the variational principle (2.40) does not allow for internal rotations of the normal
vectors ωij = 0 because the action has been formulated in terms of spacetime indices. This
implies, using (A.4), that the last variation in (B.21) is proportional to the variation of the
background metric, namely nµjδnµ
i = −nλjnρiδgλρ and hence symmetric in the indices i, j.
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The first line in (B.21) is the gauge formulation of the variational principle as encountered in
[10], hence, for the two principles to be equivalent in full generality one must require
T ab = γabL̂ − 2Dc(aiKcb)i − S(aijωb)ij , 2Dc[aiKcb]i + S [aijωb]ij = 0 , (B.22)
Pai = SbjiKbaj , Bij = Dab(iKabj) . (B.23)
These last two conditions are the constraints (2.46) and (2.45) when no curvature moments
are present while the two conditions (B.22) are new constraints that are only obtained when
performing a variation of the mapping functions and requiring the result to be equivalent to
that obtained when Lagrangian variations are performed instead.
If variations of (B.21) would consider the fields eµa and nµ
i to be independent of γab, Kab
i
amd ωa
ij , such as in [42], the constraints (B.22)-(B.23) would follow as furthers requirements
on the invariance of S[gµν , X
µ]. In such case, the second constraint in (B.22) would be the
consequence of invariance under intrinsic local Lorentz transformations, that is, invariance
under the infinitesimal transformation Xµ → Λµbσb where Λµb is an anti-symmetric tangential
matrix of constant coefficients.
The two conditions (B.22) and the first condition in (B.23) are obtained by allowing the
mapping functions to vary while the last condition in (B.23) is obtained for pure Lagrangian
variations. These constraints are left unknown if the gauge variational principle (first line in
(B.21)) is used as a starting point. If only the first line in (B.21) is taken into account, then
the equations of motion (2.47) can be obtained as well as the spin conservation equation (2.44)
whenQµνλρ = 0 (see e.g. [10, 56]). This implies that tangential diffeomorphism invariance in a
spacetime formulation, besides (B.22)-(B.23), implies that the surface, in a gauge formulation,
must be reparametrisation invariant and invariant under infinitesimal variations of the normal
vectors.
B.4 Actions for defects with edges and instructive examples
In this section we provide further details on the actions for CFTs coupled to defects with edges
and their corresponding displacement operator, whose surface contribution was analysed in
Sec. 5.3. We then give concrete well-known examples of actions, including DCFT actions,
with the purpose of illustrating the correctness of these Ward identities.
B.4.1 Ward identities for defects with non-trivial edges
We begin with the Ward identity for tangential diffeomorphisms (5.18). According to (5.21),
this Ward identity required the identifications
E˜µhνµ = n˜µB˜µν , E˜λνPµλ = n˜αB˜αλνPµλ . (B.24)
From the first condition above we obtain the requirement
hασ
(
∇˜λT˜λσ − Σ˜µλρRσµρλ − n˜λTλσ
)
= E˜µhαµ , (B.25)
where Σ˜µλρ was defined in (3.22), Tλσ was introduced in (5.24), while T˜λσ is a modification
of (3.21), namely,
T˜λσ = T˜ λσ+P˜µνP νσhλµ−hµλΠ˜σµ−hλν∇˜µD˜µνσ−S˜µασKµλα+n˜µhλνDµνσ−V˜σ νhνλ . (B.26)
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In turn, the second condition in (B.24) implies a modification of the constraints (2.62), in
particular we now obtain
D˜µλ[σKµλα] + P σλPαρ∇˜µS˜µλρ − n˜λn˜µDλµ[σn˜α] − n˜λPαµP σνSλνµ = E˜µνP [σµPα]ν ,
B˜ασ − D˜µλ(σKµλα) + n˜λn˜µDλµ(σn˜α) − P (σν V˜α)ν = E˜µνP (σµPα)ν ,
P˜σα − S˜µαλKµσλ − V˜αµhµσ = E˜µνPαµhαν ,
(B.27)
where we have set Π˜µν = 0 in (2.62) since we did not consider, for simplicity, couplings to the
background curvatures in Sec. 5.3.
We now consider the Ward identity for reparametrisation invariance for which the surface
contribution was obtained in (5.26). The edge contribution is similar to its surface counter-
part, in particular, it reads〈(
D˜νhσν + hασ
(
S˜µ ν + B˜µ ν + N˜µ ν − P˜µ ν − C˜µ ν − V˜µν
)
Γνµα
)
χ
〉
+ 〈
(
∇˜λ
(
N˜λ ν − P˜λ ν − C˜λ ν
)
hσνχ
〉
=
〈(
hσν∇˜λ
(
T˜λν − E˜µρhλµP ρν − hλρV˜µρP νµ
)
− hσνΣ˜µλρRνµρλ − n˜λTλνhσν
)
χ
〉 (B.28)
where we have defined
N˜µ ν = T˜ µν −
Le√|h|hµν + 2D˜λµρKνλρ + S˜µλρ$νλρ , P˜µ ν = P˜µν + S˜αλνKαµλ ,
B˜λρ =
(
B˜λρ − D˜µν(λKµνρ) + n˜ν n˜µD˜νµ(λn˜ρ)
)
,
S˜αβ = PαλP βρ
(
D˜µν[λKµνρ] + ∇˜µS˜µλρ − n˜ν n˜µDνµ[λn˜ρ] − n˜νP ρµP λαSναµ + V˜ [λρ]
)
.
(B.29)
Furthermore, the Ward identity for diffeomorphism invariance in the presence of defects with
non-trivial edges reads
δξ 〈χ〉 −
∫
M
√
|g|dDx 〈∇µTµνb χ〉 ξν + ∫W√|γ|dpσ
〈(
Bµν⊥λν∇λξµ −Dλξλ
)
χ
〉
+
∫
W
√
|γ|dpσ 〈((Nµν − Pµν − Cµν) ∂µξν + (Vµν − Bµν − Sµν) Γνµαξα)χ〉
−
∫
W
√
|γ|dpσ
〈
∇λ
(
Eµνγλµ ⊥νσ +γλνVµν⊥σµ
)
ξσχ
〉
+
∫
∂W
√
|h|dp−1σ˜
〈(
n˜αB˜
ανµ⊥λν∇λξµ − D˜λξλ
)
χ
〉
+
∫
∂W
√
|h|dp−1σ˜
〈((
N˜µ ν − P˜µ ν − C˜µ ν
)
∂µξ
ν +
(
V˜µν − B˜µν − S˜µ ν
)
Γνµαξ
α
)
χ
〉
−
∫
∂W
√
|h|dp−1σ˜
〈
∇˜λ
(
E˜µνhλµP νσ + hλν V˜µνP σµ
)
ξσχ
〉
= 0 .
(B.30)
Finally, the spacetime stress tensor associated with the edges takes the same form as in
(5.39) but with all quantities replaced by their tilde definitions. On the other hand the edge
displacement operator takes the form
Dσe =
[
∇˜λT˜λσ − Σ˜µλρRσµρλ − n˜λ
(
Tλσ − Eµργλµ ⊥ρσ −γλρVµρ⊥σµ
)
−
(
D˜σ + gασ
(
S˜µ ν + B˜µ ν + N˜µ ν − P˜µ ν − C˜µ ν − V˜µν
)
Γνµα
)
− ∇˜λ
(
N˜λσ − P˜λσ − C˜λσ
)
− ∇˜λ
(
E˜µνhλµP νσ + hλν V˜µνP σµ
) ]
δ̂e(x) .
(B.31)
This completes the analysis of the Ward identities for defects with non-trivial edges.
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B.4.2 Instructive examples
We now provide a few examples of well defined actions and show how to extract the different
objects introduced here in order to verify the Ward identities. Most of these examples have
been discussed elsewhere. We will focus on classes of actions that obey Sµν = Bµν = Pµν = 0
and similarly for the edge counterparts. This class of actions, in the context of DCFTs and
in flat space, is the one analysed in [4].
Free scalar field. Consider a free bulk scalar field coupled to surface and edge defects in
curved space such that
S[gµν , X
µ, X˜µ, φ] =
1
2
∫
M
√
|g|dDx (∇µφ∇µφ+ τRφ2)+ τ1 ∫
W
√
|γ|dpσ φ(X)
+ τ2
∫
∂W
√
|h|dp−1σ˜ φ(X˜) ,
(B.32)
where τ = (D−2)/4(D−1) and τ1, τ2 are arbitrary constants. The surface defect can be made
conformal if p = (D − 2)/2, in which case the edge defect cannot be made simultaneously
conformal. However, it is nevertheless interesting to keep it in order to show the correctness
of the Ward identities. We now evaluate the non-zero quantities of interest, in particular the
bulk stress tensor reads
Tµνb = ∇µφ∇νφ−
1
2
gµν∇λφ∇λφ+ τ
(
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν
)
φ2 − τ (∇µ∇ν − gµν)φ2 . (B.33)
The equation of motion for the field φ takes the form
φ− τRφ = −τ1δ̂(x)− τ2δ̂e(x) . (B.34)
Using the equation of motion for φ in the divergence of the bulk stress tensor one obtains
∇µTµνb = −τ1∇νφδ̂(x)− τ2∇νφδ̂e(x) . (B.35)
From here one readily obtains that
Eµ = −τ1∇µφ , E˜µ = −τ2∇µφ , Eµν = E˜µν = 0 . (B.36)
The remaining quantities of interest, such as the surface and edge stress tensors, are easily
obtained from the action and read
T µν = τ1γµνφ , T˜ µν = τ2hµνφ , Dµ = τ1∇µφ , D˜µ = τ2∇µφ . (B.37)
In this specific case, the Ward identity for diffeomorphism invariance (B.30) implies that
∇µTµνb = −Dµδ̂(x)− D˜µδ̂e(x) . (B.38)
Introducing (B.37) into (B.38) leads to (B.35) and hence the Ward identity (B.38) is satisfied,
as expected. Furthermore, the Ward identities for reparametrisation invariance (5.26) and
(B.28) imply that
γσν
(
∇λT λν −Dν
)
= 0 , hσν
(
∇˜λT˜ λν − n˜λT λν − D̂ν
)
= 0 , (B.39)
which upon using (B.37) are seen to be satisfied since n˜λT λνhσν = 0. Finally, consider the
Ward identity for tangential diffeomorphisms which essentially reduces to (5.23) and (B.25).
Upon using (B.36), these are seen to be equivalent to (B.39) and hence satisfied.
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Minimally coupled p-form. Consider the action of a background p-form gauge field cou-
pled to a defect of dimensionality p. The action takes the simple form
S[gµν , X
µ, Aµ1...µp ] =
1
2(p+ 1)!
∫
M
√
|g|dDx (Fµ1...µp+1Fµ1...µp+1)
− τ1 λ
p!
∫
W
Aµ1...µpe
µ1
a1 ...e
µp
apdσ
a1 ∧ ... ∧ dσap ,
(B.40)
where Fµ1...µp+1 = dAµ1...µp and τ1 is an arbitrary constant. For the defect to be conformal
one requires that p = (D − 2)/2. The coupling to the defect is simply the pull-back of the
gauge field onto the surface. The equation of motion for the gauge field reads
∇µFµµ1...µp = −τ1
p!

µ1...µp
|| δ̂(x) , (B.41)
which can be used to deduce that the r.h.s. of the bulk stress tensor conservation equations
leads to a Lorentz force term localised on the defect, that is
∇µTµνb = −
τ1
p!

µ1...µp
|| Fµ1...µp
ν δ̂(x) . (B.42)
Consider now the diffeomorphism constraint for this specific case. From (B.30), we obtain
∇µTµνb = gλν∇µCµλ + CµαΓαµλgλν −Dν . (B.43)
Extracting the relevant terms from the action leads to
Cµν = − τ1
(p− 1)!
µµ2...µp
|| Aνµ2...µp , Dµ = −
τ1
p!

µ1...µp
|| ∂
µAµ1...µp . (B.44)
Inserting these quantities into (B.44) leads to (B.42), as expected.
Coupling between vector fields and extrinsic curvature. We now consider a case for
which a background vector field φµ couples to the extrinsic curvature of the defect. We assume
that there is some well-defined bulk action given in terms of this vector field and that gives
rise to a non-trivial equation of motion. Here, for the purposes of exemplifying the different
terms in the Ward identities, we do not require the exact form of the bulk action as we just
want to test the Ward identity for surface reparametrisations. Therefore, consider the defect
action
S[gµν , X
µ, φµ] =
∫
W
√
|γ|dpσ (α+ τ1φµφνKµνρKρ) , (B.45)
where for simplicity we have assumed that the background vector field when restricted to the
surface is purely tangential, that is φµ(X) = γµνφ
ν(X). From this action we compute the
relevant quantities, namely
T µν = αγµν + τ1γµνφλφαKλαρKρ − 2τ1φλφαKλαρKµνρ ,
Bµν = 2τ1φλφαKλα(µKν) , Dµ = 2τ1∂µφλφαKλαρKρ ,
Dµνρ = τ1φµφνKρ + τ1γµνφλφαKλρρ ,
(B.46)
from which we can derive that Bµν = Sµν = 0 and
Nµν = 2τ1φµφλKνλρKρ . (B.47)
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The Ward identity for reparametrization invariance (5.26) for this specific case takes the form
Dνγσν + NµνΓνµλγλσ + γσν∇λNµν = γσν∇λTλν − γσνΣµλρRνµρλ , (B.48)
for which the non-manifestly covariant part can be made manifestly covariant using (B.46)-
(B.47) and yields
Dνγσν + NµνΓνµλγλσ = 2τ1φαKλαρKρ∇σφλ . (B.49)
Using this, together with (B.46)-(B.47), one can verify that (B.48) is satisfied.
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